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The Rebuilding of the National Capital

By Hon. Henry B. F. Macfarland

President Commissioners of the .R^bjct Of Columbia

On the twelfth of December, 1900, the Nr; -

tional Capital celebrated its centenfirjs.,'

Congress, and the citizens of the Distrifrl;-''of

Columbia, under special legislation, and
through a joint committee, had planned a

suitable program, which was happily carried

out, that day, in ideal weather. For the first

time there was formal oratory in the Presi-

dent's House at a meeting in the East Koom
that morning, followed by an admirable pro-

cession to the Capitol, where, in the Hall of

Representatives before all the notables in

Washington other addresses pertaining to

the occasion were made by senators and rep-

resentatives.

The permanent memorial of that celebra-

tion (which in itself was of great service by
drawing the attention of the country to the

National Capital, and quickening the coun-

try's interest in its development), was the

so-called Senate Park Commission Plan for

the park system of the District of Columbia,

and placing of future public buildings and

memorials. A commission, appointed by the

Senate Committee on the District of Colum-

bia, under authority of a senate resolution,

and composed of D. H. Burnham, Charles P.

McKim, Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., and

Augustus St. Gaudens, after studying the

problem thoroughly, incidently revisiting

most of the capitals of western Europe, and

examining data as to all the park systems of

the world, made a report which was pre-

sented to the Senate in January, 1902.

In substance this report stated that the

original plan of the city of Washington, pre-

pared under George Washington's direction,

and to carry out his great thought of a na-

tional capital suitable for a great country,

by the French engineer, L'Enfant, and the

American engineer, Ellicott, was the best

that could be devised. They recommended
that its principles be applied to the terri-

tory outside of the city of Washington in

the District of Columbia, and also sug-

gested the additional locations for build-

ings and memorials.

The Commission's plan commended itself

to everyone by its frank acknowledgment

of the merit of the George Washington

,^^pian. At the same time,, "it added so much
that was original and it illp:?trated so well

th6 vaiue-qf ,city plannirgj-ihat it drew
the, a!tentian,°o'f §ll Ihe cities, of. the country

to the need 'for such work. , 'Chicago, St.

Louis, Cleveland, San Francisco, and other

cities have obtained complete plans, and
other cities have obtained incomplete plans,

for their improvement, largely because of

the example set in the case of Washington.
It gives another illustration of the fact that

everything that is done by the country for

its capital benefits every other city willing

to take advantage of its lessons.

The Original Plan of Washington

We are concerned in this case, however,

with the plan of the National Capital.

Philadelphia was the first American city

built on a plan. This plan was not with-

out merits for its time, and even included

park spaces. But it was strictly rectangular

and was not primarily intended to be beauti-

ful. The park which is Philadelphia's chief

beauty was an afterthought, as in the case

of most other American cities. Washington
was the first city planned primarily for

beauty. It was the first city planned in

accordance with modern ideas of city plan-

ning. It is true that it did not take into

account the most modern of those ideas, as

for example, zones of houses of varying

prices designed to prevent congestion and

slums. But in its provision for wide

streets, for many parks and park spaces, for

trees and similar features, it really pro-

vided air and light according to the latest

demands of hygiene. If the national govern-

ment, the local government, and the individ-

ual builders had lived up to the principles

back of the Washington plan, we should

not have had the alley slums or any of the

other misfit conditions which we are now
trying to remedy.

How perfect the plan was from the point

of view of the artist, including the land-

scape engineer and architect, is seen by

the tribute paid to it by the Senate Park

Commission. In adopting it and its prin-

ciples as the best possible for the purpose,

[3]
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THE AMEEICAN CITY

that Commission gave the plan an approval

which showed its remarkable character.

What Was the Plan?

In brief, it was a rectangle of streets,

wider than those of Philadelphia, but/

otherwise similar, crossed, however, ji^y.^

broad avenues, and intersected by squapes,"

and circles of park spaces, with one Itmg'

park stretching from the Capitol to the

President's House. It made a natural pro-

vision for grouping the national govern-

ment buildings according to their purposes,

chiefly in the neighborhood of the Capitol

or the President's House. It contemplated

that there should be something like uni-

formity in the skyline. President Wash-
ington expressly provided that buildings on

the business streets should not be lower

than a certain height, there being in that

day no danger of skyscrapers, but rather

of buildings that would be so low as to

mar the appearance of the street.

Limits of the Old Plan

It must be remembered that the plan

was confined entirely to the city of Wash-
ington. It did not affect the old towns

of Georgetown or Alexandria, which were

taken into the District of Columbia when
it was formed (Alexandria afterwards

being taken out by the act of Congress of

1846 retroceding to Virginia the thirty

square miles which she had given for the

District of Columbia). It did not affect

the rural portions of the District of Colum-
bia. In other words it affected only about

one-tenth of the then territory of the Na-
tional Capital.

Even George Washington could not an-

ticipate all the things which are now
brought under the head of city planning.

Even he did not anticipate that within 100

years the city of Washington would be so

built lip as to present serious questions re-

specting the congestion of population and
the gathering of the poorest people in the

alley and other slums. Washington had

the wisdom of all time, but not the knowl-

edge of the future. Otherwise he would

have used his unexampled opportunity at

once to plan a city which might well have

covered with its suburban zones the entire

territory of the ten miles square in the

Federal District. He might have planned

for all of the purposes which are now on

the program of the city planner. Sociology
had not then been invented, however, and
the founder of the National Capital can
hardly be, bkjmed for not knowing all the

dQ5nap,ds*9i Ihc'twgn'^iejh century science.

^Ith.OH^n we are no^'^/'w'ise^as Washington
^we know more about citi'es,^ especially in

•relation to the social side of jthfeir life. We
knoF wliat pould oxily be learn^ from the

assemMijig ^'in . citie^S "cf such^^va^ popula-
tions as never were 'assembled irt^ cities be-

fore. We must act under this knowledge,
or the future will hold us to account. We
must act so that the future shall say of

our city plans what the present says now
of Washington's city plan, measured by ths

knowledge of his time.

Extension of the Plan

As to the beauty of the National Capital,

we have only to extend the principles of

the Washington plan to the whole territory

of the District of Columbia, as has been
indicated by the Park Commission, and as

was suggested before the Park Commission
took up the question. In the portion of

the District which was the city of Wash-
ington proper, we must preserve the wide
streets and boulevards, the park spaces and
parkings, and the trees, adding to their

number as may be possible; and we must
see that public and private buildings are

properly placed and properly constructed

with regard to esthetics as well as other

considerations. One thing that must be

done is to take all the land between Penn-
sylvania Avenue and the Mall. Fifteenth

Street and the Botanical Gardens, for a

great park to be filled with governmental

buildings. Already a beginning has been

made in the erection of the City Post Office

Building, now used chiefly by the national

Post Office Department, and in the Dis-

trict Government Building.

Moreover Congress has appropriated two

and a half millions for the purchase of the

five squares west of the District Building,

that is, between Fourteenth and Fifteenth

Street, and between Pennsylvania Avenue
and the Mall. The owners asked twice as

much for the property. The jury of con-

demnation, acting under the direction of

the Supreme Court of the District of

Columbia, has heard testimony and argu-

ments and has reported its value at about

$2,460,000. Exceptions are being taken by
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8 THE A^[ERICAN CITY

property owners to valuations. It is pro-

posed to provide on the ground thus to be

purchased for the Department of State, now
crowded into a corner of. tli€y;«WAr, State

and Navy Building, j'aXd for '.tfee'D'iP^av);-

ment of Justice, aH'^«'^he *Deparfnler.t''D/

Commerce and.Eabor, which have no build"'

ings, but liv^jil' rented quarters scattered

all over thtfnWeet end pf.. tha^ city of ^Wash-
ington. I'tfAh to be.too^d .that? th^va will

be three Msildings of 'classic architecture

instead of one large building.

Results Already Achieved

In general what has been done since the

report of the Park Commission in 1902 in

Agriculture Building, placed as desired by
the Park Commission on the Mall.

The removal of the old Pennsylvania
Railroad Station and tracks from the Mall
at Sixth Street, the conversion of that tract

.into a park, and the placing of the Grant
^.•Monument at the foot of the Capitol

•tgT^unds in the Botanical Gardens, facing

Vest- toward the Washington Monument,
are likewise in line with the Park Com-
mission's recommendations.

Unfortunately private building in Wash-
ington has not as a whole reflected the same
esthetic ideas. There has been much excel-

lent architecture put up by private owners,

and the two wings of the Department of

SsKXATK OFI-'IC'K RIILDIXG NKW L'XION STATION IX BACK(;R(>rND

the way of public building in Washington
has been in accord with the suggestions

of that report. For example, the District

Government Building, just referred to; the

Union Station, placed at a proper distance

from the Capitol, and on the north side of

Massachusetts Avenue, so as not to break

that most important east and west boule-

vard—a building, however, of remarkable

merit as a piece of architecture, designed

as it was by Mr. Bumham, the chairman
of the Park Commission, and architect of

the Pennsylvania Railroad Company; the

Senate and the House of Representatives

Office Buildings, naturally grouped near the

Capitol; the National Museum Building.

especially in large residences, and in some
other structures. But much that is very

poor and some that is positively ugly ha«

been erected, particularly in rows of houses

run up by speculative builders.

Efforts have been made by the Commis-
sioners of the District of Columbia and

others to improve these private conditions.

The Commissioners will seek legislation

from Congress at the coming session as

they have sought it before, to strengthen

their hands in the effort to prevent such

private building as will ruin the looks of

the city. It is quite possible to have a

National Capital made up of beautiful pub-

lic buildings and parks completely spoiled
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by rows of ugly houses and other private

constructions of a discreditable character.

Regulations for Private Buildings

The Commissioners will ask Congress to

give them authority by arrangement with

property owners and otherwise to put such

building restrictions on particular streets as

shall make such disfigurement of the city

impossible. This can be done by authoriz-

ing agreements with a large percentage of

the owners on particular streets, and pro-

viding a means of ascertaining in court the

justice of any claims for compensation that

may be made by property owners who are

unwilling to enter into such agreement with

to make such an agreement will be small

when the advantages to accrue from it are

realized, especially after it has been in

operation for some time. Specific provision

might be made for discrimination in street

improvements and other municipal benefits

to the advantage of the streets where prop-

erty owners were willing to give the Com-
missioners such esthetic supervision of their

l)roperty.

When we go out to the suburbs provision

must be made for preventing rows of houses

from filling up the ground, and for giving

greater advantages of air and light to those

who go out there. Moreover provision must

be made for houses that can be rented at

THOMAS CIRCLE, SHOWING THE RADIATING STREET SYSTEM

the Commissioners as will authorize them
to make the necessary building restrictions

in the interest of beauty, as well as those

that are now lawful in the interest of life

and safety.

The Commissioners feel very strongly

that the beauty of the National Capital is

its chief asset and that nothing ought to

be done to spoil it. They also feel that

most property owners take the same view,

and that if 80 or 90 per cent of them on a

particular street will agree with the Com-
missioners to yield their property to any

suitable building restrictions which the

Commissioners may propose, the remaining

ten or twenty per cent can get whatever is

due them without loss. Moreover, they be-

lieve that the percentage of those unwilling

more reasonable prices than those prevail-

ing. The great lack of Washington at this

time in building matters is of decent houses

at low rents. Provision must be made for

the clerk and the mechanic and others with

small incomes who cannot now have inde-

pendent homes.

Planning a Park System

As to parks, the first thing to be done is

to buy as quickly as possible all suitable

parklands whether within the old city of

Washington or outside, and hold them for

the future, and at the same time to begin

the improvement of the Rock Creek Valley

between Washington and Georgetown, and

the improvement of the Anacostia Basin, on

the east side of Washington. Beautiful
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LAFAYETTE SQUARE WHITE HOUSE AND WASHINGTON MONUMENT IN BACKGROUND

groves of trees, some of them two centuries

old, are being cut down, and beautiful hills

are being leveled by speculative builders,

and in general the scenery around the city

of Washington, which is the most beautiful

suburban scenery in the world, is being dis-

figured and even destroyed before our eyes.

Moreover the lands now available for park
spaces and which will have to be used for

that purpose in the future whether built

upon or not, can now be had for far less

money than they will ever cost again, and for

the most part are still beautiful. It is the old

story of the Sibylline books: every year

fewer and every year costlier. What ought

to be done is to authorize the Commission-
ers or a commission of Avhich they should

be members, to buy all the available park

lands in the District of Columbia up to a

limit of cost of from two to five million

dollars, gradually but as quickly as possible,

consistent with getting reasonable prices

and the best lands for the purpose. Within
five years it ought to be possible to get all

the lands that ought to be purchased for

this object. The record of the District

Commissioners for economical purchases,

of land is good, and it could safely be

promised that the lands would not cost

more than their true market value.

Hitherto the rr.athod of dealing with

these proposed parks has oeen for those in-

terested in particular neighborhoods to se-

cure the introduction in Congress of sep-

arate bills, usually naming high prices in

the bills, with the result that senators and
representatives were confused by the num-
ber of the bills and repelled by the high

prices asked. The matter can only be
handled in a comprehensive way by such a

plan as is here suggested.

The Commissioners of the District of

Columbia have already asked Congress for

the necessary money and authority for turn-

ing the unsightly banks of Eock Creek be-

tween Washington and Georgetown into a

beautiful boulevard and park connecting

Rock Creek Park on the north and Potomac
Park on the south, which would make a

continuous park from the Potomac River to

the District of Columbia boundary line on

the north; and also for the improvement

of the Anacostia Basin, making a lake and

boulevards as well as a commercial river,

including also the conversion of the old-

time wharves on the Potomac and Ana-
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costia rivers into fine stone docks with

appropriate roadways. Connecting by a

park boulevard the Anacostia Basin by way
of the Soldiers' Home Park with Rock
Creek Park will then complete the chain

of the parks of the District of Columbia.

This may all come about within the next

quarter of a century, but it ought to come
about within the next ten years, and we
who are specially interested are working to

bring it about in that time. It does not

involve a great expenditure of money, and

if it did it would be economical to expend

it, considering that this is the National

Capital, and the advantages that are cer-

tain to flow from its expenditure.

In justice the money required for these

great park projects should come entirely

from the national treasury. The taxpayers

of the District of Columbia are perfectly

willing to bear one-half of the expense of

the maintenance of the National Capital as

they have done since 1878, having borne

the entire cost of maintenance before that

time; but they ought not to be called upon

to bear the burden of such great park pro-

jects, which make the National Capital

what the people of the country desire—the

most beautiful on earth.

Enlarging the District

It seems likely, if not practically certain,

that before long the United States Supreme
Court will have to pass upon the question

as to whether the act of Congress of 1846

retroceding the thirty square miles of the

District of Columbia south of the Potomac
to Virginia was constitutional. That act

of retrocession, passed at a time when the

National Capital was viewed with indiffer-

ence because the national government had
done nothing particular for it, when the

people of Alexandria and its county had
grown tired of bearing the burdens with

none of the advantages of the National

Capital, has always been regarded by many
constitutional lawyers as contrary to the

provision of the Constitution which pro-

vides that the territory ceded by the states

for the federal district should become the

National Capital. It is generally believed

that if the Supreme Court is ever faced

with the question it will so decide. This

would add thirty square miles to the terri-

TIIE NEW DISTRICT BUILDING, HOME OF THE MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION
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tory of the District for the benefit of its

future population, and would guarantee the

esthetic protection of the south shore of the

Potomac, which ought to be treated in park

fashion like the north shore, would pro-

vide a suitable place for such manufactur-

ing industries as are not desirable in the

city of Washington, and also help to solve

the problem of the housing of the poor

people. It seems, therefore, a thing to be

desired.

At the recent conference on city plan-

ning held in Washington we learned much
from the experts who read papers giving

the results of their observations abroad

and their methods at home, and also from

Practical Suggestions By City Planners

Straight alleys, more generous street car

communication with the outlying districts,

higher wages for the laborers employed by
both the national and district governments,

better control over the spread of disease

through the reclamation of the Anacostia

flats and the improvement of Rock Creek
Valley, were set forth by Mr. Marsh as-

prerequisites to any development of Wash-
ington which would include a growth in

good for the poor as well as in surface

purity.

Mr. Marsh laid stress on the need for

purchasing parking space in the unbuilded-

up section of the District. He contrasted

FOUNTAIN OF THE TIIRF.E GRACES IN THE BOTANICAL (JABDEN

THE BACKGROUND
-DOME OF THE CAPITAL IN

the exhibit which brought in graphic form
new knowledge to our very eyes. Members
of the Senate Committee on the District

of Columbia who visited the exhibit asked

Mr. Benjamin C. Marsh, secretary of the

executive committee of the conference, and

Mr. Allen D. Albert, Jr., chairman of the

local committee of arrangements, to state

to them what their views were as to what

might be done in the way of improving

conditions here in the National Capital.

These gentlemen appeared before the Sen-

ate Committee on the District of Colum-

bia and made very interesting statements,

undertaking to apply the lessons of the ex-

hibit to the National Capital of today.

the original purchase price for Central

Park, New York, with the widening of a

street over only two blocks, and pointed

out that the greater cost of the second was

only too likely to have its parallel in every

purchase of parking space for the District

of Columbia if the ground were not set

aside before the city had reached out to

include it.

Mr. Albert urged only two considerations

—the need for precluding further building

in rows in suburban districts, and the ad-

vantage of boulevard making in all the

new sections as opposed to the further as-

phalting of streets. By Mr. Albert's show-

ing the construction of dwellings in rows
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was being pushed by owners of land which
had cost them less than $500 an acre.

Stricter legislation as to this land would
now affect a greater number of the original

speculators than would be possible at any

time in the future. It was his judgment
that Congress could now stop further build-

ing without abundant lawn and garden

space with less hardship and more benefit

than at any time possible in the future,

and that prompt action should be taken.

The session of the committee closed with
an annoimcement from Senator Jacob H.
Gallinger, Chairman of the Senate Com-
mittee, that a report would be published of

the hearing which would include the papers

read before the national congress on city

plans, and a request of Mr. Albert, in the

name of the committees, to submit before

the opening of the next session a draft

of a bill looking to the effective prevention

of city building in the county.

THE KEW HOME OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE



Civic Betterment
By Hon. Tlieodore E. Burton

United States Senator from Ohio

With the increasing tendency of our

people to prefer the urban to the rural life,

and the consequent centralization of our

population, the problem of the city has

become a great American question. The

rapid congestion of population in very lim-

ited areas presents difficulties, social, moral,

economic and polit-

ical which demand
the most careful at-

tention and press for

the wisest solution.

The primal source

of these problems is

to be found in the in-

tense egotism of ur-

ban life. In the cities

the competition be-

tween individuals is

so keen, the ambition

for individual ad-

vancement along every

line is so torturing,

that the individual is

inclined to lose sight

of the general welfare

in the dynamic con-

test for personal ag-

grandizement.

The marvelous
growth of our cities,

the almost instantan- senator

eous transition of small villages into flour-

ishing centers of trade and population has

intensified these problems. In Europe the

great cities have been, to a greater extent,

the development of centuries of conservative

accretion and expansion. Their civic prob-

lems have thus been less acute since they

have been of gradual development.

The value of the widespread sentiment

for civic betterment in America cannot be

over-estimated. By arousing the interest

and pride of the individual in his city

much will be accomplished toward develop-

ing in him a sense of responsibility for

the correction of those evils which are
peculiarly urban. Magnificent public

buildings, beautiful parks, artistic boule-

vards, sightly streets,

arouse in the indi-

vidual a keen sense

of proprietary pride.

This pride, thus in-

spired, suggests his

individual responsi-

bility for such evils

as tenement houses,

sweat shops, adminis-

trative dishonesty

and political corrup-

tion.

Important as is the

artistic improvement
in itself, it involves,

I believe, also in log-

ical sequence the

material development

of the city. In all

conservatism, I re-

gard this national

sentiment for civic

betterment as one of

BURTON the most encouraging

and hopeful signs of the time. It predi-

cates the birth of civic patriotism.

[14]



City Makin:
By John Nolen

"To make Cities—that is what zve are here for. For the City is strategic. It makes the
towns; the tozcms make the villages; the villages make the country. He who makes the City
makes the world. After all, though men make Cities, it is Cities which make men. Whether
our national life is great or mean, whether our social virtues are mature or stunted, whether our
sons are moral or vicious, zvhether religion is possible or impossible, depends upon the City." •

—Henry Drummond.

General Principles

City Making or City Planning is sim-
ply a recognition of the sanitary, economic,

and aesthetic laws which should govern the

original arrangement and subsequent de-

velopment of our cities. These laws, how-
ever, are not easily understood nor applied.

They are themselves complex and each must
be adjusted harmoniously to the other, so

that health, utility, and beauty may each
have proper consideration. Then the con-

ditions to which these laws must be ap-

plied are exceedingly varied, each city being
different in some respects from every other,

parts of the same city different from its

other parts, and the same parts often vary-

ing in their use and purpose from decade
to decade.

Considering that little or nothing has

been done in most of our cities and tovras

to provide intelligently for their plan and
growth, it is not surprising that they are

monumental examples of what man can do
to produce inconvenient, unhealthy, and un-
lovely surroundings. The most callous are

at last awakening. In a dim sort of way,
as an English leader in city improvement
has recently pointed out, many persons un-
derstand that the time has come when art

and skill and foresight should control what
hitherto has been left to chance to work
out; that there should be a much more
orderly conception of civic action; that

there is a real art of city making, and
that it behooves this generation to master
and apply it.

The interrelation and interdependence of

these sanitary, economic, and aesthetic laws
is a point not to be longer neglected.

Heretofore we have thought that we could

follow one regardless of the other, but ex-

perience has taught us otherwise. At last

we know, for example, that there can be no

* Paper read at the last
American Civic Association.

ineeting of the

great and permanent business success with-

out providing convenient and sanitary sur-

roundings; indeed not without surround-

ings which have the mark of beauty, if by
beauty we mean fitness and appropriate-

ness.

Then different cities have different pur-

poses. There are various types—commer-
cial, manufacturing, governmental, educa-

tional and artistic, residential, and so on,

each type requiring different treatment if

it is to serve well its ends. Examples
could easily be given of each. These types

are not absolutely distinct, but in many
cities one element or another predominates
or controls and gives a special character to

the city. And there are also other circum-

stances of origin, history, population, or

topography that give, or should give, a

distinctive quality to cities which are in

the same class. Chicago, Pittsburg, New
York; San Francisco, Savannah, Boston;

New Orleans, Denver, Washington; do not

these names bring at once before the imag-

ination cities that differ radically, each
possessing an individuality, a personality,

that separates it from every other? What
is true of these larger cities is equally, if

not more, true of many of the smaller towns
and villages.

The Relation of Replanning to Original Plans

There are two important phases of city

planning: Cities planned largely in ad-

vance of population, and established cities

replanned or remodeled to meet new con-

ditions. The former method has obviously

great advantages, and many cities estab-

lished for governmental, industrial, or resi-

dential purposes have been so planned. It

is a method which needs wider use. Wash-
ington is the most notable illustration of

this method. The conditions that created

it were unique. But we should remember
that its large and far-seeing plan must have

[15]
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been for several generations a source of

daily inconvenience and discomfort. Dick-

ens' description of it as a city "of spacious

avenues that begin in nothing and lead no-

where; streets miles long that want only

houses, roads, and inhabitants
;
public build-

ings that need but a public to be complete,"

may show lack of faith and foresight in the

novelist, but it describes accurately the ap-

pearance of Washington in 1842, a half

century after being laid out.

The method of Washington is applicable

to the normal city only to a limited degree.

After all, it is seldom possible to foresee

the future of a city or to plan for it from
the very start, and the complex influences

which determine the selection of site and
the location of streets and buildings must
usually be left to work out their natural re-

sults. But when a small population has

been attracted to a town by natural causes,

and there are unmistakable indications that

because of situation, climate, the trend of

trade and commerce or other forces, an im-

portant city is to be established, then it is

entirely practicable to intelligently replan

the town so as to provide properly for its

future. There are scores of cities in this

country with a population today of 50,000

people that will have 100,000 in two genera-

tions or less, and the same rate of increase

may be predicted with equal confidence of

cities of greater population. The gravest

neglect is right here: the failure to replan

and replan, to readjust and readjust, to con-

stantly use art and skill and foresight to

remodel existing conditions and to mould
and fit for use the new territory about to be

invaded.

The people who laid out the first streets

in London or Boston provided with con-

siderable common sense for the needs of

their time and could scarcely have been

expected to foresee the requirements of a

large city; their successors long generations

afterwards who vetoed Sir Christopher

Wren's plan for the improvement of Lon-
don and the plans for the betterment of

Boston after the fire of 1872, displayed a

lack of good sense and taste in providing

for their own time and even greater lack

of foresight and public spirit with regard

to the future. Many other illustrations

inight be given. Oglethorpe, in Savannah,

and Penn, in Philadelphia, made plans for

their respective cities which have many
merits ; the succeeding generations in ex-

tending those plans into new territory

added nothing to their value and left out
many features—^for instance, a regular sys-

tem of open spaces and occasional avenues
of unusual breadth—that were of very great

value.

The emphasis needs to be placed less on
the original plan and more on replanning

and remodeling. The beautiful cities of

Europe, the cities that are constantly taken

as illustrations of what modern cities should

be, are without exception the result of a

picturesque, accidental growth, regulated, it

is true, by considerable common sense and
respect for art, but improved and again im-

proved by replanning and remodeling to fit

changed conditions and new ideals. It is

here that we fall short. Throughout the

land there are cities with relatively easy

opportunities before them to improve their

water fronts, to group their public build-

ings, to widen their streets, to provide in

twentieth century fashion for transporta-

tion, and to set aside the areas now consid-

ered indispensable for public recreation.

And yet most of these cities have until re-

cently stood listless, without the manliness

and courage to begin the work that must
sooner or later be done.

Two Methods : The Formal <ind the Picturesque

The keen interest at the present time in

city improvement has brought into discus-

sion and contrast the formal method and
the informal. The formal is best repre-

sented in a city like Paris, with its broad,

straight avenues, terminated with great

public buildings or triumphal arches; its

symmetrical, stately effects, and its general

grandeur. It is monumental, often impres-

sive, always artificial in the highest degree.

It is, however, well adapted for certain pur-

poses and has many merits. The other, the

informal treatment, is to be seen in old

English and German cities and towns, and
in those modern cities and towns which

have followed their lead and striven above

all for irregularity and picturesqueness.

There can be no question about the charm
that Oxford, parts of Hamburg and Nurn-
berg possess, and the modern city planners

are pointing out in the most convincing

manner that by this method a fine type of

civic beauty can be secured, especially well

adapted for residence sections, with less

destruction of existing conditions, at much
less cost, and without sacrificing the needs
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of convenience. They hold that city and

town plans which have originated naturally,-

which are based upon necessity, have alwhys

a peculiar charm and are more beutitiftil

than the straight streets laid out aqcording

to rectilinear principles. The;^'^G 'further;

they believe that this irregulari,tjr has an in ^

fluence upon civic virtue and civic spii-it.

Von Moltke attributed to people living in

the rectilinear cities of France a patriotism

inferior to that of people living in cities

with crooked streets. And another German
leader compared regular cities with the

structure of the lower animals and the old

cities to the forms of richly organized beings

permeated with in-

telligence.

As in Europe, so in

this country there are

examples of both

methods, only here

neither has been so

well done. Washing-
ton is, without ques-

tion, our best illustra-

tion of the formal

style, and it can be

confidently asserted

that even the most ad-

vanced German city

planner would be sat-

isfied with the infor-

mality and irregular-

ity of old Boston.

Which method should

we favor in our sub-

sequent development?

We may answer by
asking: Why should

we favor either? Are
not both good? And
have we not need for both?

serve a different purpose and should not the

choice of one or the other rest largely upon
the physical, social, and financial conditions

of each particular case?

Problems Common to All

Although cities differ in their character,

there are some problems more or less com-

mon to all. Such, for instance, as the cir-

culation of traffic, the subdivision of the

city into parts to serve various purjooses,

the provision for the dispatch of public

business, the approaches by water and r.iil,

and the needs of recreation.

A more adeqiiate solution of the problems

JOHN NOLEN

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT

Does not each

of circulation would alone justify city plan-

ning' o^i its practical side. Our cities will

'reiaain inconvenient, congested, and ugly

until we unders.t&nd better the place and

function of the street—where it should go,

how it should be' divided, what it should

look iikQ,;t)in'l the need for differentiation

batwefeii bjie street and^ianother. Different

streets have as different functions as dif-

ferent buildings. Unless they are carefully

located and designed to fulfill these various

functions there must inevitably be incal-

culable loss and waste. We have curved

streets where they should be straight,

straight streets where they should be curved,

narrow streets
where they should be

broad, occasionally

broad streets where

they should be nar-

row, and no street

connection at all

where one is impera-

tively needed. We
have streets too near

each other and streets

too far apart. Illus-

trations could readily

be given of each of

these mistakes in

street planning. Then
when the location, the

grade, the width and

the distance from one

another are right, the

street is undeveloped,

lacking those features

which are essential to

its proper appearance

and agreeable use.

The subdivision of

our cities and towns into parts, each to

serve a peculiar need, is a subject to which

we have hardly turned attention. We must

consider the value of the "zone" treatment

used in European cities, each zone con-

trolled by different regulations. It is a

method that we must soon adopt if we are

to avoid the waste and folly that character-

ize our cities at present. Homogeneity of

neighborhoods and stability of real estate

values are points of importance in this con-

nection.

We are now giving more attention to the

subject of public buildings and the ad-

vantages of grouping them, even in smaller
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cities. The arguments for such action are

definite and unanswerable. (1). Th^i? ai*-'

rangement around a square etp}a'fa, f>r in; •

some well related design>. as liow being

planned for so many Atnerjean cities, adds

immeasurably to the cpnyenient and agree-

able conduct of business betwepii' joiic de-

,

partment and another- (2) H a,rtis'ticallj^

planned, and conceived in proper scale and
happy harmony, buildings so related con-

tribute more than any other factor to an
impression of dignity and appropriate

beauty in a city—an impression which has

a daily influence upon citizens and stran-

gers alike. There is no comparison be-

tween the noble effect which the group

plan makes possible as against the location

of each building in different parts of the

city or even in the same part if on un-

related lots. (3) This grouping of the city's

buildings forms a rallying place for the

city's life. Here the best impulses may
crystallize, inspired by the noble character

of the edifice, into devoted action for the

public good.

The approaches to a city by water or

land are of preeminent importance. No
contrast could be greater than the Euro-

pean and American methods of dealing with

water fronts. In Europe the importance of

the water front for commerce and recreation

is wisely recognized, and vast sums have

been spent on the construction of docks,

piers, promenades, embankments, and parks.

One can name places almost at random^
Naples, Genoa, Nice, Mentone, Lucerne,

Cologne, Hamburg, Paris, London, Liver-

pool—in all these and innumerable others

the water fronts have been improved accord-

ing to carefully prepared plans and through
improvement made a source of prosperity

and pleasure scarcely equaled by any other.

In this country it is quite different.

Cities fronting on the Atlantic and on the

Pacific, on the great rivers that traverse

the continent and on the lakes, have not

developed in an adequate, businesslike way
the opportunities that their situations af-

ford. This contrast has now attracted wide

attention, and American cities of all classes,

cities situated in different sections of the

country, have taken steps to better utilize

their water frontages. Witness the plans

for Boston, Philadelphia, and Chicago; Buf-
falo, Cleveland, and Detroit; Harrisburg,

Roanoke, and Savannah; Madison, La
Crosse, and Milwaukee, in illustration of

this movement. The railroad approach is

equally important and of even wider appli-

'ii^ioJK Several instructive examples might
be'-giv^ of railroad corporations in this

countr^r'that have had regard for the ap-

pearance -Sf' things, and have found it profit-

able.

• No phase of civic improvement is more
noteworthy than that of the modern con-

ception of the need for recreation. Parks,

playgrounds, and open spaces are now
classed, and properly so, with the necessi-

ties of city life. They provide fresh air

and sunshine and the opportvniity for ex-

ercise which the character of modern cities

and modern methods of living have made
imperative. At least ten per cent of the

city's area should be set aside for recreation

and each tract should be skilfully handled

so as to make it answer well its purpose.

"The strong love of outdoor recreation,"

said Ex-President Cleveland, "is not pos-

sessed by every one; yet nature has made
it a law that every one is in need, mentally

and physically, of relaxation in the open
air. And in these times of dollar-chasing,

many of the most vital necessities of normal
life are being neglected.

"In my experience I have found that im-

pressions which a man receives who walks

by the brook-side or in the forest or by the

seashore, make him a better man and a bet-

ter citizen. They lift him above the worries

of business and teach him of a power
greater than human power. It is unques-

tionably true that nearness to nature has

an elevating influence upon the heart and
character. Nature is a school of all the

hardier virtues. What, for instance, can

impart a more effective lesson in patience

than a day's fishing for the whimsical black

bass? As I have said on a previous occa-

sion, the real worth and genuineness of the

human heart are measured best by its readi-

ness to submit to the inflvience of nature,

and to appreciate the goodness of the Su-

preme Power, who is its creator. This is

the central point in my philosophy of life."

Methods of Achievements

How are better results in city planning

to be secured? Much can be done by pri-

vate initiative, by voluntary contributions,

as is well illustrated in the work of the

Madison, Wisconsin, Park and Pleasure

Drive Association. For seventeen years

that association has collected small subscrip-
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tions and used the total of $300,000 so ob-

tained to add to the attractiveness and con-

venience of that city so beautifully located

on Lakes Monona and Mendota. Another

method is that of cooperation between pri-

vate individuals and public authorities.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York, the Museum of Natural History, and

the Zoological Gardens are examples of the

good results possible by this method. But
none of these is adequate. The problems

are too large. Back of comprehensive city

planning there must be complete public

authority and the public funds. The really

noteworthy results are in places like Kansas

City and Harrisburg, where sound and far-

seeing plans have been supported by the

municipality. Sooner or later we must havu

permanent city plan commissions like that

now working in Hartford, Conn., and pro-

posed for Wisconsin cities, with proper

authority to take land, to borrow money, to

use expert advice, and to carry out large

and wise plans for the benefit of the whole
people.

The great need at the present time, the

greatest need, I believe, is a more aroused
and enlightened public opinion. Therefore
nothing is more significant, nothing more
useful, than such work as that represented

by the National Municipal League and the

American Civic Association. Intelligent

city planning is one of the means toward
a better utilization of our resources, toward
an application of the methods of private

business to public affairs, toward efficiency,

toward a higher individual and higher col-

lective life. If we want such substantial

things as health and wealth and joy, if we
want the equally indispensable element of

beauty in our daily lives, if we want to avoid

waste of money and time, we must find ways
to avail ourselves more fully of the incal-

culable advantages of skillful city planning.

A Letter from Bishop Greer

Editor, The American City,

Mv Dear Sir:—
I am glad to learn that you have about com-

pleted your plans for starting your new maga-

zine. The American City, and am confident

that it will meet and minister to one of the

great and growing needs of our modern civiliz-

ation. The time has come when there should

be some concerted action between the different

cities of the country on the subject of wise

municipal administration, or when at least

there should be some medium of com-

munication between them, such as The Amer-

ican City proposes to be.

Very truly yours.

^^^yx^^^^A
New York, August 19, 1909.

COPYRIGHT. 1907. BY PACH BROS.. N. Y.

THE BISHOP OF NEW YORK



The Conning-Tower
Arthur H. Grant, Editor

The Coining of Age of our Cities

American cities are awakening to self-

consciousness and to a sense of their larger

responsibilities. Hitherto they have been

distinguished equally for the marvelous

rapidity of their growth, for the untiring

energy and vigor of their builders, and for

the wanton lavishness with which they have
expended, often squandered, their resources.

They have shown on a grand scale the

vices and the virtues of youth—ignorance

and irresponsibility, courage and superb

faith in their destinies. They have mis-

taken gaudiness for beauty, bigness for

greatness. They have lavished millions on
luxuries, but grudged the dollars for de-

cency.

And now these big children of Uncle Sam
are beginning to realize something of the

seriousness of life. They have borrowed
nearly or quite to their debt limits, and it is

being borne in upon them that economy is

a virtue that is worth cultivating. They
are learning that there is a direct relation

between crime and crowding, and that it is

cheaper to help men to live decently in

freedom than to force them to live idly in

jail. They have found that congestion

breeds consumption, and that parks are bet-

ter investments than potter's fields. It has

been shown that if we give boys and girls

no place for whole-hearted play we need

not be surprised when some of them grow
up into hoodlums and prostitutes. It has

dawned upon us that dirt and smoke and
noise are no more necessary or decent in a

city than in our homes; that beauty is not

necessarily more costly than ugliness; and
that it pays to look a bit ahead of present

needs. The American City is outgrowing
its irresponsible childishness and is coming
of age.

The Magic Wand

Outside of fairy stories wishing is only

indirectly related to accomplishment. Yet
many of those who have seen the vision of

what the American City might be—a beau-

[20]

tiful, clean, healthy, wholesome city for chil-

dren and women and men to live and work
and play in—are waiting for some fairy

godmother to touch our cities with her
magic wand, and transform them into the

ideal of our desires. There are others who
arouse themselves to momentary activity,

and then sink back into indifference or

criticism of the men who are trying to do
something, which may be the best they know
if not the best possible. Not by such as

these will the city of our hopes be built, but
by the men and women who have learned

that we get only what we earn, and that if

we are to have better civic conditions we
must earn them by unremitting work.
The rapid increase in the numbers of this

last class is a source of general encourage-

ment. It is due to the growth both of in-

telligent dissatisfaction with existing condi-

tions and of the conviction that the rem-
edying of these conditions is quite within
the powers of even small groups of deter-

mined citizens. The fact that almost every

civic defect has been successfully dealt with
in one city or another shows conclusively

that we can have good civic conditions if

we are willing to pay the price in persistent

effort.

«!i

A Permanent Civic Council

To expedite this desired result several

things are necessary. First, the enlistment

"for the war" of a large enough number of

citizens in every city to make themselves

felt as a power, not merely or primarily in

elections, but as a constant support to city

officials who are desirous of doing their full

duty, as an equally constant check to mal-

feasance in office of whatever sort, and
most especially as helpers in the study and
practical working out of civic problems.

The word "problems" is used advisedly ; for

even when all good citizens are agreed that

certain things are desirable, it must be a

matter of careful study how to attain those

ends as rapidly as is possible consistent with

a due regard for the city's finances and for
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other ends that are also desirable. City

housekeeping isn't so unlike private house-

keeping. We may want to paint the house,

repaper some of the rooms, get new car-

pets for others, and send Henry to college.

With most of us some of these things have
to be postponed each year, and with some
of us all of them have to be postponed in-

definitely because we squander on luxuries

the margin of income that would ultimately

secure them all. So with cities, there are

many desirable undertakings that must be

postponed in part at least, but which may
ultimately be obtained if we practise in our
city government the same economy that we
use in our homes. To mortgage the house
to send Henry to college may be worth
while, when it would be poor policy to do it

to buy an automobile. A city bond issue is

a public mortgage, and should be scrutinized

as closely. It is neither wise nor fair to

leave to a few officials the unaided decision

of matters of such importance to all the

citizens. _

City Officials as Citizens

This brings up the second point of im-
portance—our attitude toward our officials,

especially those who, like councilmen, are

elected to their offices. It has become too

customary to refer to them as a lot of

politicians and grafters, and to assume that

they have little regard for the welfare of

our cities. Grafters there certainly are

among them, just as there are scoundrels in

other walks of life. Politicians most of

them may be, but a politician is one who
gives especial attention to the affairs of

the polis—the city. The trouble is that

most of us will not take the trouble to be
politicians; it's so much easier to find fault

with the other fellow. If we knew more
about the difficulties of city administration

we would not find fault so readily. We be-

lieve that the average elected city official is

a better citizen than the average man who
scoffs at him from his easy chair at home.
Most city officials are not specially trained

for their positions. That is the fault of our
institutions, not the fault of the men. In
a large majority of cases they probably do
the best they know how, but they would do
far better if they had the helpful and sym-
pathetic cooperation of a non-partisan body
of patriotic citizens who would make a sys-

tematic study of the needs and possibilities

of their cities.

In Union There is Strength

This suggests another point of import-

ance—cooperation. While it is a good thing
for Walker and Schmidt and O'Brien and
Christensen and Bruno to be individually in

favor of civic betterment, it doesn't count
for much in the way of accomplishment.
But if those five men get together and agree

to work for certain definite ends, something
is likely to happen. They may work through
the Board of Trade, or they may form a

Civic Association or a Good Government
Club, or, if they want to concentrate their

efforts, it may be a Playground Society or

a Municipal Art League. The first thing
they know their five will have become fifty,

or perhaps five hundred, and results will

follow out of all proportion to the individual

influence of Walker, Schmidt and the
others. The time is ripe for such local or-

ganizations, and hundreds are ready to step

into line as soon as the few raise their stan-

dard.

A National Movement

There is also room and need for coopera-
tion between civic organizations in the vari-

ous cities. The American Civic Association,

the National Municipal League, the Play-
ground Association of America, and other

national and state organizations offer a

partial basis for such cooperation, especially

in giving to the local bodies the encourage-
ment and strength that come from the con-
sciousness that all over our country other
groups of citizens are working at and work-
ing out the same problems that confront
them. The weak point is a lack of means
of communication between alert citizens in

different cities. Annual conventions,
though they serve a good purpose, are not
enough. They are too far apart, and only
a few can attend their sessions. What has
been needed and wanted, as shown by the

enthusiastic letters which have welcomed the
announcement of The American City, is a
periodical which shall be devoted to this

one field of human effort—a magazine
which shall be a clearing-house for the ex-

periences of cities and organizations in their

attempting to rebuild our American cities

along better lines.

The Realization of a Vision

Three years ago two men worked out the
idea of such a publication. They saw that
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there were many thousands of people scat-

tered all over our country who were dissat-

isfied with civic conditions, and who were

willing—in many cases anxious—to help

improve these conditions, if they knew how.

The trouble was that most of them didn't

know how; the problems seemed too many
and too large for them to solve, and they

did not realize how many there were who
were only waiting for a chance to work with

them. To give these earnest citizens the

information they needed; to inspire them
with hope and confidence; to show them
how others had successfully attacked one

little section of the work of civic improve-

ment; to make them realize, in fact, that it

was not one big problem for a few big men
to work out, but rather a lot of little prob-

lems that the ordinary man and woman
could deal with: this was the ideal of the

magazine which its creators then and there

christened The American City. But it took

nearly three years to secure the necessary

capital, and meantime one of the men dieJ.

Such a magazine cannot be a "one man"
publication; therefore the editor asked men
and women who were representative of the

work that is being done along many lines

for improving our cities to form an Ad-
visory Board, so that the magazine might
be made and kept broad and catholic.

Help Us to be Helpful

But we need also the active and hearty

cooperation, in all ways, of those w4io be-

lieve with us that a city should be some-

thing more than a place to make a living in,

—that it should be a place to live in, and

get the worth of life in; where children can

grow through happy childhood into normal
manhood and womanhood; and where men
and women can have not only decent and
wholesome surroundings, but also some-

thing of beauty and inspiration to the

higher things of life as a part of their civic

environment. Therefore, if this magazine
seems to you to be worth while in its work

toward the realization of civic ideals, we
shall expect your help, not merely as sub-

scribers, but as co-editors, in so far as you
can give to others through these pages the

results of your efforts, telling frankly of the

mistakes and of the means by which the de-

sired ends were at last attained.

A Notable Joint Convention

The growing appreciation of the value of

cooperation is shown in the plans for the

joint convention of the National Municipal

League and the American Civic Association,

to be held at Cincinnati, November 15-18.

It will be a remarkable conference of work-

ers for administrative reform and civic

health and beauty.

Following the opening meeting, at which

the annual addresses of Hon. Charles J.

Bonaparte, president of the League, dealing

with the direct nomination problem, and
that of Mr. J. Horace McFarland, presi-

dent of the Association, will be given, Mr.

Clinton Rogers Woodruff, secretary of the

League, will review the general municipal

situation. The public attitude toward

municipal health problems will be dis-

cussed, and considerable attention will be

paid to the subject of education in muni-

cipal government in schools and colleges.

Other matters to be considered are immi-

gration, the liquor question, the police

problem and the essentials of a building

code. Electoral reform, including the

operation of the recall, the initiative and

the referendum, franchise situations and

municipal expenditure will all be dealt

with by men actually working along those

lines. Experts in city planning, forestry,

school gardens, playgrounds, the abatement

of the billboard and smoke nuisances, and

the preservation of national beauty and

resources will lead in the discussion of

these vital subjects. Achievements will be

summarized and suggestions given, the in-

spiration of which civic workers cannot

afford to lose.



The Pure Milk Campaign in Indianapolis

By Rev. Frank S. C. Wicks
Member of the Pure Milk Commission of Indianapolis

The work of supplying babies with pure

milk, and the instructing of mothers in the

care of infants has not passed completely

the experimental stage, so that those who
are engaged in this work welcome what

others have learned by experience. Indian-

apolis has completed a year and a half of

work, and has met with a success which is

most encouraging. At the start, it en-

joyed the experience of other experiments,

and was able to proceed intelligently. The
one thing that our experience shows is how
much can be done with but little money, our

first year's work coming quite within one

thousand dollars, all of which was raised

by private subscriptions.

The need of this work was first set forth

by Dr. Eugene Buehler, chairman of the

Board of Health, a most efficient and

vigilant officer, incessantly active in safe-

guarding the health of the city. He pre-

sented the problem to the Commercial Club,

which turned it over to the Children's Aid

Association. The superintendent of the As-

sociation was Mrs. Helen W. Rogers, who
had done such splendid work in the organi-

zation of the Juvenile Court. She gave to

the work careful attention, and deserves

much of the credit for its success.

At the outset the problem was simplified

through the establishment of a Walker-

Gordon Laboratory at about the same time

that the work was proposed. This saved

the expense of fitting out a special plant

for the purification of milk. It is the be-

lief of Dr. Buehler that pure milk is better

than pasteurized milk.

The Walker-Gordon people established an

ideal plant. All the cattle were tuberculin

tested, of the finest stock, and pastured in

large, well-drained fields. The barns were

of the newest construction, with cement

floors, screened doors and windows, and the

King system of ventilation. Exquisite care

is taken of the cows. The Dutch milkers

are clad in spotless white. The milk is

drawn through cheesecloth and absorbent

cotton into pails with small openings, and

immediately run over a cooler which reduces

it to 40 degrees, Fahrenheit. Then it is

bottled and placed in coolers. Many tests

by the state board of health showed a bac-

terial content falling as low as 1,180 per

cubic centimeter. These people were pre-

pared to fill individual prescriptions, thus

saving the expense of equipping a central

station for the work of modification.

As we were able to establish but four

stations, their location was most important.

A map was started showing the districts

where the rate of infant mortality was
greatest. It could not be finished in time,

so the advice of social workers was followed.

When the map was finished it was found

that the stations could not have been better

located.

The equipment of each station was sim-

ple : a refrigerator, a hot plate, utensils for

sterilizing, a set of statistical cards in an

indexing box, and a bundle of pamphlets

for distribution. Ice, bottles, nipples, and
other supplies were donated. Then a house

to house canvass was made to discover the

extent of the need. Each station was opened

with a good number of babies. Apparently

this work differs from most other social

work in not demanding the education of

people to a sense of the need.

The mothers gather at the stations each

morning, many bringing their babies and

making it seem like a real social event. A
careful record is kept of each child, and the

improvement, or lack of improvement, is

noted. Each morning the child is stripped

and weighed. Then the milk, with the

needed modification, is given. The at-

tending physician examines and prescribes

for each child by itself. Each prescription

is an individual one, so that stock formulas

cannot be used. Three classes of milk are

provided : three percentage modifications

prepared by the laboratory, simple modifica-

tions prepared by the nurses at the sta-

tions, and sometimes in the homes, and

whole milk for children from one to three

years of age. The prescriptions vary with

the varying needs of the child.

The stations are open daily from eight

to twelve for the distribution of milk. Chil-

dren, parents, neighbors, even grandparents

come for the milk. Only in a few in-

stances has the milk been delivered at the

[23]
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TESTING FOR RESULTS

homes. Modified milk for the smaller chil-

dren, packed in iced retainers containing

the tubes for feeding each child twenty-

four hours are carefully re-iced before leav-

ing the stations so that the temperature
could be kept below forty degrees until

warmed for immediate use. Whenever
modifications are prepared by the nurse the

feeding bottles are also packed in pails and
covered with ice.

For this milk a deposit of two cents for

each bottle must be made, and three cents

are charged for each bottle broken. Bottles

of modified milk are sold for one cent each

when they contain three and four ounces,

two cents when they contain six and eight.

Though the whole milk costs us twelve

cents, we sell it at the market price of ordin-

ary milk, seven cents. Nearly all of the

milk furnished is paid for, in part at least,

by the consumer, but in cases of extreme

need, tickets are furnished that will secure

the milk. As the same tickets are sold all

there is no confession of pauperism in their

use.

Carefully sterilized nipples, wrapped in

waxed paper are furnished with each day's

feeding, to be returned with the bottles each

morning.

The furnishing of pure milk is by no

means the most important feature of the

work. This is but the key that opens the

homes to the visits of the nurses who give

to mothers careful and simple directions as

to the feeding and care of the infants. Each

day and nurses go out on these errands of

mercy. Mothers are encouraged to nurse

their children if it is possible. Essential

to the thoroughness of the work is the

securing of the daily birth-returns ; for if

the birth is in one of the neighborhoods

covered by the stations the nurse does not

wait for a request to visit and give her

services. This education of the mothers is

of more importance than the giving of milk.

Of the 119 babies registered at the sta-

tions between June 19 and September 30,

not one died. During that period the death

rate of children under five fell fifty per

cent, and the work of the pure milk com-
mission, no doubt, was a prominent factor

in that decrease. Ten thousand bottles of

milk were distributed, the nurses made 1,700

visits, and the doctors made 473 examina-

tions.

This present season, up to August Ist,

175 babies had been registered ; 2,334 bottles

of milk were distributed in June, and 497

visits were made by the nurses.

The one thing of value shown by the In-

dianapolis movement is the comparative

low cost of conducting the work.

A PURE MILK CUSTOMER



The Indispensableness of City Planning

By Charles W. Eliot, LL.D., M.D.

President Emeritus of Harvard University

Good planning for cities and closely-built

towns and villages is not primarily a mat-

ter of aesthetics, but of economics. The main

object is to prevent or remedy the physical

and moral evils and losses which accom-

pany congestion of population. To effect

this object it is necessary to prevent the

corruption of the air the people breathe

night and day, of the water they drink, and

of the foods they eat; and to this end well-

ventilated dwellings, shops, and factories, a

pure and abundant water-supply and a safe

sewage disposal, and

rapid transportation

and prompt delivery

for foods are all in-

dispensable. There
must also be provided

rapid transportation

for passengers and all

sorts of goods into

and out of the city,

else the population

will not be spread

over a sufficient area,

and the industries

which support the
people will not be

carried on advan-

tageously.

To secure these
benefits and safe-

guards is the purpose

of wise city planning.

A good plan will pro-

vide convenient, well-

paved, and airy high-

ways, frequent open

spaces both large and small, well placed

with adequate terminals, radial avenues,

and circumferential boulevards, and will

also take thought for the water supply, the

sewers, and the telegraph and telephone

services.

The laying-out of most American cities

has been casual, and thoughtless of future

needs. The common rectangular lay-out,

without any well-considered diagonals,

causes a great daily waste of human and

animal labor and of fuel; while high build-

DR. CHARLES W. ELIOT

ings, narrow streets, and lack of open
spaces make it impossible to keep the cities

well aired and well sunned.
To improve or reform the lay-out of

most American cities is therefore a great
public need, not only for beauty's sake, but
for the sake of the health, efficiency, and
happiness of their people.

What prevents the prompt execution of

the needed public works? Three obstacles

prevent or rather postpone it:

(1) The absence of a well-informed,

benevolent and urgent
public opinion on
the subject; (2) the

prevailing distrust of

existing municipal
governments, a dis-

trust founded on their

demonstrated busi-

ness incapacity; (3)

the failure of the

common methods of

local taxation to pro-

duce an adequate rev-

enue for municipal

purposes.

It appears, then,
that reform in the

laying-out of Ameri-
can cities must, in

general, wait for tlie

coming of two other

great reforms, first,

for municipal reform,

and secondly for the

reform of the existing

methods of local tax-

ation. Every successful effort in favor

of municipal or tax-law reform will

tell towards the physical and moral

improvement of American cities; but in

the mean time the men and women
who appreciate what immense losses of life,

health, happiness, and industrial effective-

ness are due to the bad planning, or no

planning, of American cities must do their

best to enlighten the public on the whole

subject. One good way is to study and

publish a good plan for an actual city, as

[25]
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public-spirited people have already done for

Chicago, San Francisco, and Boston. An-

other way is to lay before the American

public the facts about the provisions for

the public health and happiness made in

Paris, Naples, Rome, Budapest, Berlin,

London, Edinboro, Glasgow, and many
smaller European cities which already pos-

sess sound municipal administration, ra-

tional taxation methods, and just powers of

eminent domain. Democratic America is

far behind Europe in providing effectively

for the health and happiness of the urban
part of its population.

Individual Responsibility of Officials

By Benjamin Ide Wheeler, Ph.D., LL.D.

President of the University of California

Democracy is by no means a failure in

its application to the modern city. The
machinery therefor is,

however, sadly defec-

tive. We have been

trying to govern great

cities after a plan sug-

gested by the experi-

ence of Massachusetts

townships and Virgin-

ia counties of one

hundred and fifty

years ago. Meantime
the modern city has

grown up with its tre-

mendous complexity

of mechanism, and

forced a mass of busi-

ness problems, rather

than of political, upon

the attention of gov-

ernment.

The old representa-

tive system has bro-

ken down in the face

of the modem need.

The interests of the

community and of the people are not sub-

served by boards of aldermen. There is no

way of concealing quite so effectually a

piece of corruption or misgovernment as by

burying it in the irresponsibility of the

majority of a large board.

In order that the people may know whom
they are really electing to office and who

is really responsible

for what happens in

the city, duties must
be classified and single

duties lodged with in-

dividual men. By all

means provide a mech-
anism whereby the

people when they vote

shall know what they

are voting about.

They should vote for a

few officials at a time;

these officials should

be highly and dis-

tinctly responsible,

if things go wrong

the people will know
who is to blame. The
cause of Democracy

will be subserved by

simplicity and clear-

ness ; confusion and
DR. BENJAMIN IDE WHEELER general muddiness are

the favorite instruments of corruption.
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The Growth, Present Extent and Prospects of

the Playground Movement in America*

By Henry S. Curtis, Ph.D.

Vice-President of the Playground Association of America

The playground movement began with
the sand gardens of Berlin in 1885 ; it came
to this country in 1886, where the first be-

ginnings were in Boston. This, however,

had very little to do with the movement
for the rest of the country, and almost

nothing is heard of it for the next ten

years. In its reappearance it does not

seem that the beginnings in Boston have
had any influence on the development in

the other cities of America.

practically to an increase of 100 per cent

in the number of cities in a single year;

but this increase is only a partial repre-

sentation of the entire growth because there

have been other forms of extension as well.

The equipment has been doubled in many
of the playgrounds; the period has been
lengthened from four or five weeks in the

summer time to include the entire year in

many municipal playgrounds, and to cover

the beginning and end of the school year

PHOTO BY WM. L COOP DANCING AT AN EXHmiTION OF PLAYGROUND ACTIVITIES

About 1898, the time at which play-

grounds were taken over by the Board of

Education in the city of New York, begins

a period of rapid development, which has

been accelerating until we found in our

statistics of last year that there were then

in this country one hundred and seventy-

seven cities maintaining playgrounds, as

opposed to ninety maintaining play-

grounds the year before. This amounts

*An Address at the Conference on Child
"Welfare at Clark University.

as well as the summer vacation in some
school playgrounds; and through the light-

ing of the playground at night, the day has

been lengthened so that the activities can

be carried on up to ten o'clock in the even-

ing in several systems. Contrary to what

was expected the attendance also has in-

creased from year to year in the same play-

grounds in almost every system; so that

the increase in attendance represents a

larger percentage than the increase in ac-

tual playgrounds.

[273
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Incre<ise in Intent

When the playgrounds were first started

the idea in the minds of the promoters was
to keep children off the streets and away
from their physical and moral dangers; but

as time has gone on the movement has

taken up a series of positive physical and
Bocial ideals which are becoming more
definite each year. These are:

First : The promotion of the physical

health of the children through keeping

them in the open air, and giving them
increased power of vital resistance through

physical exercise. This purpose has been

strongly emphasized by the tuberculosis

heart, lungs and stomach. Vital or organic

strength is far more essential to modern
life than muscular strength.

Fourth: The establishment of right

habits. Children form their habits of

courtesy or discourtesy, of kindness or un-

kindness, of fairness or unfairness, of hon-

esty or dishonesty, primarily in play. All

play, being a form of social conduct, is

either moral or immoral, and offers the

same opportunity for the development

of right habits or wrong habits and
principles that life itself offers.

Further, if we accept with Mr. Royce
the tenet that loyalty is the funda-

PHOTO BY WM. L COOP

lk>\V PLAYGROUNDS ARE LOCATED IN SETTLED SECTIONS OF CITIES, WHERE READILY

ACCESSIBLE TO CHILDREN WHO NEED THEIR AID. THE ILLUSTRATION

SHOWS APPARATUS IN COMMON USE

movement, which has been the cause of the

opening of many playgrounds abroad, espe-

cially in Germany.
Second: The development of physical

strength. The work of the modem city

child has disappeared. The physical train-

ing received in the school, seldom amount-
ing to more than ten or fifteen minutes a

day, is a negligible quantity. Practically

the only method of training left is play.

Third: The development of vital or or-

ganic strength. Nearly all games use old

and simple coordinations and the funda-

mental muscles, nearly all of them involve

running and so tend to strengthen the

mental concept of morality, then we must
regard play also as fundamental. All team
games approximate the conditions of the

tribal life, in which loyalty was born into

the race, and gained an intensity which it

has never had since.

Fifth: The development of energy and
enthusiasms. The boy can not only run

faster in playing tag than in going on an

errand, but throughout the entire range of

his play life he develops a far larger

amount of activity than it is possible for

him to do in work. Mr. Lee has said: "The
boy without a playground is father to the

man without a job," which I infer to mean
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PHOTO BIT WM. L. COOP

MODERN APPARATUS USED IN PLAYGROUNDS OR OUTDOOR GYMNASIUMS. THIS IS A FRAME OF

STEEL CONSTRUCTION TO WHICH VARIOUS PIECES OF APPARATUS MAY BE ATTACHED,

SUCH AS SWINGS, LADDERS, AND SLIDING POLES, AS IN THIS ILLUSTRATION.

VIEW TAKEN. IN BIG MEADOW PARK, LYNN, MASS.

that if a child loafs through his childhood

he will probably loaf through his manhood
as well. In other words, if we wish a vig-

orous manhood we must secure a vigorous

childhood, and play is the only key to the

situation.

Sixth : Pleasure. Through play the child

develops a sense of the joy of life and gains

a bent toward optimism. The moral value

of this unifying experience of play, in

which consciousness of self is sunk in ab-

sorbing interest and common things are suf-

fused with unifying feeling, is not to be

lightly estimated.
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THE SEE-SAW IS A NEVER-ENDING SOURCE OF FUN FOR CHILDREN. THE GIANT STRIDE, SHOWN
ALSO IN THIS VIEW, IS CAPABLE OF MUCH FUN AND CONSIDERABLE PHYSICAL EXERCISE
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Playgrounds as a Private Philanthropy

The playgrounds began as a private phil-

anthropy all over this country. A women's
club, a mother's club, a civic club, or the

Y. M. C. A. began the agitation, and under-

took to raise the necessary money. Lumber-
men contributed the lumber, athletic houses

furnished the supplies, sand yards gave the

sand, kindergartners and other teachers con-

tributed their time, and so the movement
was begun in most cities.

purpose has always been the promotion of

the play idea, and the dissemination of

information in the form of literature, pic-

tures, lantern slides and lectures so as to

help on the movement in the different cities.

Out of its first play festival, held in

Chicago in 190Y, have grown play festivals

in most of the larger cities.

At the same congress was appointed a

Committee on State Laws with Mr. Lee as

chairman. Out of this has grown the state

PHOTO BY WM . L. COOP

GVMNASTIC DRILL IN A SCHOOL YARD. A TYPE OF PLAYGROUND ACTIVITY COMMON IN PUBLIC
SCHOOLS, AS RIX'ESS WORK, FOR RECREATION, OR AS A PART OF

THE EDUCATIONAL CURRICULUM

The next step in organization has usually

been the formation of a playground asso-

ciation. Almost every large city that had
not already such an association has formed
one within the last two years. These asso-

ciations are often made up of very promi-

nent people and are exercising a strong in-

fluence in local affairs. It is in this way
that the financial problem is being solved.

The Playground Association of America
was formed in Washington in 190fi. Its

law for Massachusetts and several other

states.

At this same congress in Chicago was ap-

pointed a Committee on a Normal Course
in Play. The general public is apt to think

that a playground position is a snap. There
is scarcely a supervisor wlio has not had
people come to him and ask for a position,

on the ground tliat they were in some way
incapacitated for other work and were there-

by peculiarly eligible for a place in the play-

NOTE. The illii.'strations in this article are from pliotosraph.s by Mr. Win. L. Coop,
of Provid«nce. R. I., wliich were loaned to The American City through tlie courtesj' of
The Dale Association, Boston, publishers of "American Playgrounds."
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grounds; but anyone who has had any direct

experience in the matter knows that the

conduct of play is one of the most difficult

feats of moral leadership, and not one to be

lightly committed to the incompetent. The
whole moA'ement is stumbling and halting

in its progress because this high grade

leadership can not be found.

This committee's report is in three parts.

The first or main course is intended for

those who would specialize in play leader-

ship as they might in physical training. The
second is an institute course, intended for

summer schools and for supervisors to use

in training their teachers. The third course

is intended for normal schools; for it has

been the feeling of the committee that it is

only through play that the teacher comes to

know or to have an influence over the child,

PHOTO BY WM. L. COOP

OXE OF CHILDHOOD DELIGHTS IS UNCONVEN-
TIONAL PLAY SUCH AS IS SUGGESTED BY

THE USE OF THIS BOULDER

that play is rapidly forcing itself into the

curriculum and that the time has come for

school systems to take account of it. Such
courses in play were given to regular teach-

ers in sixty-seven cities of Germany last

year. Courses are being given in this coun-

try in at least nine different places this

summer, probably in more,

Besides the Playground Association of

America the Sage Playground Extension
Committeee employs a field secretary, Mr.
TTanmer, and a director. Dr. Gulick, to pro-

mote the movement in the different cities.

Tt is also reprinting the best literature and
is giving it out at conferences and mailing
it over the country.

PHOTO BY WM. L. COOP

A TYPE OF WADING POOL FOR SMALL CHILDREN
IN THE CORNER OF A PUBLIC PARK,

IN FALL RIVER, MASS.

Apparently there is a present tendency for

large benevolence to swerve somewhat from
the university toward social channels, and
the playgrounds are coming in for their

share. The first large gift of this kind
in this country was apparently the Chil-

dren's Playhouse and Playground in Fair-

mount Park, Philadelphia, which was built

and endowed through the will of Richard
and Sarah Smith in 1896. After that there

were apparently no, or at least few, large

gifts of the kind until two or three years

ago when there seemed to be a great awaken-
ing on the subject. Probably there were
fully twenty gifts of playgrounds to cities

last year, and it looks as though the num-
ber might be twice as great this year. It

seems a peculiarly suitable memorial for a

man to leave behind him in his home town.

PHOTO BY WM. L. COOP

THIS SHOWS A COMBINATION OF APPARATUS FOR
A SMALL NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYGROUND TO

BE USED BY BOTH BOYS AND GIRLS
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If the process goes on at the present rate

for twenty years, it will mean an immense
amount in acreage and value presented to

the children of the country.

The various playground systems once pri-

vately maintained are being rapidly

municipalized. This is very important be-

cause in putting the playground under
municipal control there is a whole change

of attitude toward it. It ceases to be re-

garded as a charity and becomes a public

undertaking, such as the public school. Very
much larger sums of money are available for

the purchase of sites, for the pay of the

workers, and for equipment. When a system

tants, and a great many which are smaller,

will provide adequate playgrounds for their

people.

There is in Germany a public official who
is known as a Spiel Inspector, whose work
it is to give the courses in play to the

teachers, to organize picnics and excursions

and contests, and provide for the various

sports. In our small towns and country sec-

tions we need such an official even more
than we do the formal playground.

Probably the most notable single achieve-

ment in playgrounds last year was the

Massachusetts playground law. This law
required every city of ten thousand in-

PHOTO BY WM. L. COOP

DANCING BY SMALL GIRLS IN A PUBLIC PARK EXHIBITION. THIS TYPE OF DANCING DIFFERS

FUNDAMENTALLY FROM SOCIAL DANCING OF THE USUAL TYPE AND IS

INTENDED TO BE OF EDUCATIONAL AS WELL AS PHYSICAL VALUE

is once established under the municipality

its extension becomes certain, because no

section of a city is willing to pay taxes to

furnish to another section facilities with

which it is not itself provided. The city of

Chicago has expended eleven million dol-

lars on small parks and playgrounds in the

last four years. New York has spent fifteen

millions in the last ten years, and Boston

on her two hundred acres of playgrounds

has spent about four millions in all.

Playgrounds are just now the fashion

and every city is ambitious to get into the

style by making provision for them. We
may safely predict that within a very few

years every city of ten thousand inhabi-

habitants to vote whether or not it would

acquire sites and maintain playgrounds.

Thus far forty-two cities have voted and
forty have voted "yes" with a majority of

about five to one. The state of New Jersey

passed a law in 1907 authorizing the dif-

ferent cities to appoint a Playground Com-
mission to acquire sites, employ teachers,

and supervise the work. The state of Ohio
passed an enabling act to allow the school

boards to maintain playgrounds last year;

and the state of Indiana has just passed a

law, modeled after the law of Massachu-

setts. Minnesota passed a law in May, al-

lowing any city of one hundred thousand

inhabitants to issue bonds to the extent of
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one hundred thousand dollars in order to

establish playgrounds. Montana had a bill

before its legislature in the spring similar

to the Massachusetts law, but I have not

heard whether it passed or not. In nearly

every state where there has been a vote, the

bill has passed with a large majority, so it

seems an easy conclusion that every north-

ern state will have a law requiring play-

grounds within the next few years.

Tt is common abroad to have some mini-

mum school requirement of playground

space for each child. Thus far we have

few such requirements here, but we are

working toward them. Two years ago the

Board of Education of Washington passed

a rule that hereafter they would seek to

obtain for new schools at least thirty

square feet of playground for each child,

and that they would acquire such an

amount of space as rapidly as possible for

the old schools. The legislature of the

state of Washington passed a bill this year

requiring one hundred square feet of space

per child for all new schools in the state.

The bill, however, was vetoed by the gov-

ernor and did not become a law. There

are few cities that have passed any definite

rule, but there are a great many cities

that have adopted a rule to acquire play-

grounds hereafter in connection with all

new schools; and it has already become the

general practice even among cities that

have taken no formal action.

We may also confidently expect in the

near future the adoption in most cities of

a pretty definite curriculum of games as a

part of the regular work of the schools.

The Germans introduced siich a system sev-

eral years ago. We also have a curriculum

in a number of cities, but it is advisory

only in most places, and there is seldom any

time when the games can be played except

the regular school recess. The German
proposition seems to be a sensible one; it

is generally admitted that games have an

important training to give, that they are

not of equal value, and that they must be

adapted to the age and sex of the child.

The only answer to this seems to be a cur-

riculum. If we believe, as many of us do,

that the training of play is more funda-

mental than the training of the school, then

there is no good reason why we should not

provide a place for it during the school

day—an argument which applies with espe-

cial force to the small children.

New York passed a law several years ago
requiring in congested sections roof play-
grounds on all new schools. Several model
tenement house associations are now pro-
viding similar facilities. The changes re-

quired even in old buildings, I am assured
by architects, are comparatively simple and
inexpensive, unless the buildings are struc-

turally weak. There are many blocks in

lower New York where there are more than
two hundred small children to the block.

In such sections the problem of adequate
municipal playgrounds on the surface is

hopeless, and roof playgrounds should be
required by law. The children really need
all the space represented by the roof, the
interior court, and the street. But if play-

grounds were placed on the roofs of all

armories, schools, libraries, baths, and other
public buildings it would help much.
In Berlin playgrounds are required by

law in the interior of tenement blocks. The
need of New York is greater than that
of Berlin, and sooner or later it must be
so here. The small children need the exer-

cise and open air most, and the streets

are unsafe for them so that they cannot
go to a distance. There are several model
housing companies that have already built

tenements of this character in this country.

We have also the beginnings of a move-
ment to make the streets themselves more
available for play. At present they are

too dirty, and too hot for the most part,

and some of them are used for traffic at

times when this is not necessary. In Boston

coasting is permitted in winter on certain

streets. In lower New York there has been

an attempt to have certain streets closed

to traffic from three until six, for play after

school. This is a movement that may
rightly grow. Not every street in a resi-

dence section is needed as a thoroughfare,

and the children need the room. They are

going to use it anyway, and it is better for

them to be safe. An asphalted street does

very well for play with a soft ball, for

shinney, for ring games, for dancing if

there is a hurdy gurdy about, and for

roller skating.

In Detroit there has been a movement
developing to secure the necessary conces-

sions from owners and throw all the vacant

ground of the city open to the children.

Where there is vacant land it ought not

to stand idle under present conditions.



The Housing Problem—America's Need
of Awakening

By Richard Watson Gilder, LL.D., L.H.D.

Editor of The Century

One hot evening of the present summer
I happened to pass by trolley through miles

of the New York East Side tenement dis-

trict. I could take in, from the car win-

dow, the habitations and surroundings of

hundreds of thousands of fellow-citizens.

Never in my life was I more impressed by

the wholesale, well-nigh irretrievable short-

sightedness of our American city-building.

Here were myriads of

human beings sti-

lling in boxes arrang-

ed like drawers in a

bureau, with holes to

look out upon the

opposite boxes and the

r o a ring "elevated."

Those who were at

home hung out of the

windows in as few

garments as were de-

cent; while the long,

seething bare canons

of brick, paving-stone

and asphalt were
swarming with chil-

dren in quest of aii-

and amusement. In a

doorway stood three

girls close together

and listlessly passing

a ball around the tri-

angular group. Hard-

ly a tree or any green

thing was to be seen—except

eastward vista.

I know about the improvements our

Commissions and our new laws have made
—wonderful improvements, especially im-

der the DeForest Tenement House Com-
mission; I know these new laws make the

worst old conditions impossible, and tend

to constant betterment. I know of the new
model tenements, the roof gardens, the

baths, the playgrounds of the small folks,

and all that. But the new movement can
do little to correct the larger errors of our
New York city-building—and the larger

errors of the city-building of nearly all our
cities. Millions of present and future
Americans are doomed to homes that are

not fit for the purposes of civilization or in

accordance with useful, self-respecting

citizenship.

With all the move-

ments that are now
going on to save, at

least, the tuture

—

it is evident that the

people of America
have not yet waked
up to the full miseries

of present and threat-

ened housing condi-

tions in the United

States. For one

thing, conceit is in

the way. How many
of us know that Ger-

many has left us far

behind in the prob-

lem of housing its

inhabitants? On this

vital question of the

environment the in-

telligent, the influen-

tial citizenship of

America needs to be

RICHARD WATSON GILDER educated as to facts

n the far and needs to be greatly stirred to responsi-

bility.

Therefore I heartily approve the aims

and earnestly wish for the success of The
American City.

[34]



Town and Village
Edited by Edward T. Hartman

Secretary Massachusetts Civic League

The small place is the city in embryo.

It is therefore abundantly worth considera-

tion. The towns and villages, moreover,

offer some of the most interesting examples

of progressive local work. These places are

not always good, but they can be made
pretty good by a moderate amount of at-

tention. They have not the hopeless de-

fects of most large cities. This department

will have to do with the improvement and
development of towns and villages, and with

community work such as is characteristic

of them. The new movement for civic and

social advance is calling into being many
new societies, and it is giving new work to

societies organized in many instances for

other purposes. The accomplishments and

methods of local societies along the lines of

this department will be considered.

There are many subjects but a few will

indicate the drift: playgrounds, school and

home gardens and village improvement;

municipal activities for cleaner streets, tree

protection, public buildings, parks, im-

proved water supply and sewerage; sup-

pression of smoke, dust, noise and billboard

nuisances; these will serve as suggestions.

In so far as the department can bring to-

gether helpful examples of such work, and

pass them along for the benefit of others

who are looking for suggestion as to what

to do and how to do it, it will be a success.

But the range is wide and the country is

large. Success will in good part depend

upon cooperation. The editor of the de-

partment will be glad to receive at 3 Joy
Street, Boston, Mass., anything that the in-

terest of others may suggest and their

generosity prompt them to send. A news-

paper clipping, a program, a report, all such

would be helpful, and their receipt would

be appreciated. Items from small places,

those so small as to be usually overlooked,

should be particularly kept in mind.

Croup Activities

The civic and social work of the past

few years has demonstrated more clearly

than ever before the value of cooperative

effort. Cooperative societies, in the sense

in which the term is used in England, Scot-

land and Ireland, have not made great head-

way in this country, doubtless due to the

fact that America has gone in strongly for

individualistic action. But we Americans

can learn, and we are learning that united

action brings better and surer results than

attempts by isolated individuals. We have

not generally enough come into full co-

operation and the fullest descriptive term

that we can apply to our activities, in this

stage of development, is group activities.

These groups are of interesting origin, but

the very nature of the origin circumscribes

the group in most cases and keeps it from

being as wide as the community.

The woman's club is a good example. It

is a club for women only and can there-

fore not be an organization of much more

than half the people in the average com-

munity. But these clubs are an interesting

manifestation, They were originally or-

ganized for the seK-culture of the individ-

ual members. They did this but poorly

because they did not employ the services

of teachers who could lead them onward.

They locked themselves into the parlor of

some member and in esoteric fashion pur-

sued Shakespeare or Browning or some-

thing else. Then they went forth superior

to their neighbors and not caring much
about them. Now these clubs are learning

that to take up and solve community prob-

lems is one of the surest avenues to culture,

and that it does not separate the club

members from their neighbors. There are

many excellent examples of accomplishment

to the credit of this group of workers.

The most promising group, and yet the

one most difficult to keep alive, is the

Tillage improvement society. This name
stands for a variety of names and of forms.

Its hopeful asitect is its catholicity. It

knows no sex, no creed, no party. It could

be as broad as the community except for the

fact that but a fractional part of the people

of any community have arrived at that

[35]
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stage which enables them to go into work
for the general good. Devotion to com-
merce, to industry, to selfish pursuits, these

yet keep many people from their proper

place in the field of common endeavor and
make the improvement society or the citi-

zens' association a spasmodic affair more
often than, as it ought to be, a thing as

continuous as the community itself.

But progress is being made, and our hope

is that in time every group will merge with

other groups into the greater and ideal con-

ception, the community. Then will im-

provement societies not be, as now, so often

reported "dormant." There will, in fact, be

no place for the improvement society. The
community, it may be city, town or village,

will itself look after itself and its best

interests.

A
An Experiment in Rural Manual Training

That original genius, Mr. John T. Pat-

rick of Wadesboro, N. C, is responsible for

a movement in Anson county which is bear-

ing good fruit. Mr. Patrick wanted to

arouse an interest in doing practical things

among the children. For the first step he
selected an object the uses of which were
known to the children. It was an axe

handle. He offered seven prizes of from
fifty cents to five dollars to the school boys

of the county for the best axe handles made
by themselves. He thought it would be a

good exercise for the girls too, so he offered

them five prizes of from one to ten dollars.

To get into touch with the pupils he wrote

a letter to each school, to be read by the

teacher, with the request that each pupil

answer, delivering the letters to the teacher

to be forwarded to him in bundles. He re-

ceived as many as fifty letters a week. Then
he arranged a holiday when the axe handles

were to be delivered in Wadesboro and the

prizes were to be awarded. The children

were to come in wagons decorated by them-
selves with evergreens. Each school was
trained in singing for the occasion, and to

help the old and the ill they were asked to

sing en route for each half mile in the

center of which was a home. The line that

reached Wadesboro was over a mile long,

The children deposited theftr handles, over

four hundred of them, by school groups.

Eorty-one schools were represented. Each
handle was accompanied by a certificate

signed by the child and its mother, to the

effect that it was entirely the work of the

child. The prizes were awarded, speeches

were delivered, and the day was spent in

picnic fashion. The array of handles was
so imposing and the work was so well done
that Mr. Patrick had cases made, like gun
racks, for exhibiting them, and they en-

tirely covered the walls of the savings bank
where they were placed. An axe handle is

no mean accomplishment, and to have made
one and to have had a part in such a holi-

day as Mr. Patrick arranged are incidents

that will long be remembered in the lives

of the children.

a»

A Plea for the Village

Mr. A. A. Heald, of Wareham, Mass., puts

in a plea for greater consideration of the

village. He says : "Nearly every paper con-

tains an account of some good movement for

the city dweller, so that at present almost

any man who can find money enough for

car fare is sure of being able to listen to a

good lecture every night in the week. If

a farmer in Wareham wishes to attend a

Ford Hall talk, or listen to a Lowell Insti-

tute lecture, he must leave home at four in

the afternoon, and cannot return till the

next day at nine. This loss of time, and
the cost of car fare and hotel bills, make it

impossible for him to consider such a plan.

On the other hand, the average small com-
munity cannot furnish enough men who
are interested in the outside world to sup-

port a good lecture course. It was with

these facts in mind that I have helped form
and manage the Wareham Brotherhood, an
organization open to any one. Its main ob-

ject is to promote civic righteousness. I

hope it will provide for the mental needs of

that small but earnest body of men to be

found in every town—the men who are con-

stantly furnishing a good deal of the life

blood of our large cities."

Mr. Heald goes farther than merely to

make a plaint. He sees a need and sets

about supplying it. His suggestion and his

example are good. There is no field more
needful of the attention of those who would

promote good causes. But the expense of

a really commensurate solution seems to

be so great as to prove prohibitive. Presi-

dent Eliot's suggestion of an endowed coun-

try church would apply equally well here.

It is as difficult for the small community to

secure a good lecturer as to secure a good
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preacher. Cooperation of some kind is nec-

essary, and it would seem to be a pertinent

suggestion that the city give to the country

some return for the help it undoubtedly re-

ceives, as is pointed out by Mr. Heald.

Duxbury Day

Pageantry, which is becoming a matter

of so much interest in this country, is

breaking out in even the smallest places.

Little but ancient Duxbury, in Massachu-
setts, made its first try on July 31st. The
people of Duxbury, in connection with the

Standish Monument Association, on that

day participated in a historical festival and
pageant. The scenes, under the manage-
ment of Miss Margaret MacLaren Eager,

were taken from events in the history of the

Pilgrims in England, Holland and America
and from the provincial and colonial his-

tory of Duxbury. More than a hundred peo-

ple from Duxbury, and people of Pilgrim
descent from other places, took part in the

performances. The scenes were given on
the grass with trees and foliage as a back-

ground, and the tableaux on an elevated em-
bankment hidden by a curtain of foliage.

One purpose of the entertainment was to

raise funds, the income from which will go

to the maintenance of the Standish Monu-
ment and grounds.

iSt

Stock in Community Happiness

In Denison, Texas, a fertile-minded citi-

zen, Mr. A, L. Jones, has invented a new
and very good way of promoting park de-

velopment and preservation. He takes the

boys into the scheme. The boys were called

to a special meeting in one of the parks.

Here they were organized by wards, with

presidents and secretaries, into first ward
boosters, second ward boosters, and so on,

for the purpose of pushing, boosting and
otherwise elevating the amenities of the

parks. As Mayor Acheson says: "All of

these boys are sworn to protect the parks

and to lick any boy found injuring them.

If the boy found doing harm is too big

to lick, two or three assistants are to be

called in to help wallop the offender." This
offers a great opportunity to good and ac-

tive boys, one that they will always appre-

ciate.

To still further interest the boys a junior

park association was organized under the
laws of good government, and stock shares

in the future happiness of the citizens of

Denison were given to the members. These
shares were issued in consideration of per-

sonal efforts in maintaining, beautifying

and protecting the parks of the city, and
the ownership of a share entitles the holder

to resort to the parks, and to enjoy to the

fullest extent all the rights and privileges

pertaining thereto. The mayor adds: "In
fact the parks by this arrangement are

being turned over to the boys, and they are

made to understand that they are free to

make use of them and welcome to all the

comfort and happiness they can extract

from them."

This is all in healthy contrast with the

too common custom of keeping boys as

much as possible away from the parks, and
of developing parks chiefly for aesthetic

purposes. The boys are anyway the future

owners of the parks. If a helpful interest

is to be developed it must be started early

in life. Denison is to be congratulated and

thanked for its helpful example.

A
A Ministerial Method With Billboards

A Massachusets law reads, in part, "Any
word, device, trademark, advertisement, or

notice, which has been painted, put up, or

affixed within the limits of a highway * *

* * shall be considered a public nuisance,

and may be forthwith removed or obliterated

and abated by any person." Some time

since the editor of this department heard

that the Rev. S. S. Wood of the town of

Blandford, Mass., was proceeding under the

law, and wrote for information with the

following response:

"I turn the warm side of my heart to-

ward any man who is devoted to keeping

God's world as beautiful as the stupidity

and depravity of his fellowmen will allow

him to keep it.

"Referring to your inquiry as to how we
demolished the advertising placards, we
simply did it. That is about all. We dis-

cussed it a little first in a poorly attended

meeting of our citizens called by the Im-

provement Society. The thing was par-

celled out to several who could be depended

upon. Dr. Partree took a road, or section,

of the town. I took another about six miles

in length, one of the principal thorough-
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fares. The fiends had chosen perches on

the trees accessible only by means of a lad-

der, in many instances. They had made
their frames strong, and had driven their

board placards on with long spikes. But
my son was a college boy, and was glad to

help out my stiffer legs. We took my horse

and wagon, a ladder and an axe. That was
all. A spirit of wrath and determination

did the rest. We had them all down. The
others did their part.

"The Westfield merchants were the worst

sinners, and we had inserted in the papers

an ultimatum to them that whatever else

of the sort they might do in the future in

our town would meet with a similar fate.

Most of them took heed, but one of the

worst offenders sent a man with a paint

pot and brush through our town and the

adjoining towns. I ran upon the fellow one

day in the very act of painting stone walls

and highway boulders. I told him it was
of no use; he could tell his employer from
me—giving him my name—that the signs

would all be painted out. He was a gen-

tleman and forthwith quit, and even painted

out the one he was working on. Two others

I presently wiped out with some neutral

colored paint. There are one or two left

here and they excite my anger each time T

see them. It is only because I have been
too busy that they are not under cover by
this time. Some day when I have the time,

they will be.

"Then there is the M Y man.
He periodically passes through the town
here and paints the whole town red—or blue,

for that is his color. He carries innumer-
able cardboard placards, very strong, and
very large cloth placards, four or five feet

in length. The one he nails on trees and
posts, the other on old buildings and shops.

But I follow him like death's angel. This
last fall I destroyed about seventy-five of

the above named, not stopping with my
own town, but pursuing the trail into two
or three other towns. My duties take me
all about, and my horse has learned to stop

and wait for me, and even has learned that

the fearsome crackling made by tearing off

the stiff cloth advertisements is according

to law and gospel. I do not know that any-

body else is doing anything of the sort

hereabout but myself, but as long as I am
bishop of this diocese I am in this busi-

ness till death do us part."

Junior Civic Leagues

The civic department of the general fed-

eration of women's clubs is promoting the

organization of junior civic leagues. "The
object shall be to help keep our city beauti-

ful, clean and healthful." Pupils in the

public schools from seven to fourteen years

of age may become members. The pledge

subscribed to by each member is as follows

:

"I will not injure any tree, shrub or lawn.

I promise not to spit upon the floor in a

street car, school house or other public

buildings, nor upon the sidewalk. I pledge

myself not to deface any fence or public

building. Never will I scatter paper or

throw rubbish in public places. I will not

use profane language at any time. I will

always protect birds. I will protect the

property of others the same way that I

would my own. I will promise to be a true,

loyal citizen."

This is a pretty good decalogue, or octa-

logue, for young people. The establishment

of such a league in every town in the coun-

try ought to prove a helpful movement.

Bamberg's New Civic Le<igue

The women of Bamberg, S. C, have or-

ganized a civic league to look after the in-

interests of the town. Mrs. G. F. Bamberg
is president. Although organized only a year

ago, the league has already a number of

pieces of work to its credit. It has placed

a stand for magazines in the railway sta-

tion, it has beautified the courthouse square,

a cemetery has been improved, greater care

of business places and residences has been

stimulated among the merchants and the

residents. The league is now at work on a

rest room, that people who come from the

surrounding country to market and shop

may be made comfortable. The Bamberg
Herald has opened its columns to the

league. There is every indication that this

is only the beginning of a far-reaching

movement in the town, which is the center

of quite an agricultural area and a county

seat.



Gleanings
Edited by Mary V. Fuller

An International Survey

In its province of clearing-house The
American City will render a special service

to those who want to keep in touch with
all the important articles that appear in the

line of their special interests. The number
of American magazines that devote some
space to city betterment is so large that

busy people cannot readily keep track of

them all. In this department, therefore,

brief reviews of such articles will be given.

Even more important to students of

civics will be the longer abstracts and trans-

lations from European magazines, which
will be a feature of each issue. The pres-

sure of concentrated population has forced

European cities to deal more seriously and
systematically with their problems of ad-

ministration and development than our

own cities have hitherto done. By studying

their methods and achievements we may
avoid some of their mistakes and be guided

by their successes, thus reaching the goal

of good municipal administration with less

loss and more speed than would otherwise

be possible.

Why Germany Leads in Town Planning

In an article on town planning con-

tributed to the Municipal Journal (Lon-

don) IT. Clapham Lander, A. E. I. B. A., a

member of the Cooperative Garden City

Committee, calls attention to the adminis-

trative and legal advantages which German
cities have over English cities and which
makes town planning relatively a simple

matter in Germany. Sections of this article

are reproduced herewith because the con-

trast between German and American condi-

tions is even greater than between German
and English conditions

:

"Whereas with us the lord mayor or

mayor is elected for one year only, without

remuneration, and seldom holds office for

more than two years in succession, the Ger-

man oberburgermeister is a permanent offic-

ial, appointed for periods of about twelve

years each. Special training and qualifica-

tions are necessary for the post, and the

oberburgermeister's whole time is devoted

to the service of the town, his sole object

being its welfare and advancement. The
long terms for which the appointments are

made, and the probable renewal, gives the

opportunity for the carrying out of a com-
prehensive and definite policy, which is

hardly possible under our system, which
involves frequent change of chairman-
ship.

"The adjuncts, or chairmen of commit-
tees, also devote their whole time to the

municipal service, which further tends to

secure continuity of policy. In some Ger-
man towns as many as half the councillors

are in receipt of salaries. The salaries are

low in comparison with those paid by En-
glish municipalities, but considerable hon-

our and responsibility attaches to the offi-

ces, particularly to that of oberburgermeis-

ter.

"It is not a difficult matter to realise the

wide and powerful influence which an able

man—well trained and qualified—holding

such an office would be able to exert on be-

half of the town for which he was prepared

to devote the best years of his life.

"Again, in Germany the building bye-laws

and regulations are more elastic than with

us. In England the bye-laws adopted by
any local authority apply without distinc-

tion to the whole of that authority's area.

In Germany the towns are, as a rule, divid-

ed into different districts, such as central

(business or commercial), industrial, sub-

urban, residential, rural, etc., with sub-di-

visions of each. The bye-laws are modified

in each case, a larger percentage of the

ground, for instance, being allowed to be

covered with buildings in the central dis-

tricts than in the suburban, and still

less in the rviral. Special treatment is al-

lowed to corner sites, and in other ways re-

laxation is permitted by the authorities to

meet exceptional cases.

"Each town has its own method of town
planning, controlled largely by historical as-

sociation, business character, and nature of

the ground. The new roads, as a rule, con-

sist of a number of parallel tracks, divided

by two or more rows of trees. A long strip

of water often forms a pleasant feature.

[39]
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PROPOSED PARK SYSTEM OF PARIS—PLAN OF M. IIENARD

These avenues are usually terminated either

by a church or public building or by a group

of statuary, set ofif by a tall yew hedge. The
separate tracks provide accommodation for

electric trams, motor-cars, horse-drawn ve-

hicles, horse-riding, and pedestrians. A
road of this type has been projected be-

tween the towns of Cologne and Diisseldorf

.

The width of the various new roads natu-

rally depends upon the amount of traffic

anticipated.

"The railway stations are usually situated

on the outskirts of the town, that at Weis-

baden having been recently removed from a

central position to a new site further out.

Numerous systems of electric trams con-

nect the various parts of the city with the

railway station. The electric tracks are

also used for other purposes, such as street-

watering and the conveyance of mail-bags

between the railway station and the various

post-offices.

"In the town of Frankfort a law exists

known as the Lex Adickes. This law gives

the city power to acquire compulsorily, for

the time being, the land and property fall-

ing within any area which in their opinion

is overcrowded or otherwise of an undesir-

able character. The area having been

cleared of buildings, a new plan for de-

veloping the same is prepared by the city

authority; the original owners are allotted

new plots of a relatively equal size to those

which they held before the redistribution.

"In the various cases in which this pro-

cedure has been adopted the value of the

land has been so much enhanced, and the

public spirit of the owners has been such

that in no instance has it been found neces-

sary to resort to compulsory powers, the

demolition, replanning, and redistribution

of sites having been a matter of mutual ar-

rangement."

The New Park System of Paris

Ever since 1883 the question of develop-

ing a girdle of parks out of the fortifications

of Paris and the strip of land surrounding
them has been agitated.
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PROPOSED PARK SYSTEM OF PARIS PLAN OF M. DAUSSET

The present parks are shown in black. The shaded section Is the proposed continuous park
to be created from the military zone, within which are shown the fortifications

The military law has hitherto forbidden

the erection of buildings for a distance of

250 meters outside of the fortifications. This

is the portion referred to as the "military

reservation," or "military zone," and should

be carefully distinguished from the fortifica-

tions themselves which lie just within this

zone.

The discussion has recently become con-

centrated upon two plans:

One of these, presented by M. Dausset, in-

cludes getting possession of the military

zone for the city and transforming it into

a circular park. The land of the fortifica-

tions, acquired from the state, the value of

which would be increased by the improve-

ments, would be resold to defray the expense

of making the park.

The other plan is the one elaborated by

the city health section of the Musee Social

and was designed by M. Henard, who used

as a basis an earlier plan of his own, which

included the making of nine parks distribu-

ted around the city.

In an article in L'Art Public M. J. C. N.
Forestier, Superintendent of the Parks of

Paris, comments thus on the situation:

"I had asked that they add a number of

playgrounds, distributed between the differ-

ent parks and joined together by a series of

avenues. The new plan adds several play-

grounds of about five acres each, but gives

up the idea of the union of the parks.

"M. Henard thinks that the imiting ave-

nues would form a circular one that would
not be of much use for traffic, the excep-

tional width of which would therefore not

be justified, especially in the outskirts of the

city. I do not think this a sufficient reason.

It is really not necessary to consider the

avenues mere roads for traffic ; that is not

their reason for being.

"The Dausset plan is open to plenty of

objections. A circular park on so large a

scale and at the same time so narrow would

not permit sufficient variety of groves and

vistas. It would not facilitate an intimate

relation with the suburbs, still less the ex-
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tension of Paris, nor assure repair and
supervision without difficulty and great ex-

pense. It would be hard to avoid monotony,

and the ring would constitute an isolated

strip too similar to the fortifications them-

selves and would entail a considerable pe-

cuniary burden.

"Even completed by the playgrounds the

Henard plan is unsatisfactory. It makes

use of hardly a quarter of the land, it gives

over to building all the military zone, and

those who desire a greater extent of open

spaces feel sure that the present condition

is much more advantageous. On the other

hand, many of the owners of real estate in

Paris are afraid of seeing a large amount of

land thrown back on the market and fear a

depreciation of built-up property in Paris,

so they favor the plan of Dausset, who
would keep the military zone open.

"Is it not possible to preserve almost

wholly one or the other of the plans, and,

vrhile recovering a large part, if not the

whole, of the expense by the sale of a por-

tion of the land acquired by the city, to

avoid the crisis which the landowners of

Paris fear, and to satisfy new ideas and the

hygienic requirements of the masses, by sub-

mitting the transferred land to definite re-

strictions, as we will show?

"The land of the fortifications would be

acquired just like the military zone accord-

ing to the Dausset plan. But we would not

merely cut off a strip 380 to 400 meters

wide, which should surround Paris in two

sections, the one built up, the other trans-

formed into a continuous park. One wide

avenue, where trees, plants, flowers and

drives should combine in harmony with the

contour of the land, would unite the large

parks and pass around among low buildings

surrounded by gardens, thus forming the

circular park of the Dausset project. It is

unnecessary to dwell upon the healthful and

aesthetic advantages of that avenue with

its broad sidewalks, its cycle and bridle

paths and its drives.

"For the arrangement crosswise of the

avenue it is easy to find examples : the rings

of Vienna and of Cologne, the suburbs of

Frankfort, the transformation of the forti-

fications of Arnheim, and also our avenues

of Breteuil, the Bois de Boulogne and the

Champs Elysees.

"To obtain this result the land designed

to be sold should be carefully restricted. The

purchasers should be allowed to build only

upon sites explicitly determined by the gen-
eral plan of distribution and within the lim-

its of height fixed for each section. If the
neighboring streets should be found insuf-

ficient to meet the necessities of the new
quarters, some roads should be reserved for

shops. In order that each house with its

garden should have an abundance of air

and light on all sides, the center of the sec-

tion should be reserved for playgrounds.

"It is not likely that the sale of the land
would suffer on account of the severe re-

strictions; on the contrary, it would be as

much in demand as that under analogous
conditions at Passy and Auteuil.

"We may therefore believe that this plan
would not be less advantageous than the

one proposed by M. Dausset. Besides, a

few millions should not be allowed to weigh
against the needs of the greater Paris of to-

morrow."

The Government of the National Capital

In the Survey for August 28, Dr. Henry
S. Curtis, formerly Supervisor of Play-

grounds for the District of Columbia, makes
a strong protest against the present method
of making laws and appropriations for the

District and an earnest plea for a measure
of self-government. The successive changes,

from local control through the territorial

form of government with its resulting debt

of twenty millions, to the anomalous condi-

tion of today, are reviewed as to origin and
effect. Acknowledging public approval of

the presidential appointment and the work
of commissioners and judges, the author

makes clear the mutual dissatisfaction of

Congress and people with the legislation of

the District, which is entirely in the hands

of Congress.

The city of Washington is unique in hav-

ing no municipal government, and in being

dependent on our national lawmakers for

its control and development. Congressmen

are weary and resentful of a task which

consumes valuable time disproportionately

and may prevent their political advance-

ment. Since they are generally not thor-

oughly informed of the city's needs, and are

personally unaffected by the results of their

acts, they have no special interest in secur-

ing wise legislation for the District. The
mutual antagonism between congressmen

and people appears to be both the cause and

the result of this attitude.
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Various suggestions for bettering the sit-

uation are made : the combining of the Dis-

trict and Appropriations Committees into

something like a municipal council; the

placing of the city under control of an offi-

cer or a municipal expert, by whose admin-
istration the model city should be developed

on the principle of a national experiment
station. Either of these changes, Dr. Cur-
tis feels, would bring welcome relief. But
most earnestly he advocates, since the chief

reasons for abolishing the suffrage are no
longer valid, the restoration of the ballot to

the people of Washington, who are best

qualified for the administration of their

city's affairs and most concerned in her wel-

fare.

The Municipal Art Society

An misigned article in the July number
of The Craftsman on "Growth and Beauty
of Our American Cities" states the broad
purpose of the Municipal Art Society as the

development of the beauty of "cleanliness,

patriotism and moral well being,"—"the

best way of making a city fit its ends."

The article shows, by a report of the

Municipal Exhibition held in New York
last May, what has been done and what may
be done to insure public health, to relieve

congestion of population, to secure clean

city streets, free from the unsightly and
continuous upheavals caused by never-end-

ing subterranean repairs and alterations.

School farms with their gratifying eco-

nomic and hygienic results, pictures and
sculpture for school decoration, adequate
and artistic street lighting, are all sugges-

tively treated. The article is well il-

lustrated. Its value lies in its recognition

of permanent adaptation to continuous and
increasing needs as an essential element of

city planning.

A Lesson from Germany

"The German Way of Making Better

Cities" is the comprehensive title of an im-
portant article by Sylvester Baxter in the

Atlantic Monthly for July.

It is a study of the causes, the elements,

the methods and the results of the "de-

liberately conscious" German movement
toward city development, and involves a

summary of its history, its leaders, and its

influence on other countries, especially on
Great Britain, newly awakened to her re-

sponsibilities.

The principles of the new art of city

planning are clearly given and are fol-

lowed by a full discussion of Germany's
methods of securing suitable city homes
and maintaining their inspection. Fre-

quent illustrations, such as the thorough

preparation and criticism of Stuttgart's

city-extension plans, serve to emphasize the

points made by the author.

Germany adheres closely to the funda-

mental principle of respect for ancient land-

marks and existing thoroughfares, and
deprecates the reckless cutting through of

new streets in defiance of the tested value

of long-used roads. She is deliberate, prac-

tical and economical in her town planning.

That she is predominantly artistic in the

highest sense is shown by her intolerance

of the sort of town planning that aims at

conventional symmetry and balance regard-

less of individual conditions. The rever-

ence, the student attitude in which she ap-

proaches her task of providing for city ex-

pansion, makes each problem an individual

one to be studied with the purpose of

practically adapting existing elements to

future needs. The result is artistic divers-

ity and economic gain.

A
Typical Mucl<ral<ing

Under the title of "Little Old New York,"
James Creelman wrote in Pearson's Maga-
zine for July one of those articles which,

while apparently on the side of good govern-

ment, in reality are among the most formid-

able obstacles in the path of improvement.
Like the Irishman at the Donnybrook Fair,

he hits every head that rises into promi-

nence, some with a bludgeon ' of direct

charge of graft, and others with a rapier

thrust of innuendo. At the same time that

he exposes the sordid and shameless munici-

pal debauchery of various political leaders,,

he belittles and besmirches every movement
for better government from the time of the-

Dutch governors to the present. The only

individuals who find favor in his sight are

two prominent representatives of one of the

political factions of today, over whose heads

he drops a casual halo, leaving it a little

awry, as though it had been tossed there by

accident, but giving to the initiated the im-
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pression that the whole article was written

to afford a dark enough background to bring

out those halos in bold relief.

An evidence of the misleading nature of

the article is a photograph showing im-

mense amounts of water going to waste over

the present Croton dam in March, 1908.

This is used to show that it is a waste of the

taxpayers' money to provide the new water

supply in the Catskills. Mr. Creelman does

not, however, bring out the fact that this

photograph was taken at the time of the

spring freshets and is not in the least typi-

cal of ordinary conditions. Taken as a

whole, the article is simply a stirring up of

muck, of which there is, as everyone knows,

an abundance in New York City, but with-

out pointing out any way by which the city

can hope to clean its Augean stables of

political corruption and inefficiency.

Woman's Interest in Civic Welfare
By Mrs. Philip N. Moore

President of the General Federation of Women's Clubs

The City—a Home, clean and beautiful,

where every citizen finds an opportunity for

the development of the highest that is in

him, physically, mentally and morally—this

is the vision of the earnest women of out

country.

City life has come
to mean serious con-

gestion and competi-

tion, and under this

burden women are

perhaps the first to

suffer, in the endeavor

to make possible to

husband and children

the comfort of home
under such manifest

handicaps. Those who
can see their way
clear to help in this

national movement
for civic betterment,

should not hesitate

for a moment to bend

every energy toward

obtaining for them-

selves and others what
we believe to be spir-

itual and physical

life under proper con-

ditions.

The women of the

country are banding themselves together in

an organized effort toward civic welfare,

and this means cooperation with other or-

ganizations wherever possible. They see a

future of great gain to every class of so-

ciety in the efforts being made, and they

MRS. PHILIP

welcome the most suggestive thoughts as

to methods.

The individual membership of the Gen-

eral Federation of Women's Clubs, 800,000

strong, has many interests: literature,

civics, pure and clean

food, the home, in-

dustrial conditions of

women and children,

forestry and water-

ways, education in

school and commun-
ity, civil service as

applied to state char-

itable and correc-

tional institutions,

and such legislation

as will help these

various efforts. Not
one of all this mem-
bership fails in keen

appreciation of all

that should make her

home city the best

possible place in

which to live.

Incentive to more
earnest work will

come from a recital

of results, which The
American City will

N. MOORE gj^g. ^^j j^Q Qj^g ^jji

respond more eagerly than the thinking

active woman of the community.



Books for the Citizen

American Playgrounds. Edited hy Everett

B. Mero. The Dale Association,

Boston, 1909. Second edition, revised

enlarged. Octavo, 1^00 pp.; 125 illustra-

tions : $2.00.

The relation of this book to the scope

of our activities is expressed in one of its

o^vn sentences

:

"As playgrounds are likely to be always
parts of the general scheme for civic better-
ment—to make better the appearance and
living conditions of towns and cities—it is

important that there be 'comprehensive
planning and clear thinking; a careful study
of actual conditions, physical, economic and
social, based upon the best expert advice
obtainable.'

"

Such has been the preparation for a

volume that makes its direct appeal to our

confidence first by its material excellence

and then by its vigor, clearness and com-
pleteness. It is the product of a man of

analytical mind, who knows why play-

grounds should exist, what their history

and present status are, how they should be

made, equipped and conducted, and who has

personally tested their efficiency and value

by their results.

The exposition and history of the play-

ground movement receive only a propor-

tionately small amount of attention, since

the cause now needs no argument and the

book is essentially practical in purpose. To
explain how to construct and equip a play-

ground in the broad sense of "recreation

centre," is its main object. This is ac-

complished by giving the detailed ex-

perience and instruction of experts, illus-

trating by an account of Chicago's success-

ful system of public recreation and by
numerous photographs and diagrams of

playground equipment and activities, the

practical character of which is shown by the

illustration reproduced herewith.

The book should be the tool of every

teacher, for he is not only told of the neces-

sity of supervised play, but is brought face

to face vpith a sketch of the ideal trained

supervisor he is expected to be.
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The eifect, both rehixing and stimulating,

upon child and adult, of properly aided rec-

reation, is clearly shown in the resulting

freedom of body and spirit, in the full

expression of perception and power, and in

the development of good citizenship. The
individual realizes himself in becoming an
essential part of the social and political

body. To reach such an ideal is an economy
at whatever necessary expense of money,
and much may be saved by incorporating

this purpose in city planning rather than
replanning.

An Introduction to City Planning, hy Ben-
jamin Clarke Marsh, Published hy the

author; New Yorlc, 1909; octavo, 158

pp.; $1.00.

As Secretary of the Committee on Con-

gestion of Population in New York, the

author of this volume is well equipped for

the presentation of his subject. His object

is not to bewail a condition, but to apply a

remedy, therefore he gives us a definitely

practical study of facts and possibilities. It

is suggestive rather than exhaustive, but

there is no vagueness in its outlines. Its

right to our consideration is proved by a

statement of the cost, in money and in

human life, of unplanned cities. The city

is here both arraigned and instructed.

To recognize the causes of congestion of

population is to indicate the remedy. To
formulate a plan for city building which
provides for the needs of future generations

and for the expression of their skill and
genius, to secure suitable and adequate

transportation, to abolish real estate spec-

ulation and the intensive use of land, while

insuring to its citizens the fullest pos-

sible measure of pure air and sunshine and
personal privacy, is the problem of the

modern city. In most cases this can be

achieved only at the vast expense of replan-

ning and the consequent destruction of

property. How it has been done in various

cities, both here and in Europe is shown
with sufficient technical information to

serve as a text book for the student of these

problems.

The history and present status of legisla-

tion in European countries along these lines

is given, together with examples of Ameri-
can municipal and state legislation toward

the desired end and outlines of city build-

ing codes valuable for purposes of compari-

son.

Objections to the city planning idea are

recognized and met, while the general

reader is stimulated to an intelligent use

of his civic influence by learning through

what forces, notably chambers of commerce^
commercial clubs and civic betterment or-

ganizations, the idea has been developed.

An analysis of European city sections is

followed by an entire chapter on city i^lan-

ning in Frankfort-on-the-Main, showing

by what means and in accordance with

what regulations the present admirable

conditions have been attained.

The chapter on the technical phases of

city planning, by Mr. George B. Ford, is

S40 Acres

CENTRAL PARK
Purchased from 1853 to 1863

Contains 810 Acres

and the land cost $5,028,844

lO
Atrti

Three .Small Parks on the Lower East Side

10 acres, cost $5,237,303

Central Park—$5,028,844

Three Small Parks on Lower East Side
$5,237,363

Tlle smaller of these areas used for tli

same purposes cost more than
the larger.

e

FROM AN tNTRODUCTION TO CITY PLANNING"

A DOLLAR IX TIME SAVES NINETY

particularly illuminating because of its

clear analysis of the requirements of city

buildings according to their uses in busi-

ness, living, recreation and transportation.

When we read that "no large American
city has yet adopted a comprehensive

scheme for its development along economic,

aesthetic and hygienic lines," and realize by
contrast with the Garden Cities of England
the deplorable conditions w'hich are at their

worst in Manhattan, a stimulus is given to-

the individual effort that lies back of every

great movement. This, then, is the pur-

pose of the book—to show the individual'

his duty and how to accomplish it.
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The Plan of Chicago
By Charles H. Wacker

Chairman of the Plan Committee, Commercial Club of Chicago

Many of the cities which have been

famous in history for their symmetry, con-

venience and attractiveness were the cities

of old which sprang up on the fiat of mighty

conquerors or potentates, who from motives

of personal interest, like or dislike, or with

an eye mainly to the possibility of a stout

defense, decided to build cities upon loca-

tions which suited their fancy or their con-

venience. Such cities were, as a rule,

ideally planned in accordance with the con-

ception of the times, but they were, never-

theless, in most cases vuienduring because

they were not the outgrowth of natural con-

ditions favorable to the birth, maintenance

and growth of a city.

Our American cities, on the other hand;

are nearly all natural accretions of popula-

tion in places conveniently located as traffic

and distributing centers for the surround-

ing territory, and for the transshipment and
interchange of commodities, and as manu-
facturing centers where the raw materials

are made into the finished products de-

manded by our civilization.

Owing to the fact that the development

of Chicago's harbor facilities has not kept

step with the great development in the con-

struction of lake vessels, Chicago has of late

lost some of her importance as a lake har-

bor, and has been left behind, in this re-

spect, by other cities on the shores of the

Great Lakes. It seems, however, that this

condition i§ merely transitory, for the City

of Chicago has now taken up in earnest the

work of planning ample harbor facilities

and conveniences, in accordance with the

suggestions contained in the report of the

Chicago Harbor Commission of 1909.

The citizens of Chicago are fully aware

of the importance hereof, and they also

know that, with the vast development of the

water-ways now contemplated, Chicago is

destined to enter upon another era of mari-

time activity, because she will be the focal

point of all water routes, both East and

South.

Looking at the map of Chicago of 1833,

when our City was merely a trading post for

white frontiersmen and the Indians, and re-

membering that this period is not removed
from us further than the span of life of one

man, it seems almost incredible that so

much progress and so many improvements,

as we have achieved, could have been accom-

plished in so short a time, especially when
taking into consideration the fire of 1871

which destroyed nearly all results of pre-

vious labor.

Under such circumstances it was out of

the question that any general scheme of

improvement of a comprehensive character

could be formed in those days to provide

for an orderly and symmetric growth of

our City. In the first place, because the

intrepid pioneers who wrested the country

from the wilderness had little ability and
less thought in that direction ; and sec-

ondly, because a development along mate-

rial lines, and material prosperity, must be

the foundation of a development along

esthetic lines. History has shown us

that, as cities grow in population, enlight-

enment and wealth, and as the inhabitants

thereof, through travel or otherwise, be-

come cognizant of what has been accom-

plished in many of the old cities of the

world in the way of making them orderly,

convenient and attractive, there is sure to

arise an irresistible popular demand for

better public utilities, better provision for

rational recreation and enjoyment, and more
beautiful surroundings generally.

Though Chicago is young in years, she

has outgrown most of the oldest cities of

the world in population, and it is the firm

belief of her citizens that she is destined

to outgrow still more. For this reason, if

for no other, it is meet that a comprehen-

sive, harmonious and practical plan, en-

compassing the demands of the future, as

well as the demands of today be now
adopted.

After three years of painstaking work,

under the able guidance of Mr. Daniel H.

Burnham and his assistant, Mr. Edward H.

[49]
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PLAN OF A PARK PROPOSED AT THE NORTH
BRANCH OF THE CHICAGO RIVER AND

GRACELAND AVENUE

Bennett, the Commercial Club of Chicago,

composed of many of her foremost citizens,

now present the Plan of Chicago.

During the period of 25 years from 1882

to 1906 the population of Chicago grew

from 560,693 to 2,286,330,—an increase, in

those 25 years of 1,725,646, or at the rate of

69,000 per year.

Prodigal Expenditure Not Contemplated

During the same 25 years the extra-

ordinary expenses of the City of Chicago

for improvements and betterments amounted
to over two hundred and twenty-two mil-

lions of dollars; and there is no citizen of

Chicago today who doubts that we should

have accomplished vastly more than we have

if this enoromous sum had been expended

in accordance with a general scheme of

public improvements already adopted, mak-
ing each year's work a component part

thereof. Instead of that large sums were

appropriated and expended annually in a

haphazard manner, to meet the immediate

necessities and emergencies as they arose.

To do away with this unfortunate waste-

fulness in the future was another reason

why the Commercial Club decided to work

out the Plan of Chicago.

•A considerable part of the general plan

can be carried out without much, if any,

additional expense above the regular an-

nual appropriations for civic improvements.

For instance, the project of creating a sys-

tem of parks and lagoons along the water-

front may be accomplished by dumping the

city's refuse and excavations in certain

marked locations in the lake. It is esti-

mated that from 27 to 35 acres of new land

may thus be gained annually upon a depth
of water of twenty feet, and with an eleva-

tion above the water's surface of seven feet.

In this manner Grant Park of 150 acres

along the lake front, east of the Illinois

Central tracks, has been filled in at prac-

tically no cost during the last six years.

It will thus be seen that, even if we
should expend no more during the coming
25 years than we have during the past, the
adoption of a plan would result in the

gradual working out of parts of a general
scheme of improvements, without placing
any additional financial burden upon our
citizens; and it is safe to prophesy that the
practical results attained and the pleasant
and harmonious surroundings thus grad-
ually created, would finally prove to our
citizens the necessity for carrying out the
Plan in its full scope.

In this connection, it is well to mention
that it took the City of Paris over fifty

years to work out fully the plans of Baron

COPYRIGHT. 1»0B, BY COMMERCIAL CLUB OF CHICAGO

PLAN OP A PARK PROPOSED ON THE MAIN EAST

AND WEST AXIS OF THE CITY AT CONGRESS

STREET AND FIFTY-SECOND AVENUE
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Haussmann, which lifted that City from its

former medieval narrowness and inconven-

ience into its present unrivalled attractive-

ness.

The Benefits to the West-Side

That large portion of our City lying West
of the river and called the West-Side, con-

taining a population of more than 1,160,000,

comes in for a large share of the improve-

ments suggested in the Plan.

It has long been agitated to remove the

City Hall to the West-Side, to cut through

diagonal thoroughfares, and to widen other

streets in this section. The Plan makes am-
ple provision for these improvements, which
can be accomplished at reasonable cost be-

cause the property values in this section are

still comparatively low. It is fortunate that

in all districts where important betterments

are outlined in the Plan land values have

not reached excessive figures. The so-called

"loop-district," where values are very high,

is touched but very little by the proposed

changes.

PLAN OF SHERMAN PLAYGROUND AND PARK

The assembly hall, gymnasiums and open-air
swimming pool forming a group as the

center of the composition

COPYRIGHT. ig09. BY COMMERCIAL CLUB OF CHICAGO

PLAN OF A PARK PROPOSED AT WESTERN BOULE-

VARD AND GARFIELD BOULEVARD, BEING

AN EXTENSION OF GAGE PARK

The men who planned, and who worked
to produce these plans, have been flippantly

called "dreamers," and their idea has been

dubbed a "dream" or a "vision," mostly by
people who lack either the time or the in-

clination to study the plans submitted, or

whose self-interest and narrowness obscure

their view outside of their own back-yard.

If the men of Chicago who are behind this

Plan are "dreamers," the results of their

life's work in their respective callings have

proven that they have had, as a rule, very

pleasant "dreams."

Chicago possesses today one of the finest

park systems in the world, but we should not

have had it had the men who planned it

wavered in the face of the ridicule, doubt

and downright opposition which, in one

form or another, met their plans when first

announced. Posterity owes a debt of grati-

tude to these wise and courageous men who
planned and worked so well.

Popular Support Necessary

It is not the idea of the Chicago Plan

Committee to stop at the mere presentation

to the people of the Plan, the expense of

producing which has been borne entirely

by private subscriptions from public spirited

citizens of Chicago. The next step in this

evolution will be a campaign of education

amongst our citizenship, in order to form

public opinion in favor of the Plan of Chi-
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cago by able and earnest argument, il-

lustrated by telling pictures, because it is

realized that to accomplish something you

must take the people into your confidence.

The additional importance of such a cam-

paign lies in the fact that the great com-

mercial advantages of a beautiful, well

ordered and convenient city, are nearly al-

ways lost sight of by the many who have

given the subject insufficient study. In

foreign lands, this work of beautifying cities

and creating attractive features therein is

justly considered an investment of the safest

kind.

As an illustration, it is interesting to note

mate) the sum spent in this way would
amount to a quarter of a million francs.
Twice this amount was probably spent in
Paris restaurants, while, calculating their
cab fare at 10 francs a head, 273,430 francs
was expended for locomotion."

Here we have a total of close to 10,000,000

francs expended by Americans for their

daily sustenance and a few of their daily

amusements. No account at all is made of

the purchase of clothing, jewelry, objects of

art and other things which our countrymen
bring home in such abundance every year.

Would it not be a profitable investment

for Chicago, or any other Americaii 'City,

to be in a position to attract at least part
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THE PROPOSED CIVIC CENTER SQUARE, SHOWING THE GROIP OF SURROUNDING BUILDINGS,

CROWNED BY THE CENTRAL DOME

a newspaper estimate made in the French

capital on August 1st, 1909, which takes the

tide of travel from this country at its height

and attempts to show just how much money
Americans have spent in Paris during the

two months preceding. The figures are

reached as follows

:

"In the 61 days between June 1st and July

31st, 17,343 Americans registered at the 25

leading hotels in Paris. It is a low estimate
to assume that the hundreds of other hos-

telries in the capital lodged at least 10,000

more. At the moderate estimate of 300

francs a head this makes 8,202,900 francs
spent by Americans in two months time.

"But this is for hotels alone. If each visitor

went twice to a theatre (a moderate esti-

of this travel from other parts of the United

States, and even from other parts of the

world ?

Extensive Cooperation Assured

It is gratifying to note the unanimity

with which the authorities of our State and

City,—Governor, Legislature, Mayor, City

Council and the Park Boards, not to forget

the Chicago Harbor Commission, and the

various committees for public improvements

created by the City Council, have aided the

Commercial Club in its efforts to present a

practical, acceptable and feasible plan ; and,

upon the visit of the President of the United

States to Chicago on September 16th, 1909,
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the President was good enowglfy«Jiif.tiBii view-

ing the plans in detail at t'h^ Chicago Art
Institute, to say that .ai^ytiiing he, or the

federal government, coii-d' do to a,ssist in

this stupendous undertaking would be, -ilon-i.

The Mayor of Chicago has klfe'aliy be6n
authorized by the City Council to appoint a

large Committee of City Officials, Aldermen
and interested citizens, to examine into and
report to the City Council as to what should

be done along the lines suggested by the

Plan of Chicago.

•pf 'Chicago what their City can be trans-

formed into.

It is, perhaps, more than a coincidence

that Mr. Bifrnham, who was primarily re-

sponsible foi'^ the artistic success of the

World's FaiV'-of 1893, and many of the

Chicagoans who were active upon the com-
mittees of that fair, are the same men who,

with others of like spirit, are now working
for the Plan of Chicago.

When in ten, twenty, or fifty years, Chi-

cago shall stand transformed, in accordance

COPYRIGHT. igOS, BY COMMERCIAL CLUB OF CHICAGO

EXISTING AND PROPOSED DUGONAL ARTERIES

In this connection it is worthy of men-

tion that the Chicago Harbor Committee

(appointed by the Mayor), the City Council

Committee on Pleasure Piers and Bathing

Beaches and the Commercial Club Commit-
tee on Plan of Chicago agree that the re-

ports submitted by these three committees

can be thoroughly harmonized.

It was the World's Fair of 1893 which

really opened the eyes of the citizens of Chi-

cago to their own power and ability to

achieve great things if they work together

intelligently and with proper public spirit,

and it was also the beautiful vistas of this

same World's Fair that showed the citizens

with these plans, into one of the most at-

tractive of cities, could she possess a greater

moral asset for future generations than this

example of lofty, yet practical ideals,

realized through the farsighted wisdom, un-

faltering courage and faith of her citizens,

which made such undertakings possible?

Will not this example of civic unity and

civic enterprise foster in Chicagoans a love

for their birthplace, and a confidence in its

possibilities and in their own power of

achievement which could be aroused in no

other way?
Herein lies, perhaps, the most imperish-

able asset created by tjie PUn of Chicago.
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Technical Features of the Plan of Chicago

By Charles H. Wacker and Edward H. Bennett

The first step in the work was a study

of existing conditions, the general tendency

or direction of the growth of the city, and

the rate of increase of population. The line

of growth was found to be towards the

Southwest from the site of the original Fort

Dearborn, at the mouth of the Chicago

River, that is to say, the centers of business

and of density of population had been stead-

ily displaced in this general direction.

In working out the Plan a great network

of roads was found, surrounding the city,

encircling and radiating from it and con-

necting it with the smaller towns, and the

latter with each other; in fact, these already

existing, but partly disconnected roads con-

stitute 95 per cent of the proposed system

of roadways.

The roads radiating from the city to the

minor towns are extensions of the diagonal

streets within the city, which latter exist in

great number. It is proposed to extend these

diagonal thoroughfares toward the center,

or heart of the city, to develop their useful-

ness to the utmost, and by their extension

and combination with existing rectangular

streets, to create circuits around the heart of

the city, the two elemental principles of

street circulation being those of radial and

circuit arteries. As a foundation to the

system of arteries schemed, it is proposed

to develop two basic lines or axial thor-

oughfares.

In regard to the streets, the intention

has been firstly, to connect in a systematic

manner the heart of the city with the

surrounding districts, business and resi-

dential; and the basis for this is found in

the diagonal streets already mentioned, ra-

diating from the city center; secondly, to

free the center of the city from conges-

tion. It is proposed, therefore, first of all

to widen and develop existing rectangular

streets, enclosing this center, and secondly,

to cut diagonal streets to facilitate still

more the movement of traffic.

The First Street Circulation System

The circuit of first importance for im-

mediate relief of the congestion in the

heart of the city, and one that will be

typical of all others to be executed as the

city's growth demands, is Michigan Ave-

nue, Twelfth Street, Halsted Street and

Chicago Avenue.

(1) Michigan Avenue may be called the

base line of traffic of the city. A great

development of this avenue is proposed.

(2) Twelfth Street it is proposed to de-

velop simultaneously with the Michigan

Avenue extension (or North and South

connecting boulevard), in order to bring

the West-Side people down to the shore of

Lake Michigan and to Grant Park. This

artery would be supplied with surface car

lines, and on it might be established sub-

stations on all the trunk railroad lines

coming into the city from this direction.

These substations would serve as a nucleus

for the development of the great stations

which it is proposed to establish, event-

ually, along this line.

(3) Halsted Street. This great business

thoroughfare is so situated that its useful-

ness, already great, might be very much
increased. It must inevitably carry an

enormous traffic, and is selected as the

North and South axial line of circulation.

(4) Chicago Avenue. This avenue, al-

ready 100 feet wide, will, if well maintained,

serve for a long time the traffic which it

will be made to carry. Connecting as it

does with the proposed North and South

Boulevard at Pine Street, it will form the

fourth side of the rectangle, constituting

the first circuit of improvement.

Perfecting the Park System

A great park system was found to exist,

encircling the city on three sides, and along

parts of the shore. This system it is pro-

posed to extend and complete by the addi-

tion of park lands and parkways on all

sides, including a complete development of

the shore line, in order to provide ade-

quately for the needs of the growing

population. Numerous small parks also are

proposed. While the smaller parks require

to be artificially created, the larger forest

areas proposed already exist and need only to

be acquired and connected with the city to

become at once a part of its life. On the

[55]
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PLAN OF TIIK FK0P08EU GHOLP OF MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS OR CIVIC CENTER, AT THE INTER-

SECTION OF CONGRESS AND HALSTED STREETS

This plan indicates a possible orderly and harmonious arrangement of public buildings
grouped for the purpose of administration, near the center of population. The

central buil'ding is planned not only to dominate the place in front of it,

but also to mark the center of the city from afar, and it is in
part a monument to the spirit of civic unity

North and West they run along the banks

of rivers and through lovely meadows, and

on the Southwest through beautiful and
hilly forest lands.

The shore of Lake Michigan is regarded

as of first importance and has been studied

in detail. Already the North shore is

being developed, in order to secure a com-

plete line of public occupancy of the shore

in the near future. Similar steps will be

taken by the South-Side, as the great need

of the population of our city demands that

the ownership of, and access to, the shore of

the lake be restored to it.

While the two great elements of city

planning—streets and parks—were first con-

sidered, it was found, on approaching the

centre of the city, that the great problem of

transportation facilities had to be studied in

connection with them. The location of ex-

isting passenger stations and freight yards,

and their possible distribution, has had

great influence on the study of the Plan,

the aim being to develop railroads and
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streets simultaneously in such a manner
that they may both operate perfectly with-

out interference one with the other. This

necessitates the alignment of the stations,

now irregulai'ly placed throughout the cen-

ter, and the construction of a complete sub-

way traction system, knitting all the lines

into a perfectly working whole. At the

same time, it is proposed to facilitate as

much as possible the removal of the freight

yards from the center of the city, and to

eliminate the needless and expensive re-

handling of freight in the congested dis-

tricts. The Plan proposes to locate great

freight-clearing yards in the southwest part

of the city, to be connected with the exist-

ing tunnel system under the central part of

the city, and to construct a freight harbor

at the mouth of the Calumet River, the

whole to be connected by subway lines.

The Creation of a Civic Center

In addition to this general scheme, the

Plan proposes to create a center of ad-

ministrative buildings, or Civic Center, on

the West side of the city, and, in conjunc-

tion therewith, to develop in particular that

portion of the park system fronting on the

central business district. Grant Park, which
has recently been filled in along the shore

of Lake Michigan.

In order to create a new and splendid

thoroughfare to the West-Side, connecting

this part of the city with the Civic Center

and Grant Park, the widening and develop-

ment of Congress Street is proposed. This
street already exists in a broken form, and
the cost of developing it would be less than
that of widening any other street so near
the center. Congress Street would then be-

come the East-and-West axial line, or the

Grand Axis, on which line is also the dome
of the Civic Center and Grant Park with

the proposed Field Museum, for the con-

struction of which the late Marshall Field

set aside in his will $5,000,000. It is at the

intersection of this axis with Ilalsted Street

that it is proposed to create a Civic Center.

Many reasons govern this choice, but the

chief one is that it is in the direct line

COPYRIGHT, I909. BY COMMERCIAL CLUB OF CHICAGO

VIEW, LOOKING WEST, OF THE PROPOSED CIVIC CENTER PEAZA AND BUILDINGS, SHOWING IT AS

THE CENTER OF THE SYSTEM OF ARTERIES OF CIRCULATION AND

OF THE SURROUNDING COUNTRY
Painted for the Commercial Club by Jules Guerin
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of the growth of the city, and is naturally

the focal point of the radial system pro-

posed.

Grant Park has been studied with a view

to making it the center of popular culture.

It is proposed to place here groups of build-

ings which will make it a splendid formal

garden, framing the view of the lake, and to

develop the shore in such a way that it will

become a great feature of the city's life.

-.;>
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PLAX OF A COMPLETE SYSTEM OF STREET CIRCULATION AND SYSTEM OF PARKS AND PLAY-

GROUNDS, PRESENTING THE CITY AS AN ORGANISM IN WHICH ALL THE

FUNCTIONS ARE RELATED ONE TO ANOTHER



The American Civic Association
By Richard B. Watrous

In a recent magazine article descriptive

of the wonderful and rapid growing move-

ment for better living conditions in

America, William Allen White mentioned

the American Civic Association first in a

list of national organizations leading this

movement. In so doing recognition was

given to an association that has been dis-

tinguished for the doing of things, and

those things have been along definite, but

not circumscribed, lines, for the physical

benefit, the beautifying of all country life.

For it is in the

solution of the physi-

cal and not the po-

litical problems of

communities that the

Association seeks to

make its service val-

uable. It directs its

efforts particularly to

the unfolding and de-

velopment of the idea

beautiful in home,

town, city and na-

tional life.

In its operations

the chief aim of the

American Civic Asso-

ciation has been to

achieve results in the

most direct and prac-

tical manner. To its

adherence to such a

system is due much of

its success. It does

not content itself with

merely voicing certain

principles, but goes out into the highways

and byways to suggest improvements where

needed, and to enlist the activities of men
and women in their respective localities in

undertaking things necessary to be done for

their happiness and their health.

In its organization and in its everyday

activities it has aimed to avoid cumber-

some machinery. Its purpose, as stated in

its constitution, is as follows

:

The purpose of the Association shall be the
cultivation of higher ideals of civic life and
beauty in America, the promotion of city,

town and neighborhood improvement, the

J. HORACE
President Americai

preservation and development of landscape,
and the advancement of outdoor art.

Under that carefully prepared general

statement it directs a wide range of ac-

tivities, and lends its support wherever op-

portunities are offered for useful, efficient

co-operation. It has established a reputa-

tion for being quick to see opportunities,

and just as quick to take advantage of

them. It was this trait of the Association

that prompted an appreciative editorial

comment in the San Francisco Star under

the heading "An Asso-

ciation that is Dif-

ferent" from which I

quote

:

The American Civic
Association has, we
think, an unfortunate
name, and yet we are
scarcely prepared to

suggest a better. It

promises in popular
fancy an interminable
procession of speeches
that prove to be a very
r.light improvement on
sermons. Yet this
Association is differ-

ent. Its aims are ex-

ecutive rather than
parliamentary. It is not
at all the customary
mutual admiration so-

ciety with a "civic"

label that exists
chiefly to give mem-
bers opportunity to

listen to each other's

speeches, on the tacit

understanding that a
like toleration will be
extended to all in turn.

This is a sort of endurance contest, prompted
by a dollar dinner. They never get anywhere
or anything but indigestion. This new Asso-
ciation differs from the common or hedge,
row civics in that it does not run by wind,
but piles right in to get results.

A Truly National Organization

The American Civic Association owes its

existence to a national demand for a great

central organization that should represent

a movement of nation-wide proportions.

The field of civic improvement gave rise to

the organization, in fact made it a necessity,

first as a (ilearing house of information in

[59]
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a great variety of improvement subjects,

and second, as the fountain of in-

spiration for the extension of civic

improvements in localities not already

alive to their importance. It would

be difficult to say when first thought

was given to the beautifying of home
surroundings. It is probably safe to

say that no such thought was necessary

on the part of the inhabitants of the

Garden of Eden. That spot was, for a few

short days, the one ideal community. The
Supreme Architect of the Universe has

made every provision for it, but deteriora-

tion set in with its creation and since then

in every age, every

nation, every clime

there have opened op-

portunities for the

application o f in-

dividual and concerted

action for the restor-

ation of the beautiful.

Organized effort for

the systematic mak-
ing of a beautiful

America did not
manifest itseK within

comparatively recent

years. Prior to 1904

there had been various

short-lived state asso-

ciations, a few inter-

state societies and two
national organiza-

tions, working with

the same general ob-

jects in view. But at

St. Louis, in 1904,

the year of the

great exposition, a

merger of the two national organizations

brought forth the American Civic Associa-

tion which, since that time, has carried on
with increasing success and popular support
^the greatly needed work for a "More Beau-
tiful Amercia;" and since that time it has

been recognized as the one great national

agency for the furtherance of that work.

With its purpose as stated in its constitu-

tion clearly before it, it has constantly

widened the circle of its usefulness until

recently they were grouped under fifteen

general departments, each department
headed by an expert in his or her par-

ticular specialty.

RICHARD B.

Secretary American

Work That Needs Doing

In classifying its varied activities, the

Association announces that it aims "to

make American living conditions clean,

healthful, attractive; to extend the making
of public parks; to promote the opening

of gardens and playgrounds for children

and recreation centers for adults; to abate

public nuisances—including objectionable

signs, unnecessary poles and wires, un-

pleasant and wasteful smoking factory

chimneys; to make the buildings and the

surroundings of railway stations and fac-

tories attractive; to extend the practical

influence of schools; to protect existing

trees and to encour-

age intelligent tree

planting; to preserve

great scenic wonders

(such a s Niagara
Falls and the White
Mountains) from
commercial s p o 1 i a -

tion."

So vigorously has

it pursued these ac-

tivities that it has

seen some of them de-

velop to such propor-

tions that they were

ready to swing ofF

from the parent circle

into spheres of their

own. Such was the

case with the play-

ground movement,
which for years was
fostered most ener-

getically by the Amer-
ican Civic Associa-

tion until it grew
into an independent

organization known as the National Play-

ground Association and which is now an
agency of splendid achievements in its one

specialized function.

Its Publications Are Authoritative

How does the American Civic Associa-

tion make its value felt to individuals and
societies ? Largely through the publications

its has issued and given wide distribution.

These pamphlets have been prepared only

after most painstaking care and investiga-

tion, by committees composed of men and
women who have been recognized as

authorities on the various subjects assigned

WATROUS
Civic Association
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to them. The result has been that the pub-
lished results of their investigations have
been adopted as actual text-books for sys-

tematic and efficient work by those individ-

uals and societies coming into possession of

them. The leading libraries of America
recognize them as authoritative and sub-

scribe regularly to the Association in order

to receive each new pamphlet as it is pub-

lished. A list of these distinctive pub-

lications includes "Arts and Crafts" by
Mrs. M. F. Johnston ; "Billboards" by Clin-

ton Rogers Woodruff; "Civic Associa-

tion and the Press" by Frank Chapin
Bray; "House Beautiful and Its Rela-

tion to the City

Beautiful" by An-
drew Wright Craw-
ford; "Mosquitoes

and How to Abate
Them" by Frederick

Law Olmsted and
Henry Clay Weeks

;

"Play and Play-

grounds" by Joseph

Lee; "Public Comfort
Stations" by Freder-

ick L. Ford; "Rail-

road Improvements"
by Mrs. A. E, McCrea,
Andrew Wright Craw-
ford and C. L. Ackiss

;

"Removal of Over-

head Wires" by Fred-

erick L. Ford;
"School Gardens and
Their Relation to

Other School Work"
by W. A. Baldwin;
"Smoke Nuisance" by
Harlan P. Kelsey and
Frederick Law Olm-
sted; "Suggestions for Beautifying Home,
Village and Roadway" by Warren H.
Manning.

Bulletins are issued on particular sub-

jects, often being reprints of papers read

at the annual conventions of the Associa-

tion. The annual convention of the

American Civic Association, it should be

said, differs from the ordinary convention.

It is not an assemblage for talk alone, but

a coming together of enthusiastic experts in

various phases of civic improvement for

conference and report. There is no wast-

ing of time on small things. The papers

read recite specific achievements, and point

WILLIAM B.

Treasurer American

the way for further definite civic en-

deavor. In November, 1907, a memorable
civic advance was obtained in a joint ses-

sion of the American Civic Association and
the National Municipal League. At Pitts-

burgh last fall, another joint convention

was held. It was partcularly fruitful

in the fact that the Pittsburgh Survey,

under the auspices of the Russell Sage
Foundation, was given its initial re-

port and exhibition at the opening ses-

sion. The benefits of that convention to

Pittsburgh alone more than warranted

all the care, expense and thought ex-

pended on it. Pittsburgh had its eyes

opened to its short-

comings, and with

true Pittsburgh zeal

has set itself man-
fully to correct the

evil conditions
shown to exist there.

The Pitts burgh
Civic Commission is

an outgrowth of the

convention, and is

composed of many of

the most prominent

men of the city who
will see to it that

Pittsburgh makes
ample provision for

the health and happi-

ness of its men, wo-

men and children.

The Campaign

Against Nuisances

In the pursuit of

the beautiful more
has been required

than merely taking'

advantage of the bounty of nature for the

creation of parks, boulevards, and attrac-

tive water fronts, the growing of trees and
providing profitable recreation for children

in the making of children's gardens. Nat-
ural beauty has been despoiled by man,
notably in the exploitation of commodities

and luxuries by the use of billboards.

Wherever there has been beauty to attract

man, there the billboard has reared its hid-

eous form to detract from its enjoyment.

The American Civic Association met a

hearty response from all parts of the coun-

try when it made as a part of its cam-

paign for a "More Beautiful America" the

ROWLAND
Civic Association
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abatement of the billboard nuisance. That
campaign has been waged for several years,

to the alarm of the outdoor advertiser.

Results have been accomplished and the

prospects for a more complete curtailment

of such advertising were never brighter

than at the present time. The city of

Washington, through its Commission, act-

ing under a federal law, is ridding that

city of billboards and setting a notable

example to the nation at large by so doing.

From the Atlantic to the Pacific cities,

large and small, are agitating the subject,

and restrictions are being placed on the

further defacement of public and private

properties that augur well for the coming
of a day when billboards will be as notice-

able for their absence as they have been

for several years past for their conspicuous

omnipresence. The bulletin of the Associ-

ation, entitled the "Billboard Nuisance" has

been the means of arousing a united and
intelligent effort for their abatement.

Almost as persistent a campaign has been

waged against the smoke nuisance, although

this effort has involved the careful investi-

gation of preventive measures which, while

they would lessen the flow of black smoke
from factories and locomotives, would not

entail financial hardship on manufacturers

or railroads, but would on the contrary

secure greater efficiency with less waste.

The bulletin published a year ago by the

Association has been received with appreci-

ation for the practical suggestions it offers

for the abatement of the smoke nuisance.

Cooperation with the National Government

Conservation of our natural resources,

now so prominently before the American
people as one of the greatest of problems

for national consideraton, was another sub-

ject for very general discussion at the Pitts-

burgh convention. The American Civic

Association had been quick to respond to

the call of Mr. Roosevelt for a conservation

conference in 1908. Its officers had par-

ticipated in that epoch-making gathering,

and the machinery of the Association had

promptly been set in motion to put into im-

mediate effect the conclusions reached by it.

Conservation will continue to be one of the

most important subjects for consideration

and for positive work by the American
Civic Association. One of its most im-

portant committees is that on Conservation,

and its report at the next convention will

be the theme about which will be directed

the special energies of the Association next

year. No less an exponent of conservation

than Gifford Pinchot, Chief of the Forest

Service, has expressed his appreciation of

the effective assistance given by the Amer-
ican Civic Association to conservation in

its demonstrated ability to bring together

great numbers of individuals, organizations

and societies into an effective and har-

monious campaign for results.

Another subject that has enlisted the

hearty support of the Association relates

to the improvement of rural living condi-

tions—hardly within the true meaning of

civics, but withal kindred to it. A newly
created Committee on Rural Improvements
is planning a definite policy for extensive

and practical work that shall give to the

real tiller of the soil many of the benefits

that have accrued to urban and suburban
communities as a result of beautifying ac-

tivities.

With such subjects and such achieve-

ments it is no wonder that interest in local

improvements has spread with great rapid-

ity, and that where a few years ago the

active workers were numbered by the hun-

dreds now they are legion. New civic im-

provement leagues are of daily report, and
many organizations of long standing that

had hitherto devoted their attention to

other subjects are now, as a result of the

inspiration of the American Civic Associ-

ation, turning their active attention to

municipal and civic betterment along physi-

cal lines. This has been true especially of

the thousands of women's clubs, affiliated

with the National Federation of Women's
Clubs, many of which have created civic

committees and which are working united-

ly, under the direction of a general feder-

ation committee on civics.

Women's Clubs Especially Helpful

To the enthusiasm, the untiring efforts

and the practical suggestions of women, as

individuals and in clubs, must be credited

much of the splendid headway attained by

the general improvement propaganda. They
have been leaders in organized effort and

have enlisted the sympathy and actual co-

operation of men and associations of men
in their laudable undertakings. Hundreds
of cities that have distinguished them-

selves for notable achievements can point

to some society or several societies of wo-
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men that have been the first inspiration to

do things. Hundreds of these women's

clubs are affiliated members of the Amer-
ican Civic Association, so that its influ-

ence is made powerful by having back of it

the moral support of hundreds of thousands

of men and women. Commercial organiza-

tions are beginning now, as never before,

to recognize that it is just as much within

their province to assist and to originate

improvement work as it is to promote the

industrial growth and power of the com-

munities they represent. Thus it is that

the most active of these organizations in

all parts of the United States are identify-

ing themselves with the American Civic

Association and appointing committees on

such special improvements as parks, streets,

illumination, nuisances—the billboard and

smoke—and lending material assistance

to those committees in carrying out vari-

ous plans for the physical development and

upbuilding of their cities. These business

organizations are realizing that in their

effort to induce the investment of capital

and labor with them, they must be in a

position to offer superior advantages, such

as are afforded by ample park areas, broad

clean streets, intelligently planted and care-

fully kept trees, pure water and sanitary

housing conditions.

With all such admirable enterprises the

American Civic Association is most inti-

mately connected. It strives to arouse

communities, large and small, to the neces-

sity of such work and assists them in it,

whether it be merely an awakening to the

desirability of maintaining clean back

yards, or undertaking a comprehensive de-

velopment along plans laid down by land-

scape architects, involving large bond issues

and the rebuilding of cities according to

the latest and most approved methods of

city planning.

The annual convention of the American
Civic Association to be held at Cincinnati,

November 15 to 18, in conjunction with the

National Municipal League, promises to be

a great meeting for civic uplift. The pro-

grannne as being arranged ensures the pres-

ence of distinguished men and women in

the various fields of activity for which the

Association stands.

"Conservation" is to be in many respects

the key note of the several sessions, and
prominent among the speakers on that sub-

ject will be Dr. Charles W. Eliot, president

emeritus of Harvard University. J. Horace
McFarland, president of the American
Civic Association, has given "The Intimate

Relation of Conservation" as the title of his

annual address.

An entire day will be devoted to sessions

on city planning, with leading experts

present to participate in the discussions, in-

cluding, it is expected, Frederick L.

Olmsted, John Nolen, George E. Kessler,

Harold A. Caparn, Warren H. Manning,
Dr. John Quincy Adams, and others. The
session devoted to nuisances will be an im-

portant one with reports on the latest suc-

cessful attempts at the abatement of the

billboard, smoke, noise and other nuisances.

Another important session will be that

devoted to national and state parks and

reservations. The development of state

parks is one of the latest extensions of the

park idea, and is being given a great im-

petus in several states, notably Wisconsin

and New York. A special session will be

devoted to art and civic improvement.

Other sessions will provide for ample discus-

sion of trees, streets, playgrounds, children's

gardens and other departmental activities

of the American Civic Association.

The sessions of both associations are to be

held at the Hotel Sinton, and Cincinnati

committees are busily at work making every

preparation for a completely successful

meeting in all respects.



A City and a Manufacturing Company in

a Playground Partnership

By W. N. Kimball

Superintendent of the Manville Company

The children's playground idea for Woon-
socket, R. I., originated with Mr. H. F.

Lippitt, General Manager of the Manville

Company.
The section of the city in which our mills

are located was not provided with a suit-

able place of recreation for children, and

in consequence the streets provided a large

part of their entertainment. Not only was

appointed to serve with me in the selection

of a suitable man.
As soon as the ground was ready we

installed giant strides, tip ladders, hori-

zontal bars, large swings, baby swings, see-

saws, sand boxes, seats, toilet rooms and a

summer house.

The children showed great enthusiasm

from the start, and came in large numbers
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this a source of danger, on account of street

cars and vehicles, but the children caused

more or less annoyance.

The most available place that would ac-

commodate the crowded section was part of

our mill yard, directly in front of the

weave shed, and located on one of the prin-

cipal city streets.

We realized from the first that a play-

ground could not be managed successfully

without a caretaker, and with this in mind,

we submitted a proposition to the city gov-

ernment, that we would furnish a location,

and provide necessary apparatus, provided

the city would supply a caretaker. This

was readily agreed to, and a committee was

from various sections of the city. The
number on the grounds will range from

fifty to three hundred; at times as high

as five hundred.

The giant strides and swings are occu-

pied from morning until night.

The total cost of the whole equipment

was $900.

The children are not the only ones to

show appreciation of what has been done

for them, for parents and older people speak

in complimentary terms of the undertak-

ing.

[Note.—As Mr. Kimball evidently felt

some diffidence in going into the full de-

tails of an undertaking which he was

[64]
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THE OLD-FASHIONED SEE-SAW IS STILL POPULAR

A MOMENT S PAUSE FOR THE PHOTOGRAPHER
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mainly responsible for carrying through

successfully, the following supplementary

paragraphs are reprinted from an editorial

in the Woonsocket Call.—Editor.]

"Two large sand pits have been made
on the grounds, over which coverings will be

erected to keep out the rays of the sun and

the rain. These have proven at this early

time a great favorite with the small chil-

dren; and if the demand for them cannot

be supplied with the two present ones, addi-

tional ones will be built. Even now with

the many children gathered on the grounds.

shady place for those who desire to rest,

and adds much to the pleasant appearance

of the grounds. One on the same plan,

only smaller, has been erected as a shelter

for the caretaker, Louis Baron. Every-

thing is being done for the comfort and
safety of the children. Well-appointed toilet

rooms have been installed over the trench

running from the mill, which will, under

all conditions, be sanitary. Long rows of

seats have been built under the trees, where

the children may sit and rest while they are

waiting for their turns at the different

IN MOTION ALL DAY LONG

totaling at times 300, the place at times

appears congested, though the grounds are

of large proportions. Superintendent

W. N. Kimball stated yesterday that if the

present quarters prove to be not large

enough to entertain all who wish to avail

themselves of the new playgrounds the space

will be doubled, and paraphernalia in pro-

portion will be installed on the large lots

adjoining the present one.

"A circular summer-house, which will

have seats with comfortable backs, is al-

most completed. This will be an ideal

pieces of apparatus. Swinging ladders will

be installed immediately, and these will

give accommodations for a large number
of children. Teeter swings have been pur-

chased and will be delivered in a few days.

"The children begin to flock to the play-

ground before the sun has had a chance to

make a good showing over the horizon and

there is a constantly shifting crowd until

long after the hour of the curfew has been

reached. They continue to play and ap-

parently enjoy themselves to the utmost at

all times."



The Conning-Tower
Arthur H. Grant, Editor

Going to Work the Right Way

The members of the Woman's Political

Study Club of Bayonne, N. J., do not con-

sider it necessary to delay taking an active

part in city affairs until they are admitted

to the suffrage. After considering the com-
mission form of city government at their

October meeting they sent documents bear-

ing on the subject to each of the candidates

for mayor, and requested them to answer
the following questions : Are you in favor

of a new charter for Bayonne? Do you ap-

prove of the government by commission
plan? Will you, if elected, appoint a char-

ter commission and use your influence to

have it report at an early date? That is

fine! It makes no difference whether one

believes in commission city government or

not; the fact of importance is that a group
of women take enough intelligent interest

in the welfare of their city to study the de-

fects of its present charter, to ascertain how
other cities have attempted to overcome
such defects, and to try to make the re-

moval of these defects an issue in the next

city election. The future of Bayonne as a

city depends upon the growth among its

citizens of such an interest in its civic

life. It may, and doubtless will, continue

to grow as a manufacturing center and as a

place of residence for New York business

men. But factories and houses do not make
a city; nor do the people who live and work
in them. Without civic consciousness and
civic conscience they are only an aggrega-

tion of individuals who happen to reside

within certain circumscribed limits. A city,

in any true sense, begins to exist only when
its inhabitants unite to make it a desirable

place in which to live and work. Then it

gains character and individuality, and
ceases to be merely a geographical accident.

Big Cities and Great Cities

It is no special credit to the inhabitants

of New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and St.

Louis that they are our largest cities,—any

more than it is to the credit of a country

crossroads that a store and smithy are lo-

cated there. Our big cities are at the cross-

roads of the world's commerce. Their
growth is a corolary of that fact, and only

to a slight extent can it be accelerated by
the business energy of their inhabitants.

We Americans have been victims of megalo-

mania. For the moment we forgot that

cobblestones are not sold by the carat. It is

quality that counts—not mere quantity.

Given his choice of cities to reside in, only

a fool would be guided solely by the census

returns. As we come to believe that we
shall cease boasting of the bigness of our

cities, and speak reverently of their great-

ness,—their architectural beauty, their

healthfulness, the opportunities they afford

for intellectual and esthetic development

and for wholesome enjoyment, the economy
and efficiency with which their affairs are

managed, the low percentage of crime, the

absence of vicious resorts, and—real root of

all the others—the civic alertness and zeal

of the citizens. A city can be great without

being big, and if one-half of the energy ex-

pended by chambers of commerce and boards

of trade in "booming" their cities were de-

voted to bettering them the results would be

more satisfactory, even from a business

standpoint. There are already a number of

relatively or actually small American cities

to which people of means are moving by

choice because they are desirable places to

live in, or in which to bring up children.

Civic virtue is becoming an asset that the

shrewd business man will not long overlook.

On the other hand bigness is not necessarily

a detriment to a city from other than busi-

ness considerations ; only the larger the city

the greater are its civic problems of all sorts.

That this is being realized is shown by the

way in which the Commercial Club of Chi-

cago has recognized its larger civic responsi-

bilities, and has placed at the disposal, of the

city a plan for its improvement that for

definiteness, thoroughness and consistency is

worthy at once of the great metropolis of the

lakes and of the men who have in their busi-
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ness careers proved their ability both to plan

and to execute. When such men assume to

the full their civic duties the time will soon

come when we shall have reason to be proud
of the greatness of our cities.

The Boston Finance Commissions

Boston is another city whose business men
have awakened to a new sense of their civic

responsibilties. The manner of their awak-
ening was not pleasant. The debt of the

city was increasing by leaps and bounds,

apparently out of all proportion to the im-

provements for which it was incurred. At
the instance of some of its citizens the state

legislature authorized the appointment, by
the Mayor of Boston, of a Finance Commis-
sion of seven with plenary powers of in-

vestigation. Men of unquestioned probity

and ability were appointed for this service,

and for fourteen months exercised their

powers not merely to expose graft and in-

competence, but to indicate the business

methods by which some of the loss might be

prevented. Elsewhere in this issue are given

some of the results of this investigation. The
more permanent results, however, were the

drafting of a new city charter; the appoint-

ment of a second Finance Commission for

constructive work along the lines of need
shown by the report of the first Commis-
sion; and, finally, the "Boston 1915" move-
ment.

*
"The Finest City in the World"

That is what this new movement aims to

make Boston by 1915. In order to achieve

that result more than forty trade and busi-

ness organizations have federated them-
selves into a central body known as the

Boston Chamber of Commerce. The plan

outlined by this body includes a thorough

study of the city and its needs, including

finance, official efficiency, health, business

enterprise, public education, transporta-

tion, street and park systems, neighborhood

centers, libraries, public lectures and
music, art exhibitions, and a pension plan.

These subjects are to be taken up in a

defined order so that the improvements con-

templated may become effective one after

another in the successive years ending 1915.

In order to popularize this movement, and
to acquaint the general body of citizens with

the progress that has been made and with

the plans for the immediate future, those

who have it in charge have arranged for an
exhibition during the first three weeks of

November, an account of which will appear

in our next issue.

Civic Indifference and Civic Pride

The condition in which Boston found her-

self, and in which many of our cities are

still unconsciously sunk, results primarily

from the indifference of the great body of

citizens to their mutual civic interests. Ab-
_

sorbed in business, in society, in the pur-

suit of learning or of pleasure, or even

in religion, we are prone to neglect the

duties of citizenship, while expecting to en-

joy its privileges. Going to the polls once

a year, or once in two or four years, to de-

cide whether the new city administration

shall be "Republican" or "Democratic"

—

names which of themselves represent no

civic policy—can no longer be regarded as

an adequate fulfillment of the duties of a

citizen. In every city there are at least a

few men who are alert to profit by such

apathy—not necessarily bad men, for their

worst offense may be the securing of their

own election or appointment to public posi-

tions for which they are not fitted. Their

selfish alertness must be matched and

thwarted by the unselfish alertness of men
and women who love their cities too well to

allow them to be mismanaged and misdi-

rected, either wantonly or through mere in-

capacity to realize their possibilities of

beauty, health, cleanliness and comfort.

Civic pride is giving birth to civic patriot-

ism, not only in Boston and Chicago, but

in almost every American city, large and

small. We have stood apart in civic in-

difference, and have reaped the results of

our neglect. Now by the tens of thousands

we are uniting in a common purpose—to

make our cities the finest in the world.



How Public Gymnasiums and Baths Help to

Make Good Citizens

By Ex^rctt B. MeVa ,

Formerly, Editor 'o? "American Gymnasisf'

When a city establishes aipi.-'.blic gym-
nasium and maintains it witH"' wlodern , effl-,\

ciency, it is taking one of the especially' -

desirable progressive steps for the good of

its citizens, and for the protection of its

future weKare.

The American and European cities in

which this idea is practically illustrated

by the city and',,, another is soon to be
,'0p6n6d..'\ T.Uese aVe,,'kno\vn officially as

'"g'yfrifi.asiuras" and ^rVthat primarily, with
baths attached as a necessary part of the

equipment for making healthy boys and
girls, men and women. There are also six

gymnasiums in public school buildings for

the use of pupils. The baths in two schools

SOUTH BOSTON GVMNASIUMS AND BATHS—THE FIRST BUH.T BY THE CITY OF BOSTON

(1899) AND ONE OF THE FIRST IN THIS COUNTRY

and the excellent results that are being

shown year by year is ample proof that

municipal gymnasiums are worthy parts of

a city's machinery for public benefit. This
is especially true when the advantages of

associated public baths are considered.

Sometimes a municipal gymnasium is

conducted as an independent factor, as in

Boston; sometimes it is one feature of a

recreation center, as in Chicago; a public

bath may have a gymnasium annex or the

reverse; but every modem establishment in-

cludes free shower or rain baths, if not a

swimming pool or plunge bath also, for its

patrons,

Boston the Pioneer

In Boston, where appeared the first city

establishment solely for physical training

by up-to-date systematic methods, in 1897,

there are now seven gymnasiums conducted

are conducted the year round for the gen-

eral use of residents of the neighborhoods.

The first baths in an American public

school building were installed in Boston, in

1889. There are also six outdoor gym-
nasiums with good equipment but in most
cases the essential supervision or instruc-

tion is lacking.

New public bath buildings now being

planned in New York City include the

gymnasium feature. The first public bath

house in this country was in that city, in

1852. New York has numerous public

school gymnasiums in which systematic

work is conducted; and this is true of prac-

tically all cities in America. School gym-
nasiums are not directly within the scope

of this article but reference to them is of

interest.

In Chicago, where the whole grand
scheme for providing public recreation,
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CABOT STREET BATH HOUSE AND GYMNASIUM
One of the latest additions to the system in Boston. Will accommodate 1500 persons a day

Swimming pool on ground floor; shower baths on floor above; gymnasium on top floor

health instruction and physical exercise has

been worked out on a model basis, gym-
nasiums are prominent parts of the dozen

South Parks recreation centers and are

being included in similar institutions in

other sections of the city. Here are to be

found a combination of several desirable

features that permit of year round activ-

ities for all ages, both sexes and all condi-

tions of humanity. There are playgrounds

for little children, other playgrounds for

older children, athletic fields for young men
and for young women, outdoor wading pools

and swimming tanks, open air gymnasiums
with full equipment of apparatus, and in-

door gymnasiums adequately equipped and

intelligently supervised for all.

Sound Minds In Sound Bodies

These features are for the physical side

of those who use the centers; that is, for

the physical side primarily; but for the

whole person quite as much. It is not pos-

sible to treat the physical self without in-

fluencing the moral, the social, and all the

other faculties. A man in good physical

condition—in efficient health—will think

straight and live straight most of the time,

at least. A boy given means for necessary

muscular exercise and play will be little

inclined to adopt questionable substitutes

for these essential factors in the process of

development into a worthy inhabitant of a

republic. Interesting experiments in Roch-

ester, N. Y., have lately brought new proof

of these facts.

If physical work be conducted with

proper spirit and an adequate comprehen-

sion of its possible benefits, the influence

of gymnasium activities will show itself

plainly in the lives of individuals who use

the accommodations provided. This is one

good reason why it is worth while to have

such institutions.

An extract from private directions given

to instructors of the South Parks gym-

nasiums in Chicago will indicate something

of the spirit that underlies this form of

public welfare work in that city and in

other cities where such provision has been

made:
"Whether we wish it or not, the gym-

nasium and the athletic field are schools of

character, but the kmd of character formed
in these schools will depend in great meas-
ure upon the instructor in charge. On the
athletic field, and in the practice of games
In the gymnasium, the instructor should
praise every tendency of a boy or girl to
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sacrifice himself or lierself for tlie good of
the team. Show them that this is the only
way to succeed—by unity of action. If you
can develop this spirit you have laid the
foundation of cooperation, politeness and
good morals. You have taught the funda-
mental lesson of thoughtfulness for others.
Keep in mind that we are public servants,
employed to serve the public as experts in
all that our profession implies, and that we
are engaged in a work which, if properly
conducted, is perhaps better calculated to
raise the standard of good citizenship than
any other single agency in the hands of pub-
lic servants.

"It is of the greatest importance that all

work be undertaken in the light of the ob-
jects sought, as follows:

"First, to take children from the streets
and alleys and give them a better environ-
ment and safer place in which to play.
This will relieve the parents of care and
anxiety—as well as truck drivers, street car
men, policemen and others who are involved
in the care of children.
"Second, to encourage working boys and

girls and adults to spend their idle hours in

a wholesome environment and away from
questionable amusements.

"Third, to encourage both children and
adults to give attention to personal hygiene-
exercise and bathing chiefly.

"Fourth, to furnish wholesome amuse-
ment for adults and others who do not par-

ticipate in the activities of the gymnasium,
athletic and play fields.

"Plan your work, then, and carry it for-
ward with the well-defined idea that you
are striving, first, to attract both children
and adults to your gymnasium, play and ath-
letic fields: second, that after you get them
there you must interest and hold them until
the habit of frequenting your gymnasium is
established; third, that you do all you can
by means of your gymnasium program, ath-
letics, plays and games, to 'set up' the frame,
encourage bathing, teach skill, courage and
a wholesome respect for the rights of
others."

Economy in Concentration

When the ideal is reached it is probable
that the plan adopted in all cities will agree
in the main with that in operation on a
large scale in Chicago, and either equalled

or aimed at in isolated instances in other
cities. That is, there will be means for

physical welfare of the people, both grown-
ups and children, grouped in conveniently

located centers that are under one manage-
ment. In most cities today there is very

little coordination in what is being done
along these lines. Playgrounds are con-

ducted by one organization or one city de-

partment, gymnasiums are in charge of an-

SEVENTY-FIVE FOOT SWIMMING POOL IN CABOT STREET BATH HOUSE

The Bath Department, In whose charge are the indoor gymnasiums and baths of Boston,
reports, after experience, that it will not hereafter approve swimming pools

in combination with gymnasiums
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other department, baths may be in the

liands of still a third organization; and
more than as likely as not school physical

training and athletics are set apart to form
another division or perhaps two divisions.

All these factors ought to be run in a

business-like manner, as the popular phrase

of today puts it. Common sense is needed

in this as in other parts of the municipal

machinery of most American cities. Cen-

tralized administration is decent economy
of money, efforts and results. There is

no common sense in having four or five

sets of people stepping on one another's

sensitive toes while they all try to get one

job done.

Some cities have authorities who see the

facts plainly enough but are not able to get

by the system of so many years intrench-

ment to alter it.

All forms of physical activity belong to-

gether and ought to be planned for to-

gether, not one at a time, haphazard

fashion. Making right plans does not de-

mand their immediate execution but it does

promise decent and orderly creation and de-

velopment. No one who has become ac-

quainted with the modern trend of city

planning movements will need to have this

point pressed.

There are at least 30 free public in-

door gymnasiums conducted by American

cities, apart from playgrounds or recreation

centers in which gymnasiums are often

prominent and useful adjuncts, and apart

from other provision for the same benefits,

such as school gymnasiums used by pupils

as part of the educational work. This

enumeration includes, however, the dozen

South Parks recreation centers of Chicago,

counting each center as one, although there

are two outdoor and two indoor gym-

nasiums in each center. Reckoning these

separately we would have nearly 80 gym-

nasiums to record.

An Antidote to Citification

Why do we need gymnasiums, and why
is it a function of the government to pro-

vide them if they are needed?

Treating these questions only from the

physical standpoint the answer is plain

enough.

Intelligent provision of means for main-

taining and improving the physical condi-

tion of every human being is a fundamental

need. Once this need was safeguarded by

natural conditions of living. Today suit-

able provision for maintaining the physical

condition at the standard of true efficiency

is found scarcely anywhere in American
cities or towns except where it has been

artificially created within thirty years.

This made-to-order method is necessary

on account of today's mode of living. Arti-

ficial surroundings day and night call for

similar antidotes. "Our short cuts to what
we hope will be success in material things

are also short cuts to physical deteriora-

tion ; and to moral and mental non-training

as well."

What little has been done, and the much
that is being planned, to restore certain

necessary physical activities and interests

into our abnormal lives, and especially into

the lives of children for the next genera-

tions, is but one phase of the work going on
in many ways and through many agencies

to bring back a more normal mode of every-

day existence. Those who are promoting
such efforts aim to make life more worth
living under the conditions that exist, and
that are likely to exist in the immediate
future.

"Physical welfare is not divorced from
general welfare; the physical is not the

whole; it is one part, but a part so im-

portant that its neglect is a crime, even if

not always so recognized."

The people, from the public treasuries,

provide mental education for children ; they

should provide motor education quite as

freely and universally. "Muscular knowl-

edge was fundamental in the race, and it is

the basis of all true learning in the indi-

vidual."

Proper motor education gives to every

individual boy and girl (and to every man
and woman) ample opportunity for mus-
cular exercise by systematic methods, for

recreation through games and play, and for

true development of "health as well as the

physical, social and moral well-being."

To enable the desirable work to be prac-

tically carried on several methods have been

found suitable. First among the artificial

modes of physical activity is gymnastics,

which came by importation to Germany and

other European countries from Greece and

Rome, and thence to America. In this

country there have been characteristic

changes and in some respect improvements.

The freer life and thought here has made
for a freer mode of exercise—in athletics
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and in games. But the more systematic

methods of rational gymnastics for re-

creative and for hygienic purposes still

survive, and are likely to have new power
as they are fitted into modern needs. This
is being accomplished in the progressive

SWIMMING POOL IN THE CARNEGIE-DUNFERM-

LINE TRUST BATHS

gymnasiums of the country, public and pri-

vate. Scientifically based physical training

is a valuable and popular feature of recrea-

tion centers and playgrounds in most cities.

It is physical welfare as a whole, with
play, games, athletics, gymnastics, aquatics,

personal hygiene or right ways of living,

and all the rest, duly coordinated, that best

meets the needs of American youth. The
colleges are finding this out. Educational
institutions of all grades are taking steps

to put their athletic efforts into tune with
the true principles instead of specializing

unduly on one item. Municipalities are

proving its truth wherever they make the

trial.

"A city that does not provide suitable
places for its citizens and coming citizens
to care for their physical selves will be
called upon to provide additional police sta-

tions, jails and hospitals.
"Prevention is very much cheaper than

cure, both for the patient and the doctor.
"There is just as much reason for a city

not providing schools for its children as for
not providing means for physical training
and recreation—and no more. A properly
conducted playground, a properly conducted
gymnasium, indoors or outdoors, is a general
education center; a center for moral and
ethical training; a place to teach the art
of living without depending on 'graft' or
'pull,' a feat that seems almost impossible

to too many of the next generation of men
now growing up in crowded centers of popu-
lation."

—

A merican Playgrounds.

Building Good Citizens

"An insurance policy of good citizen-

ship," is the title applied to modern play-

grounds. It is equally applicable to prop-
erly conducted gymnasiums and baths.

We hear considerable nowadays about
playgrounds, and often the idea gets fixed

in some minds that playgrounds for the
children in summer will solve all the prob-
lems of making a higher type of citizenship,

better behaved boys and girls, and will

make further efforts unnecessary.

The playground movement is perhaps the
most important effort that has been started

in recent years for the benefit of citizenship

—so far as it goes. And it goes quite far

enough to justify almost all that is said and

CARNEGIE-DUNFERMLINE TRUST BATHS AND
GYMNASIUM

Located in Dunfermline, Scotland, endowed by
Andrew Carnegie, 1903, with an annual in-
come of $100,000. Cost $180,000. Opened
1905. Is both a gymnasium and baths for
the free use of inhabitants of the town, and
a normal school of physical training for
developing instructors for other gymnasi-
ums and recreation centers. Prom this cen-
tral plant the trustees establish branches
in various adjoining centers, with baths,
libraries, means for recreation, and instruc-
tion in methods of right living for good
health.
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A MEDICINE BALL GAME FOR GIRLS

done in its name. But a playground in

the open air does not completely cover the

ground; usually it has a minimum or

minus effect during the winter months. So

it is necessary to move the playground into

a building, supplement its activities, and

keep it going all the time that out of doors

is forbidden by the climate. Doing this is

proper municipal economy, good business

and common sense.

There are excellent illustrations of ways

to bring about adequate provision for physi-

cal welfare in what has been accomplished

in Brookline, Mass., "the richest town in

America;" in Chicago, "the metropolis of

the West;" and in Los Angeles, "the queen

city of the Pacific."

The Chicago results to date were made
possible by exceptionally favorable circum-

Btances, with ample funds (some $15,000,-

000), a high ideal and a willingness to back

it up, efficient public officials to plan, com-

petent supervision, and an appreciative

public to use the facilities offered. Perhaps

no other American city can duplicate all

this, in just the same way, although most
officers of large cities who have looked at

the plants in operation would like to do so.

But it is possible and perfectly feasible to

map out so much of the idea as can be

used, modifying or altering the whole plan

to match local needs and capacities, and
then go ahead with the first steps of crea-

tion, A start can be made in the right di-

rection with moderate expense.

As this article is being written comes

word of a visit to Chicago by the Philadel-

phia municipal commission that will recom-

mend a system of recreation centers for its

city, and the adding of their voices to the

chorus of approval that all such inspectors

give. Getting personal realization of what

it means to have all the functions for physi-

cal welfare rightly harmonized, and compre-

hending what it would mean if such a sys-

tem could be transplanted to any other city,

opens the eyes and creates a willing spirit

in all officials with their city's welfare at

heart—all officials, that is, who appreciate

the proven possibilities in taking good care

of the physical well-being of their con-

stituents.

In Brookline, a place of small city

population, methods differ but results are

equally successful and noteworthy. The

starting factor was a municipal bath of a

type not common in this country but being

duplicated as cities wake up to the need and

importance. This bath, with its large swim-

ming pool, its competent instruction in the

art of swimming for all who wish to learn

and practice, and its free opening to all

citizens of the town, is as much a local in-

stitution as the public library or the fire en-

gine houses. It is more than local, for out-

siders may use its privileges for a nominal

fee and national swimming competitions

are held there.

A GAME OF BASKETBALL FOR BOYS
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Annexed to the bath house was created, a

couple of years ago, a gjTiinasiuni building

for the free use of all the inhabitants,

young and old and of both sexes. It is used

to its capacity. In charge of a supervisor

who earns a $3,000 a year salary and has a

corps of assistants, the gymnasium is a

steady health factory turning out happiness

and good spirits and manufacturing good
citizenship not to be priced in dollars and
cents.

In Chicago the buildings in the recre-

sentence without more elaboration. The
same spirit runs through all the play-

ground, gymnasium and athletic activities.

This fundamental idea is found in different

form in the Brookline plant, subject to

changes called for by a different type of

population. There it is what we call the

lower tenth and the socially elevated classes

that get into closer contact than ordinarily,

although racial lines are somewhat in evi-

dence.

The Los Angeles recreation center is de-

NORTII BENNETT STREET GYMNASIUM AND BATH HOUSE
The latest institution of its type in Boston. "When used for mass class work or games the

apparatus is moved from the floor, leaving the space free from posts or other obstructions.
Provision was made on the roof for a playground or roof garden

ation center contain meeting places or as-

sembly halls, branch libraries, lunch count-

ers and other features that aid to make
them real neighborhood centers in which
folks may meet with common interests, get

acquainted, in which Jew may meet Gentile

on equal footing, in which Irish may learn

that Italian is more than just "Dago," in

which Slav and Scandinavian may find out

each other's likeable points. The idea

shows itself plainly enough in this single

signed to be an "evening resort for the

many hundreds of youths and young men
who live in the boarding houses and lodging

houses of the vicinity." Costing nearly

$40,000, it forms one part of a system of

outdoor and indoor recreation centers con-

ducted by the municipal Board of Play-

ground Commissioners.

The work of a municipal gymnasium gets

directly at the people when they are in a

receptive mood. Hence the influence is of
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great value. The efforts may be roughly

outlined as follows:

Conducting Classes, (a) for young men
in the evening; usually the largest in point

of attendance; (b) for boys and girls Satur-

day forenoons or other available periods;

(c) for women, mornings of week days ; well

patronized in sections that command the

attendance of women with the necessary

time and willingness to devote attention to

their physical well-being; (d) special classes

and individual instruction for those who
need it, or for those who pay an extra

fee for private attention. The fundamen-

tal idea of all public gymnasiums is "great-

est good to the greatest number." Individ-

ual work is therefore reduced to a mini-

mum and undertaken only when it will not

interfere with efforts for the majority.

Games and Recreation, (a) as informal

parts of regular class periods; (b) or-

ganized or competitive games such as

basketball, indoor baseball and the like; (c)

dancing of approved type for recreation and

exercise. Social dancing is seldom a part

of regular gymnasium activities, although

gymnasiums may be used for that purpose

at times not interfering with the real pur-

pose of the institutions.

Health or Hygienic Instruction, (a) gen-

eral, in class periods by short, easily under-

stood and practical talks of a few minutes

each at frequent intervals; (b) special, to

individuals who ask for it or who partic-

ularly need it; (c) formal lectures on

health subjects applicable to the living con-

ditions of the auditors.

Physical Examination and Health In-

spection.—These are two of the very im-

portant functions of a public gymnasium.

A physical examination is intended to show

the general conditions of each individual

and the sort of exercise and mode of living

best suited to his or her welfare. Health

inspection is to keep a general or specific

oversight of the living conditions and of

the personal habits of each person using

the gymnasium, so far as that may be

feasible. The two are sometimes combined,

Bometimes separated, and sometimes are

carried on only in a modified way.

By means of the efforts just mentioned

the influence of a gymnasium goes through

all the community and into homes instead

of being confined within the walls of the

building. A gymnasium thus attains its

true function as a school of health educa-

tion.

Baths, (a) following each period of exer-

cise as a hygienic necessity; (b) indepen-

dent of the gymnasium instruction or re-

creation; open continuously or during cer-

tain months of the year, according to local

conditions. Newly planned public gym-
nasium buildings have bath departments

distinct from the baths in conjunction with

the gymnasiums.

Among the indirect influences, although

none the less important, are those of a

social, moral, ethical nature already re-

ferred to. Just how valuable an adjunct

to other methods of public weKare a gym-
nasium may be depends very largely upon
two factors : the ideals of the administra-

tion, and the personal interest and efforts

of the local instructors. The value of com-

petent supervision and instruction cannot

be easily overrated. If either of the two

necessary factors, proper equipment and

competent instructors, had to be dispensed

with, the equipment could be better spared.

Experience has proved that every munici-

pal gymnasium likely to be established will

be freely used to its capacity if it has

proper administration. The present de-

mand is so noticeable that it will be sought

out whatever its location. People will go

to such a place if it is reasonably accessible,

even if not ideally located. Still the loca-

tion of a municipal gymnasium will natur-

ally be in the section of a city that most

needs physical improvement and social up-

lift for its residents.

How to bring into existence a municipal

gymnasium after a need for it has become

appreciated, suggests several possibilities.

It may be independent of other connection,

or it may be part of a recreation center or

playground. Some practical information

on this point will be presented in an article

in a subsequent issue.



The Cost of Inefficiency in Municipal Work
By Walter B. Snow, M.E.

Member American Society of Mechanical Engineers

Again it has been shown, this time by
the Boston Finance Commission, that effi-

ciency of municipal administration is not
to be sought primarily in the elimination
of graft and the proper control of appropria-
tions, but merely in the getting of a fair

day's work for a fair day's pay from a
host of employees. The grosser forms of
graft are difficult neither to detect nor com-
bat. Unnecessary and manifestly excessive

appropriations may be prevented with com-
parative ease. But inefficiency of service

from the bottom of the ditch to the desk
of the chief has become so firmly established

as to be almost accepted as a condition of

the conduct of municipal affairs. Admin-
istrations may come and go, reforms may
have their day, but from this source, the
hidden stream of waste flows on, diminished
or swollen, as the case may be, but in the
American municipality never completely
stopped. And it never will be until political

influence is completely removed from the
management of municipal departments, for

it is principally through inefficiency of ser-

vice to the city that the corrupt politician

insures efficiency and magnitude of service

to himself. By demanding less than a day's

work from each of his supporters their num-
ber may be increased on a given job; by
deftly manipulated appropriations these jobs

may be multiplied. Inefficiency of service is

his watchword; efficiency is his doom.
The real work of the original Boston

Finance Commission, which has but recently

completed its labors, was defined by its

chairman, Hon. Nathan Matthews, to be
"the investigation of the conditions, facts,

causes and methods which have made the

city of Boston the most expensive in the

world and one of the least efficient. What-
ever may be the permanent value of this

work it at least differs from that of other

municipal investigations as being a detailed

study and criticism of actual methods, con-

ditions and facts."

The question before the Commission was
not so much what was spent by the city

as what the city got for it. In thirteen

years $90,000,000 was borrowed, of which

one-third represented street improvements,
many of but little general benefit. Half as

much was represented by sewer construc-

tion undertaken without necessity or plan,

largely for political benefit at two or three

times its proper cost. The balance was
made up of expenditures either excessive or

largely unnecessary and almost exclusively

determined upon a political basis. In these

years the municipal debt increased seven

times as fast as the population.

Expert service was very generally em-
ployed in the investigations. The detailed

results have just been given to the public

in a 1200-page volume devoted solely to

59 reports made during 1907 and 1908 by
MetcaK & Eddy, consulting engineers to

the Commission. To these reports credit

is gladly given for much of the informa-

tion contained in the following statements:

The Source of the Trouble

The fountain head of inefficiency was

manifestly in the appointive and confirma-

tory powers possessed by the Mayor and

Aldermen and the political influence of

the Common Council. The Commission

well said that "The position of the head of

a department under the present form of

government, subject to intimidation from

one man, who has the power to remove him,

from thirteen men who may refuse to con-

firm his reappointment and from seventy-

five others who have the power officially and

publicly to abuse without opportunity for

reply, is intolerable."

It was but inevitable that under such

conditions the heads of the executive de-

partments should steadily deteriorate in

technical competency until they became

men without education, training, ex-

perience or technical qualifications of any

sort, or who had lost all moral backbone.

Inefficiency was manifest even on the

part of responsible commissions and high

officials of acknowledged ability, in their

passive acquiescence in transactions which

they knew involved a wa,ste of money.

What wonder then that inefficiency was in-

bred in the rank and file. With such ex-

[77]
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amples before him, under the laxest disci-

pline, paid for time he did not work, often

called upon to do that which was of no
practical benefit to the city, or compelled

to limit his labor to but a meagre portion

efficiency. As an example, a study of the

results in the Water Department is il-

luminating. In 1878 nearly four feet of a

basic size of pipe were laid for a dollar;

by 1908 the amount had decreased to less

POPULATION

CITY EMPLOYEES

PAYROLL

HOW THEY GREW FROM 1895 TO 1907

of a fair day's work, there remained no

incentive to the city employees for efficient

individual service.

Sucking the City Dry

While the population increased but 22.7

per cent from 1895 to 1907 the total num-
ber of city employees increased 59 per cent

or over two and one-half times as fast as

the population, while the pay roll was mul-

tiplied nearly three and a half times.

Gradually, from 1878 to 1908, the aver-

age pay of day laborers was advanced step

by step from $1.75 to $2.25 per day, while

the hours were reduced from ten to eight,

and Saturday half holidays as well as legal

holidays were granted with full pay. To-

day the laborer receives 75 per cent more

per hour than he did thirty years ago.

But how about the work accomplished;

has it kept pace with his pay? Far from

it. The story is one of steady decrease in

THE ASCENT OF WAGES AND THE DESCENT

OF EFFICIENCY

than one and one-half feet. In other words

the cost per foot had nearly trebled, al-

though the pay per hour had increased only

75 per cent in the same period. Allowing
for the latter advance the actual cost per

foot had increased over 60 per cent, equiva-

lent to a drop of over 40 per cent in effi-

ciency. The accompanying curves tell the

story.

It is estimated by the Commission that

throughout the various departments the

work actually done for the city per man
per day is on the average practically one-

half of that done only thirteen years ago.

The decrease in efficiency in Boston is

directly traceable to political influence and
corruption. Unnecessary work was under-

taken, unnecessary men were engaged, pay
rolls were swollen, all pretense of discipline

was abandoned, and the highest wages were

paid.

While the present net pay for city labor-

ers in Boston is at least 32 cents per hour

actually worked, the prevailing rate paid

by contractors and other municipalities in

New England is at the most 25 cents per

hour.

The Sewer Department was reeking with

abuses. To inefficiency and lack of dis-

cipline were added inadequate inspection

and the pernicious effect of contracts given

through favoritism at excessive prices. In

fourteen years the annual expenditures on

account of sewerage had increased 175 per

cent, while valuation had increased only

44 per cent and the population but little

more than half as much.

Putting a Premium on Sliirking

Inefficiency was manifestly the goal

toward which the Department was steadily

keeping its course. Of about 775 men en-
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gaged upon day labor nearly 70 per cent

were over 40 years of age; of these in

turn more than half were over 50 years,

and nearly 20 per cent over 60 years. Not
only were many of the force physically in-

1895 • 909

Measured on a dollar and cents basis the

labor cost of brick laying on Metropolitan
sewers on competitive contracts varied ac-

cording to conditions from $1.82 to $4.23

per thousand. When similar work was done

1909

ft

POPULATION VALUATION SLWLRAGE EXPENDITURE6

WHY BOSTON HAS THE LARGEST PER CAPITA DEBT OF ANY OF THE CHIEF CITIES OF THE
UNITED STATES

capable of doing a fair day's work, but dis-

cipline was practically lacking; each man
was a law unto himself, subservient only

to the politician to whom he owed his posi-

tion. But not content with insuring ineffi-

ciency and increasing the force through
such means, the defined measure of a day's

work was in many cases so established as to

become absolutely ridiculous were the mat-
ter not so serious. Witness some examples
of superior ability in getting a day's pay
for doing nothing:

Cleaning and filling nine lanterns was
one man's sole daily occupation; twice each

day a certain timekeeper carried a book
from the office to the job and back again,

and did no more; hanging up rubber boots

to dry was the only allotted duty of an-

other; for a week after teams ceased to

visit a certain dump two men held down
their job thereon; for seven weeks pay was
drawn by a janitor while sojourning in

Europe. Many inspector's reports were

mere creations of the imagination.

Twenty-five per cent of all the Sewer De-
partment employees in a certain large dis-

trict were employed in positions calling for

little or no effort; large numbers were

classified as watchmen; in many cases no

work whatever was performed.

But when it came to bricklaying, one of

the worst cases of inefficiency was revealed.

Based on a week's record the best work

done by one mason consisted in laying 240

bricks per hour; but one individual suc-

ceeded in reducing his efficiency to 13 per

hour, about one in every five minutes. Un-
der competitive contract similar work was
done for the Metropolitan Sewerage Com-
mission, the lowest number laid being 94,

and the largest 5Y0 per hour.

on contract for the city of Boston it cost

from $2.98 to $7.35, but the supreme evi-

dence of inefficiency was shown by costs

varying from $9.04 to $18.34 when done
by day labor. In a word the city paid

from three to six times as much as the

Metropolitan Board.

Contracts were let without competition

for cleaning catch basins, the price being
fixed and excessive. Basins which did not

exist were included in more than one con-

tract, hence were paid for twice. Inspec-

tion was a farce; in some districts no in-

spectors were employed, in others far more
than could be utilized. Seldom were more
than half a dozen basins inspected in a day,

although fifty represented a fair day's

work.

Rampant inefficiency was revealed by the

AGE DISTRIBUTION AMONG DAY LABORERS IN

SEWER DEPARTMENT ONE CAUSE

OP INEFFICIENCY
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METROPOLITAN WATER BOARD CONTRACT WORK,

570 BRICKS AN HOUR

THE DIFFERENCE

consulting engineers' estimate of four

cubic feet of catch basin refuse as the aver-

age amount hauled one mile (one way) in

the city of Boston, while in nearby Wor-
cester the average, reduced to the same
basis, was 9.3. Under favorable circum-

stances an eight hour record was made in

the latter city of 28 loads, each hauled

about six-tenths of a mile.

The extravagant and deliberately ineffi-

cient methods of this department must
have entailed the absolute waste of nearly

$400,000 annually, or nearly 25 per cent

of the total expenditure. Only about one-

eighth of the loss was traceable to improper

contracts, the balance was directly attribut-

able to lack of efficiency of the day labor

forces.

Where a Million Dollars Were Wasted

It having been shown by the expert in-

vestigation of an independent engineer that

the city stone crushing plants had been

operated at an annual loss of about $100,-

000, the Commission recommended their

abandonment. But the subject was re-

opened by the Mayor in a letter to the

Commission stating that "at the behest of

certain city employees who professed their

confidence at their ability to turn the pres-

ent tide of extravagance in the operation of

stone crushers I gave them a promise that

for a limited time I should allow them the

use of one crusher for experimental pur-

poses. * * * I shall appreciate the favor

if you will have Messrs. Metcalf & Eddy
detail an employee for special supervision

of the work on the ledge in order not only

that we may both have information first

hand, but also that there will be no ques-

tion as to its reliability."

This request was immediately complied

with, the best men in the department were

selected to run a three months test on the

most economical plant owned by the city.

Nearly nine thousand tons were crushed at

a total cost including interest and depre-

ciation of slightly over $9,000, the unit cost

being substantially $1.00 per ton. Inde-

pendent records kept by MetcaK & Eddy

and by the superintendent of the plant

showed a nominal difference of only 2 per

cent in the cost.

Under efficient management the output

of the crusher should have been 240 tons

per day; the actual average during the

three months test was only half that

amount, and this in the face of the fact

that the men were the best that could be

found in the department. Although the

perpetuation of the crusher plant hung in

the balance and the work was under con-

stant supervision, even these incentives

Boston

Worcester

^^^X^^;
A day's work in teaming catch basin refuse
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lacked the power to offset personal ineffi-

ciency, lax discipline, short hours, high

wages, half holidays and absence with pay.

The original conclusions of the Commis-
sion were emphatically confirmed, and the

folly of undertaking to crush stone by day
labor employed by the department was
clearly demonstrated by the fact that the

cost per ton was nearly double that for

which it could have been produced by a

contractor under similar conditions. Thus
the knell was rung for a policy that in a

dozen years had entailed a loss of a round
million dollars.

It Wcis All in the Accounting

Investigation of the machine shop main-
tained by the Water Department, where
valves were being manufactured with ap-

parent economy, showed that in fact, owing
to the deceptive character of the results

indicated by the accounting system, the ac-

tual cost of labor (including general ex-

pense) was really 93 per cent greater than

it appeared on the books. The estimated

annual loss from the operation of the shop

was from $8,000 to $10,000.

When in 1898 the Metropolitan Water
Board took possession of portions of the

Boston water works certain of the works

were continued under the charge of the

same man who had previously served the

city in identically the same capacity. Here
was an unusual opportunity for comparison

of efficiency of the laboring forces. A
single year sufficed to show that under state

management the cost was reduced from 30

to 35 per cent according to locality. Of
particular interest was the fact that the

greater the distance from Boston the

greater was the saving made by the Metro-

politan Board. This was manifestly due to

the relative strength of political influence

in appointments. Near Boston the ap-

pointees were voters within the city, and

hence possessed direct power of return for

favors granted, but farther away positions

were naturally less attractive to citizens of

Boston, and appointments were conse-

quently less political in their character.

The subsequent history of certain men
not retained by the Metropolitan Board
was suggestive of the reason for their hold-

ing their places when the water works were

under city control. A laborer at $2.Y.5 per

day who had previously been a member of

the Boston Common Council (God save the

mark) refused to continue at a fair wage
of $2.00 per day for the labor performed
and eventually landed a job as an in-

spector of fire pipes within the city. Most
of the men dropped from nearby positions

appeared to have been "taken care of" by
the city, but it was noticeable that non-
residents—who had no votes in Boston

—

were longest out of a job.

The Oath of Office a Farce

Aside from the inefficiency manifest
among the day laborers, specific waste oc-

curred through the improper awarding of

contracts. The law contemplated that pub-
lic advertisement should precede the award-
ing of all contracts above $2,000, but pro-

vided that under certain conditions the

Mayor might approve the award without
such advertisement. Under the corrupt ad-

ministration of 1906 and 1907 this excep-

tion became the rule, and heads of depart-

ments were actually instructed by the

Mayor to request his consent.

Competition was practically thrown to

the winds in the cases of contracts amount-
ing individually to less than $2,000. As
"gift" contracts they were handed out at

excessive prices where they would do the

most good politically—often through a thin

disguise to members of the Common Coun-
cil. It is not therefore strange that in-

spection became a farce and the quality of

work of very low grade. As with "gift"

contracts so with purchased supplies. Thus
was the city filched of hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars annually.

But great as was the loss entailed

through graft in the letting of contracts

the greatest waste was traceable to the in-

efficiency of the day labor force throughout

all the departments. Out of $2,.500.000

spent nominally for the construction of

sewer and water works, half a million was
paid for labor that was not actually per-

formed, or twice as much as was wasted

through excessively high prices for con-

tracts and purchases.

Such conditions entail the practically

permanent employment of an excessive

number of men and create a continued and

serious danger to any community which

cannot be disregarded. In Boston, where

this number is relatively greater than in

any other city which came to the notice

of the Commission, the political danger is

by them considered of the first magnitude.
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WHAT BECAME OF APPROPRIATIONS IN WATER AND SEWER DEPARTMENTS

The ten thousand registered voters in the

employ of the city, each reasonably sure of

swaying at least an additional vote, may
readily hold the balance of power, and in

the interests of those to whom they owe
their appointment may overcome all but

the most united opposition.

Appointive Power

As at the beginning, so here at the end,

it is clear that the problem of inefficiency

in municipal work, though fundamentally

economic, is in reality political in both

cause and effect, and that as such it must
be considered.

Opposition

THE BALANCE OF POWER HELD BY CITY EMPLOYEES MAKES ECONOMICAL ADMINISTRATION

DIFFICULT
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Tallahassee Women Cleaning Up

The Woman's Club of Tallahassee, Flor-

ida, has found fault with the care of the

city cemetery, where there are many an-

cient graves, and where civic pride would
normally demand care. The trouble was
that the caretakers provided by the city

fathers did not do their duty. So the wo-

men stepped in. They have thoroughly

cleaned the cemetery, and the object lesson

promises to have an effect on the future

treatment of the place. The women have

also persuaded the mayor to authorize two
municipal cleaning bees, which were appro-

priately timed so as to be especially effective

at the time of the inauguration of the gov-

ernor and the sitting of the legislature.

Mandan's Upward Trend

The little city of Mandan, N. D., claims

that there is nothing diminutive about its

business and commercial activities. In
size even it claims to be rapidly shedding

the down of townhood, and acquiring the

plumage of a city. Mandan is located in

the rich agricultural region of the Heart
river valley, at its junction with the Mis-

souri river. Besides the great agricultural

resources there are unusually good clay de-

posits and manufacturing interests are rap-

idly developing. Milling naturally takes an

important place. The Business Men's Club

is the leader in promoting business inter-

ests and booming the city. A special writer

on such matters says : "The real live, active

promoter of the new Mandan of today is

the Business Men's Club, made up of the

men who are up and doing and who have

faith in this city's growth."

The city is on the line of new extensions

of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul,

and it has also the Northern Pacific. It is

therefore "not to be wondered that each one

of its (the Business Men's Club) members
is a full-fledged optimist, with an abiding

faith that his city will outstrip in industrial

and commercial importance any of its sis-

ter cities in North Dakota." This is the

optimism that carries the new cities of the

West along. It is to be regretted, how-
ever, that the writer quoted has not, in a

three column article, a word to say about
any civic or social body to look after the

development of Mandan in ways not indus-

trial or commercial. There are other lines

of development and, to make a general

criticism, they are too often neglected.

Benevolent Syndicates

The members of the Padanaram Improve-

ment Association in South Dartmouth,
Mass., have for some time been concerned

because of the attractions of a pavilion be-

longing to the trolley company, which drew
to the village many people from the neigh-

boring city of New Bedford, among which
there has been a good percentage of the

rougher element. They were, therefore, not

to be caught napping when it was proposed

to add to the attractions by erecting a

merry-go-round and other incitements to

travel. A body of the public spirited citi-

zens formed a little syndicate and bought

the only portion of the water front avail-

able for the Coney-like attractions and they

will have none of them.

This, by the way, offers a good oppor-

tunity for bringing about the transfer of

this portion of the beach to the town, a

performance much needing consummation.

The town has several miles of frontage on

the water, but it owns scarcely enough for

the landing of a canoe. The most promi-

nent natural feature of every town belongs

by right to the people of the town. This

splendid feature of Dartmouth is entirely

in private hands. If the syndicate can di-

vert the space secured from what would have

been an insured nuisance into a water front

park it will indeed merit the thanks of the

people.

Some time since the D Match

Company set about securing a most pic-

turesque wooded slope lying between the

village of Hanover, N. H.. and the Connec-

rs3i
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ticut Kiver. This was not, however, in ac-

cordance with the views of the people, and
the land was quickly bought by a syndicate

composed mainly of Dartmouth College pro-

fessors. Since then the professors have en-

joyed many a Gladstonian hour in cutting

out the dead trees and brush, and the area

is matchless, and promises to remain so, in

more than one sense.

If, as Prof. Shaler once said, we should

constitute ourselves the caretakers of the

charm of the earth, these two examples

ought to prove suggestive to many places

which have yet available some artistic piece

de resistance, the securing of which will

bring perpetual joy and remove the cause

of years of vain regretting.

a»
Wellesley's Desires

The people of Wellesley, Mass., are mani-
festing a desire for improvement along

many lines. Appeals are coming in to the

improvement association which suggest

that the village stores have a greater care

of appearances, that the freight service be

improved, that an old penny-in-the-slot ma-
chine, long out of repair, be removed from
the station and that handbills and posters

be not so generously scattered about the

streets. One complainant says :

"I am in receipt of an invitation to offer

suggestions for improvements that can be

undertaken by the Wellesley Village Im-
provement Association. I would like to call

your attention to the distribution of hand-

bills throughout the town. These sheets,

which are often of large size, are given into

the hands of boys whose sole object is to get

rid of them. They do not take the trouble

to ring the bell, but throw them on the

front porch. In order to be rid of them
as soon as possible they generally leave

more than one, which are scattered about

by the first breeze. It is doubtful if any

one in the town is benefited by this kind of

advertising, and it certainly makes untidy

streets. Complaints to the Selectmen have

been made, but they have no say in the

matter. It seems as if one owning his place

and taking some pains to make it attractive

should be protected against the throwing of

rubbish on any part of his property. I

should like to see the Association take up
this matter."

The citizen is in error when he says that

the Selectmen have no say in such matters.

In Wellesley an article in a 1908 town war-
rant provides that "no person shall dis-

tribute papers, circulars or advertisements

through the town in such a manner as to

create a litter", and a fine of twenty dollars

may be imposed for violation. The Select-

men in any town have, or may easily secure,

powers governing all such cases, developed

through the indifference and carelessness of

citizens. It is safe to predict that in Wel-
lesley the nuisance will not be allowed to

continue. The town has a public-spirited

Board of Selectmen, and it has its Wellesley

Village Improvement Association, the Hills

and Falls Association, and the Fells Asso-

ciation, covering the various districts of the

town. Only a moderate amount of activity

will enable these groups to keep Wellesley

up to its past standard of excellence in

governmental, business and esthetic affairs

Gary Cries for Saloons

The business men of the much heralded

Gary, Ind., say they are losing the trade of

Gary workmen, and the factories say they

are losing the workmen themselves because

Mayor Knott has placed "the lid" on Gary's

saloons. And they all join in a cry for open

saloons. This seems strange, and even un-

called for, in the light of the experience

of Leclair, North Plymouth, Ludlow and
other village manufacturing centers of the

most progressive kind in America, and of

Bournville, Garden City and Port Sunlight

in England. These places have no saloons

and they have no desire for any. Take
Bournville for example. Each home is lo-

cated on an average area of 300 square

yards of land. The garden in each instance

is a source of pride, an open air gymna-
sium, and a solace at meal time; and the

workman has no desire for anything that

will keep him away from it. If it is recrea-

tion or companionship he wants, he has his

recreation center, fieldhouse, cricket-

ground, bowling-green and baths to follow.

There is one for the women too.

The average American makes the mistake

of assuming that a good citizen will work
all day and rest contentedly in a shack at

night. When this seems not to prove true

he puts a saloon around the corner to ab-

sorb surplus energy, and incidentally cash

that is not surplus. The saloon is of course

a social center that offers many kinds of
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diversion. It is difficult to compete with

it; but that is no argument for trying no
form of competition whatever. Gary ap-

parently argues for not trying to find a

substitute for the saloon. If our industrial

centers had not followed a lopsided form of

development the saloon would never have

had its present hold. It, along with the

poolroom, the gambling den, the cheap

theater, the dancehall and all that ilk, has

stepped in to do for gain what the com-

munity should have from the start done for

itself.

If the Gary factory managers think they

cannot hold their workmen without beer

why do they not supply the beer in the fac-

tory. If it is the social instinct that they

are pleading for, there are other methods.

The Women of Frankfort

The women of Frankfort, Ind., have

shown, and they propose to show still

further, that they have a way with them of

doing things without ranting or chaining

themselves into legislative galleries over

suffrage. They decided to clean up Frank-
fort. The plans were laid in executive ses-

sion, and then they went to work with the

men. A correspondent writing to Munici-

pal Affairs from Frankfort says

:

"Well, 'cleaning up day' arrived, and in

every alley, back street, every place where
rubbish or trash was, the men worked.

Astute lawyers who never handled any-

thing heavier than a fountain pen dragged

heavy rakes, sedate judges wielded hoes,

clerks whose adept fingers fondled ribbons

and laces pushed brooms, bankers stopped

counting money to swing shovels, and even

the politicians took a day off from saving

the country, and for once in their lives

made themselves useful to the whole people.

The women did not do the work themselves

—they just influenced the men to do it

—

and they stood by and saw that it was well

done. Frankfort never in its history was
so thoroughly cleaned up in one day, and
the influence the women exerted has kept it

as clean as a ballroom floor ever since.

"But there are other things besides rub-

bish and trash in back yards and alleys

that the women of Frankfort have turned

to. They propose to get rid of the rubbish

and trash in municipal politics, and they

are calling on the men folk to clean the

city politically. Looking around, the Frank-

fort women see administrations that issue

a lot of bonds on which a favorite banker

draws big interest. They learn of places

where favorite contractors are awarded con-

tracts for street improvements that will

take them a number of years to finish. In

other towns and cities they learn of admin-

istrations that serve the corporations well

and the taxpayers badly. They remember
that once the administration of Indian-

apolis gave a million-dollar franchise to a

paper railroad company. Knowing these

things the women propose they shall not be

repeated in Frankfort if they have influence

enough to prevent."

West Virginia Villages Waking Up

The ladies of Kingwood, W. Va., have or-

ganized a civic league to look after the gen-

eral well-being and the appearance of the

town. There is abundant work for the new
organization to do. The town owns an elec-

tric light plant that, barring accidents,

lights it very well. It has in part very good,

though somewhat narrow, sidewalks. But it

has no water supply, no sewers, and poor

streets. Typhoid is not uncommon, in fact

it seems to be a hardy annual that looks

after its own seed pods. But this is not

surprising when the gutters are allowed al-

most constantly to grow crops of grass and

weeds, and cesspools are commonly ne-

glected. The health board thinks too

highly of the respectable citizens of the

village to have any desire to risk hurting

their feelings by asking them to clean up,

look after their cesspools or take average

precautions, till an epidemic is started.

Then it gets busy. The feelings of the

citizens, those of them who do not die, are

thus saved and the deaths are graciously not

charged to them. The ways of a mysterious

Providence get credit for the deaths, and

shiftlessness has its easy way.

Nature has done her level best for King-

wood; but unskilled officials have laid bare

the streets so as to have them straight and

that people may walk the sidewalks of "the

square" unimpeded. The citizens are

taught to reserve the walking for evening,

and the night, for it is a too warm proposi-

tion for the day unless, perchance, kindly

clouds lend their protection.
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Twenty years ago the village boasted three

mowed lawns. Now there may be twenty-

one, which is an increase somewhat more
rapid than the increase of population.

The civic league, therefore, has a field for

work. Sidewalks, streets, sewers, water,

trees, and greater care of private property

give scope for work that will last several

years. And the men will need to be called

in. A civic league composed of men is per-

haps more effective for community purposes

than one composed of women; but the only

logical organization is made up of both men
and women. It should be composed of the

people of the village, and there is a good
place for even the boys and girls.

Three or four miles, as the crow flies,

across the gorge of the River Cheat, is the

village of Terre Alta. It has had its epi-

demics, its tree butcheries, its slovenliness,

its noise of shrieking and puffing engines,

along with its splendid air, its fine scenery

and other of Nature's provisions. But its

people, too, are waking up. Stagnation has

suddenly blossomed into activity. The people

have not organized a civic league; but they

have, in their private and corporate ca-

pacity, gone to work. A private company
has supplied electricity. Another is bring-

ing in natural gas. The town is laying

mains for water and the paving of the

streets has been started.

The beginnings made in both these places

are commendable. Continuance along the

same lines will place them among the most
attractive home centers in the country.

The Whither of the Immigrant

In an address before the Commercial
Law League during the past summer Orms-
by McIIarg said:

"If this country is to be known as the

land of the free and the home of the brave
it must be made free, and the only way it

can be made free is to put into the hands
of men the tools of freedom—property.

These new comers cannot acquire it in

these congested centers. If we are to pro-

tect the institutions of this country we must
see that these men, whose voices will be

raised in our forums with the voices of our

children, shall raise them in praise and not

in blame of this country and its laws."

Mr. McIIarg has in mind and was arguing
for the location of newly-arrived foreigners

in village and country districts where they

may hope to acquire ownership in at least a

bit of land and a cottage. This would mean
far more to the country generally than is

usually attached to mere ownership, and we
need not minimize the civic importance of

rights in property by such an assumption.

The cry of the city is for relief from con-

gestion and of the country for more labor.

The problem is one which should be taken

up in a systematic way, so that foreigners,

who would at home prize what can be here

so easily secured, may be shown clearly and
at the right time how and where to locate

to secure the desired end. The flow of im-

migrant population ought to be directed to

the villages where contact with the soil gives

possibilities never to be found in the cities.

Mr. McHarg's suggestion ought to take

shape in a definite movement.

Mr. Matthiesson's Gift to Lasalle

Through the cancellation of bonds and
city orders to the amount of $38,400, Mr.

F. W. Matthiesson has reduced the excessive

debt of Lasalle, 111., to $5,000 below the legal

limit. Mr. Matthiesson proposes to go still

further by reinvesting another $10,000 which
he holds in bonds against the municipality

when they fall due, the income from which
he will donate to the library for buying
books and periodicals. The only condition

imposed is that the citizens raise among
themselves $5,000 by private subscription.

This is not the first, but it is perhaps the

most important bequest made to Lasalle by
Mr. Matthiesson. At one time he employed
at his own expense an engineer to lay out

an entire sewerage system for Lasalle, and at

another time an expert accountant, also at

his expense, to put the bookkeeping system

on a business basis. He has built a high

school costing $20,000, to which he later

added facilities for teaching manual train-

ing and the domestic arts.

It is to be hoped that the citizens of La-

salle may not fail Mr. Matthiesson in rais-

ing the $5,000 which he requests, and that

they may not generally look to him to carry

their corporate financial burdens because of

his generosity in the past. If a town can

afford to accept such munificence from one

of its citizens it cannot afford to abuse him
and itself by leaving undone all that he has

not provided.
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International Visiting

Two articles from July issues of the
London Municipal Journal show the
mutual interest of England and Germany
in town planning and the interchange of

ideas gained by visiting committees from
both countries. England acknowledges Ger-
many's leadership, and Germany loses no
opportunity to increase her store of infor-

mation.

"The Town Planning and Housing Ex-
hibition was opened on July 14th in Ilamp-
stead Garden Suburb.

"The opening was timed to coincide with
a visit of members of the German Garden
City Association who are at present visit-

ing this country, and whose presence at this

ceremony was greeted with enthusiasm.
"There are over 200 of these visitors,

drawn from all parts of Germany; many
are government officials, some twenty are

mayors and town councillors, eight are edi-

tors of periodicals dealing with architecture,

building, and gardening, and there is a

Director of Grand Ducal Tree Cultivation,

and a teacher of fruit culture.

"The exhibits at Hampstead include
photographs and models which show the
origin and expansion of town planning
and city development in this country.
In this connection, a set of plans lent

by Mr. IT. A. TIarben, illustrative of

past desires for a better-constructed Lon-
don, is especially interesting. This exhibit

includes the "Designs for Eebuilding Lon-
don after the Fire of 1666" by Sir Christo-

pher Wren, John Evelyn and Valentine
Knight, plans which would have saved Lon-
don from its present condition of weltering

chaos had they been carried out at the time
of their conception.

"Of peculiar interest is the exhibit lent

by the "Association des Cites Jardins de
France," which illustrates the rapid strides

taken in that country. Such plans as 'Open
Spaces in Paris one Century Ago and Now,'
or 'Comparative Amount of Open Spaces in

London, Paris, Berlin, and Vienna,' or

'Parks and Gardens which have taken the

place of the old Ramparts at La Eochelle,'

will afford the visitor much food for reflec-

tion."

"The deputation from the Housing Com-
mittee of the Birmingham City Council
which visited Germany with the party

organized by the National Housing Reform
Council has prepared a very useful report

on the tour. Summing up the information

derived from the various visits, the deputa-

tion makes the following observations upon
the effect of the policy of purchasing land

in connection with town planning schemes:

" 'The policy of the German municipal-
ities in purchasing large areas of land,
both within the city boundaries and im-
mediately outside, has undoubtedly facili-

tated their town planning schemes. It

would be practically impossible, because of
the enormous cost entailed, for the munici-
palities of this country to follow the Ger-
mans in the laying out of streets of im-
mense width through the already existing
towns, but the general ideas of their town
planning could be adopted in this country,
without a great deal of alteration to the
existing laws.

" 'Private interest in Germany is almost
entirely subordinated to the interests of
the community; but from Germany's ex-

perience it is evident that landowners
recognize that in town planning the inter-

ests of all parties concerned are studied,
and the ultimate effect is that the value
of their properties is improved, and much
land is made marketable which would
probably under individual development be
of little value.'

"We take it that town planning in this

country will be directed not so much
towards the improvement of the centers of

cities as to the development of suburbs.

We agree that the German example could

not be followed in the former case, but
there is no reason why it should not be

adopted in the latter. The Birmingham
deputation rightly emphasises the fact that

town planning is always advantageous to

the landowners, who are protected against

vniexpected schemes of rival speculators by

the fact that there is in the town hall of

every municipality a town plan that can

under no circumstances be departed from."

[87]
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Picturesque Decoration of Window and Wall

Arthur Glogau's "Reminiscences of

Travel" in Der Stddtehau for July gives

some attractive suggestions of flower and
vine decoration that are interesting in

connection with the reference to balcony

flower gardens in the Craftsman article on

Berlin, elsewhere noted.

"Ever since the provincial horticultural

association in Hanover opened the way into

this field, strong efforts have been made to

enhance municipal beauty by means of pri-

vate decorations.

DKCORATKD WINDOWS AND BALCONY OF THE
TOWN HALL OF KARLSRUHE

"The best known example of adornment
of a public building by balcony decoration

on a large scale is that of the town hall

in Karlsruhe. It is an exceptional achieve-

ment. I do not know whether the same
plants are used every year, but this year it

was the new blue petunias whose color and

size were distinctive. They always have

two boxes placed one above the other, the

petunias in the upper box falling over the

plants in the lower one, and standing up-

right are geraniums. In every window of

the entire great front of the building the

same decoration was most admirably dis-

played.

"I saw a charming balcony decoration

in Kempten. The 'Arabella' fuchsia was

used, and pink ivy geraniums were seen

everywhere. The two pinnacles of the town
hall in Kempten are altogether charming
architectural suggestions that deserve to

be better known. In Nuremberg much is

done for beauty by the floral decoration

of private houses. The cloister of St. Se-

hald and the surrounding houses were very

beautifully adorned.

"I found an entirely original decoration

in two towns, strangely enough quite far

apart—Landshut and Trier. The great

electric light poles were surrounded at a

height of about five meters by boxes in

which a luxuriant flower-garden was dis-

played. The care of this unusual decora-

tion naturally cannot be very easy; for all

that, such a beautifying of the street pic-

ture seems to be a good idea. In Trier I

found again the blue petunias I had
learned to know in Karlsruhe.

"The beautiful balcony decoration on the

new theatre in Frankfort-on-the-Main

should also be noticed. Here long strands

of ampelopsis were used, and looked very

lovely as they swayed back and forth in

the light wind.

"We need a greater variety of plants for

window-boxes, for everywhere one sees

masses of pink ivy geraniums. It should

be the task of some expert to make a col-

lection of plants suitable for window deco-

ration, and disseminate them widely. Could
not a good market gardening business be

established which should deal especially

with the growing and distribution of plants

for this use? It is naturally necessary to

the widest propagation that plants or seeds

be supplied, perhaps at flrst without cost,

to suitable people or organizations in the

largest possible number of towns. The pub-

lic has really seen every plant that can be

used for this purpose, and would like to

have something new. The slight expense of

cultivating and advertising would later on

be well repaid. The Gattung fuchsia seems

to me well suited for development for this

purpose.

"I have also frequently admired the

planting of walls. For many years the high

wall of the old custom-house at Bonn has

been beautifully covered with vines. Am-
pelopsis, wild hops, red ramblers, and the

beautiful clematis combine to form a gay

disorder, and give to almost every season

a magnificent color picture. Wandering
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farther along the Rhine in this lovely town
one finds a factory building pleasingly deco-

rated. Here the climbing vine has reached

its fullest beauty. In another place ivy

clothes the high walls. In Hanover also, at

the well-known book concern of Konig and
Ebhardt, the climbing foliage softens the

factory-like appearance of the building. In
speaking of wall-decoration, one should not

forget the very

clever planting

of the river-

walls along the

Isar at Mun-
ich. The cold

walls that keep

the milky, icy

water within

bounds, are
magnificent in

their over-
hanging
growth of
goat's thorn,
clematis and
i V y."

—

Trans-

lation made for

The Ameri-

can City.
VIXE-COVEBED WALLS OF THE OLD CUSTOM-HOUSE AT BONN

Our Schools Under the Searchlight

There is a certain sheaf of gleanings

this month which indicates that an en-

lightened public opinion is placing before

the schools the duty of developing efficiency

of life.

In the September Van Norden's M. D.

Brattan undertakes to show, under the title

of "How It Pays", that the United States

is not repaid for the more than four hun-

dred millions of dollars she spends every

year for education. A large percentage

of children between the ages of 10 and 14

do not go to school at all, and those who
finish the prescribed course are taking nine

and a half years to do eight years work.

The habit of "repeating" is expensive for

the country and mentally debilitating to

the child. Then, too, for some reason boys

drop out of school at an earlier age and in

larger numbers than girls.

This article does little more than state

the confused and problematic situation. It

shows the necessity of uniformity in school

reports and of a comparison of ideas and

experiences between cities. More frequent

promotions is cited as one means of short-

ening the repeating periods that result

from illness. Special help to keep up the

dull child and speed the bright one has

been tested in various schools.

But we turn with relief from one wail

to another that deals not so much with

figures as with principles. The September
Craftsman contains Parker H. Sercombe's

analysis of

"The Evils of

American
School S y s-

tems." These

evils are sum-

med up in the

error of a

training "un-

related to prac-

tice and object

lessons."

"Minds s o
trained are in-

capable of
bringing the
knowledge
they obtain
into use either
for purposes
of thought or

action. Such minds are marked for confusion
of thought, and under the suggestion or in-

fluence of wrong conditions easily drift into
criminality, mysticism, graft or other forms
of perversion."

The remedy is in making education the

outgrowth of practice and object lessons,

and is most tellingly stated in the sen-

tence: "Let a child work until he craves

the help of books, instead of studying until

he forgets the need of work."

In this suggested reform the classroom

claims but an hour a day, while shopwork
of all kinds, gardening, bee culture and

commercial training clear away false

standards and prepare the children for life's

duties and the solution of the problems of

citizenship.

It is natural that in turning over the

pages of this number of the Craftsman we
should glance at Ernest A. Batchelder's

article on "London Municipal Arts and

Crafts Schools", and then pause at "Na-
tional Value of Manual Training" by

Joseph P. Daniels. The latter is a plea for

sincerity in workmanship and for the de-

velopment of native genius. The author

believes that our national prosperity grows;
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with workmanship and the soil rather than

with trade and finance. Believing that

"only a few think back to the fundamental
immorality of false values in workmanship
—moral fundamentals that concern the na-

tional genius and its freedom", he looks to

manual training in the schools, revived and
reformed by pressure from without, to teach

that "beauty and rightmindedness are the

best cornerstones of economics in any na-

tion."

At the bottom of our litle heap of gar-

nerings we find ourselves reaching the end

of our line of thought in William Allen

White's article in the August American
Magazine on "The Schools—the Mainspring

of Democracy." More up-to-date and broader

in its figures than the first of our group

of articles, it finds the real dangers of

democracy in the waste years between 13

and 18, when ten millions of boys and girls

are out of school, and ignorance and greed

are uncurbed. It is shown that the boy

leaves school partly because his help is

needed by the family, but more because the

school does not satisfy his craving for

doing, for creating with his hands.

Manual training is the answer to the cry.

All over the country manual training high

schools, technical, agricultural and trade

schools are meeting this need of hand
labor. Increase the pension provisions for

teachers and thus keep men in the profes-

sion, and we can then hold the boys under

right training when they most need it.

Truly it seems just that "men as adults

should pay the taxes required to pension

the teacher who worked too cheaply to

teach them as children."

The summing up is this

:

"If there is anything in education as the
mainspring of civic virtue, the problem of

democracy is to stop the waste of the first

years of adolescence in America, that the
conscience of the people in maturity may find

its way into the ballot box."

Blindfolded Culture

"What Women Might Do for their

Towns" is plainly told by Mary Heaton
Vorse in Success for August.

The folly of concentrating a woman's in-

telligent energies upon a study of the Moor-

ish invasion of Spain when the health of

her home is menaced by an impure water

supply, poor lighting, smoky, rubbish-laden

streets or lack of play space for her chil-

dren, is made emphatic.

Not only the club woman but the "home
body" is here made to realize the value and
the duty of cooperation. A number of in-

stances show what it is possible for the

united effort of women to accomplish for

better, more beautiful living conditions.

liSii

Research the Basis of Reform

The work of the Bureau of Municipal
Research is the theme of two recent articles.

The first one appeared in the Technical

World Magazine for August and was writ-

ten by C. F. Carter under the title of "Mak-
ing Government Good." Mary B. Sayles

is the author of the other, entitled "The
Budget and the Citizen", in the September
magazine number of the Outlook.

These articles, quite different in style,

both make a strong presentation. They ar-

raign no individuals, but make clear the

conditions which aroused a certain group of

citizens to form, in 1906, the Bureau of

City Betterment, the forerunner of the

Bureau of Municipal Research.

The energies of these workers were con-

centrated upon the city budget, the method
of making it up and the manner of manipu-

lating its provisions. The purpose of all

this investigation was to find an answer to

the question "Are we getting our money's

worth?" The articles itemize the Bureau's

discoveries and the reforms it has brought

about in New York's municipal housekeep-

ing. The earlier of the two cites as an ex-

ample of investigation the overhauling of

the city water department, which resulted

in an increase of yearly revenue amounting

to a million dollars. The cooperation of city

officials appears to have been a gratifying

feature of the work.

Both articles are strikingly illustrated by

some of the charts used at the Budget Ex-

hibit, which made a direct and effective ap-

peal to the public intelligence, and integrity

by a forcible presentation of facts. The
wide-spread interest in what the Bureau

has accomplished testifies that New York

has become a stimulating object lesson for

every other municipality.

Berlin's Return to Simplicity

A restfulness to eye and spirit pervades

the adequately illustrated short article by

Andre Tridon on "The Architectural Re-
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construction of Berlin" in the September
Craftsman.

The German capital is abandoning the

wild architectural medley with which she

earlier sought to express her creative im-
pulse. The subordination of individual

taste to the general architectural plan of

each district has become a part of the

broad German municipal ideal, while unity

and harmony are not permitted to become
monotony. Straight lines and simple curves

now lend them-

selves to practi-

cal uses, and
cleanliness,
lighting and
ventilation are

all insisted upon
b y municipal

authority.

One of the il-

lustrations o f

this article
shows the use

of a concrete

trough charm-
i n g 1 y adapted
for a balcony

flower garden
along the vari-

ous stories of

a n apartment-

house facade.

"Building from
the inside out-

ward" has be-

come an archi-

tectural neces-

sity which has

happily resulted

in a higher type

of exterior
beauty.

THE CRAFTSMAN'

BERLIN

Recreation and Character

Dr. Luther H. Gulick's broad and sym-
pathetic view of human needs and his way
of talking with his readers always lead to

the satisfying solution of some vital prob-
lem. "Popular Eecreation and Public
Morality" is his subject in the July issue of

the Annals of the American Academy of

Political and Social Science.

He tells us that because what we do with
our leisure time shows what we really are,

and because everybody now-a-days has at

least a little time each day thus to indicate

and create character, we should study and
direct this means of stimulating public
morality.

It is essentially a city problem, because
there the needs are greatest, and because
only in a city is the necessary cooperation
possible. To find out what the people are

really doing with their leisure, to keep open
for them all the time the gates of play-

grounds and the doors of manual training

schools, to plan broadly and comprehen-
sively the use

of parks and
gardens, just as

libraries plan to

make readers,

—

these are duties

which, accom-
plished, will re-

new the physi-

cal and moral
health of our
cities.

A Model Village
for the Poor

How Cook
County, Illinois,

is spending
$2,000,000 1

build for its

poor a model
village in the

woods, is told

by A. H. Yount
in the October

World Today.

Lawns and
forests, gardens

and open prai-

rie land make
up this tract
o f 225 acres
Chicago. Com-

APARTMENT-HOUSE WITH CONCRETE TROUGHS
FOR BALCONY FLOWER GARDENS

not many miles from
fortable, uncrowded cottages with every

healthful provision, a chapel, a hospital, a

central dining room and all conveniences

of service are found in this home com-
munity.

Best of all, old married couples need not

be separated in these last dependent years

of their lives. Accommodations for more
than fifty couples have been allowed for.

This is a humane provision for which Presi-

dent Busse of the County Board is responsi-

ble, and which should be generally adopted.



Books for the Citizen

The Government of American Cities, by
Horace E. Deming. Together with The
Municipal Program of the National
Municipal League. G. P. Putnam's
Sons, Neiv York, 1909. Octavo, 323 pp.;

$1.75 net.

This volume is a clear and definite expo-

sition of the thesis that the success of

municipal government depends upon the ap-

plication of the fundamental principles of

democracy. That the government should

represent and be controlled by the governed

is the ideal to which European cities have

more nearly attained than have we. Its reali-

zation is based upon the carrying out of a

local policy to meet local needs, and upon

a distinct separation between the policy-

determining and the administrative sides

of government.

The illuminating quality of the book is

due to the simplicity of purpose and the di-

rectness of thought which have led the

author along straight lines and have com-

pelled him to use the right word in the right

place. Again and again he states and ex-

plains the few principles involved with an

emphasis which does not weary; but rather

strengthens the argument.

Mr. Deming shows that the American peo-

ple have long desired to make their govern-

ment truly representative of their beliefs

and purposes. Hampered by the former mis-

conception of government as a thing apart

from the governed and to be feared and

watched, dazed by the perplexing muddle of

national, state and local issues presented at

every municipal election, but ignoring ob-

stacles and profiting by mistakes, they have

struggled on. Because the affairs of Ameri-

can cities were controlled by state legisla-

tures, there was no simple method of deter-

mining and enforcing a local policy suited

to local needs. Thinking that the greater

the number of municipal ofiicials the

stronger would be the mutual check upon
efficiency of work, and that the shorter the

term of office the more accurate the account-

ability to the public, the people made the

mistake of increasing the number of elect-

ive offices and shortening their terms. The
resulting division of responsibility makes
representation of the popular will impos-

sible.

The remedy proposed is concentration of

power in the hands of those who shall be

chosen because of their advocacy of the as-

certained will of the people. The policy-de-

termining officials should be elected, the ad-

ministrative officials appointed; the former

should be as few as possible and responsible

for the efficiency of the latter.

In the face of great legislative difficulties

public opinion is the weapon that is forcing

the way toward such accomplishment. Al-

ready we may note the points gained : home-

made charters, commission government, the

initiative and referendum, the recall,

—

these are means secured; the "Brooklyn

Idea", the transformation of the Chicago-

council, the Newport plan,—these are illus-

trative examples of enforcing the popular

will.

Such points serve to suggest the purpose

and value of the book, which crystallize in

the presentation of the National Municipal

League's "Municipal Program." A full dis-

cussion of the Program is followed by the

text of the constitutional amendments and
the municipal corporations act of which it

is composed.

The hitherto uninformed should read this

book, as well as those who have in some

measure comprehended the errors and
sought the remedy which the author has

been definitely instrumental in applying.

[92]



A Notable Advance in Road Building

In small cities and towns and in the

suburbs of large cities, it has been difficult

to find a low-priced, durable pavement.

Stone, brick and asphalt pavements are out

of the question, owing to their high price.

Macadam has been most largely used, but

the difficulty with macadam is that it has

been found incapable of withstanding mod-
ern traffic, especially automobile traffic. The
shearing action of the rear tires grinds the

macadam surfacing into fine dust and this

means the rapid disintegration of the road-

nated in France in 1900, certain grades of

prepared tar are now used very success-

fully for this purpose. They give the

macadam a certain plasticity so that it

yields without pulverizing under the heavy

traffic.

The tar preparations which are sold in

this country for the purpose are produced

in three grades, known respectively as Tar-

via B, Tarvia A and Tarvia X.

The "Tarvia B" is the lightest in con-

sistency and is applied from a sprinkling

SEVENTY-FOURTH PLACE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Macadam road built with Tarvia X. The character of the neighborhood would apparently
not justify the expense of sheet asphalt, but the tarviated road gives equal clean-

liness and dustlessness under the light traffic for a fraction of the cost

cart. Being very fluid it percolates readily

into the fine pores of the macadam and

hardens there, turning the surface into a

kind of rubbery concrete. Horses hoofs on

such a surface are noticeably quiet, the

usual metallic ring of the horses shoes on the

stone completely disappearing. The surface

is waterproof and will not ravel on hillsides

in storms,—and most of all, and best of all,

the surface is as dustless as sheet asphalt,

—

more so in fact, because dust which is blown

upon the surface is pounded into the plastic

surface and held there.

The "Tarvia A" grade is more viscid than

Advertising Section. When writing to Advertisers please mention The American Citv.

way. Dust is also a menace to health. It

is one of the potent causes of the spread

of tuberculosis. Many a beautiful suburb
has been ruined by the dust nuisance, and
the value of property is frequently im-

paired. On roads where there is much
automobile traffic it is often impossible to

ride or walk, or even to venture out on the

veranda.

I

Macadam was quite satisfactory under
the old horse-drawn traffic, but needs an
additional hinder if it is to withstand the

strains of automobiling.

As the residt of experiments which origi-

I
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Tarvia B and is used in the coarser texture

of a newly surfaced road; while "Tarvia

X", the densest of all, is used in the founda-

tion stone of newly built roads.

It is evident from the above that one or

another of the various kinds of Tarvia can
be used on any kind of macadam, from an
old well-worn road to building a new one.

The great merit of the Tarvia process

which brings it into favor with engineers

and Street Commissioners, is the radical re-

duction which it affects in maintenance
cost. In many places where the traffic of

automobiles was so heavy that the macadam

of our cities have been ruined for resi-

dential purposes by the dust nuisance.
When property owners beautify a section

of town, it immediately becomes a favorite

route for the automobilists. Many an en-
thusiast for local improvement has met the
discouraging response, "We don't want a

crowd going through here," and many a

road that might be a splendid thoroughfare
has been allowed to lie neglected.

The Tarvia process remedies all this. No
man objects to having traffic on his street

increased if it involves no nuisance to him-
self. In fact, traffic that brings with it no

TARVIATKD ROADWAY AT LAKE FOREST, ILLINOIS
Tarvia protects the road against undue wear from traffic tliat centers around tlie railroad station

surface would last but a few months, the

use of the Tarvia process has made renewal

of the top surface necessary only once in

12 to 18 months.

The cost of sprinkling a macadam road,

which runs very high when the totals for

a whole season are considered, is entirely

saved if Tarvia is used. By making this

sprinkling unnecessary and reducing the

abrasion of the road the Tarvia treatment

more than pays for itself.

The success of the Tarvia treatments in

various parts of the country has invari-

ably been followed by many petitions from
property owners for the extension of the

treatments. Some of the prettiest sections

dust or noise is a benefit rather than a

detriment to residence property.

The fact that the Tarvia process costs

nothing, but in fact reduces costs, has made
the development of this kind of road very

easy, although it is only a few years since

it was brought to the attention of American

road engineers. Some towns have made
quite a specialty of the tarviated road,

working out their own method of using the

materials, educatirtg their workmen, and

getting the costs down to a minimum.
Montclair, N. J., has been doing it for

years. Somerville, Mass., has likewise done

much of it. Mr. Asa Prichard, Street Com-
missioner of the latter town, began using

Advertising Section. Wiien writing to Advertisers please mention The American City.
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it in 1906, and so popular were the tarviated

roads with the property owners that the

treatments have been extended by leaps and
bounds. In 1909, 50,000 square yards of

macadam were built with Tarvia X, and
200,000 more were made dustless and dur-

able by the Tarvia B process. The dust-

lessness of Somerville on both its main
streets and in its quieter residence sections

is one of the finest and most-talked-of at-

tractions of the town.

In large cities Tarvia is in constant use

wherever macadam is used, especially on the

macadam thoroughfares which lead out to

attractive country districts. In the boule-

vards and parks it is employed for the sake

of reducing expenses, and its use is a regu-

lar feature of work in Chicago and Boston.

The broad, smooth boulevards through
which the automobiles speed without rais-

ing a particle of dust delight the citizens

on the sidewalk no less than the citizens in

the cars. We shall yet hear of the "dustless

city," and if such a city is possible, nothing

less can claim to be a "City Beautiful."

Full information regarding the Tarvia

treatment may be had by addressing the

nearest office of the manufacturers,

THE BARRETT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
New York

Cincinnati

Chicago

Minneapolis

Philadelphu

Pittsburg

Boston

Kansas City

St. Louis

New Orleans

Cleveland

London^ Eng.

TIlP ^tTIPrirnH C^itll ^i^hes agents to solicit subscriptions

^ in ever^ American city. Liberal

commission allowed. Write for terms. Address Subscription Department.

AN INTRODUCTION
TO CITY PLANNING

Democracy's Challenge

to the American City

WeWanttoBuy

Municipal Journal and Engi-

neer, Vol. XX

City Government, Vol. I, Nos.

l,4;Vol.II, No.6; Vol.III,

No. 2; Vol. VI, No. 4; Vol.

VII, No. 4; Vol. VIII, No. 1;

Indexes to Vols. I to VI

By BENJAMIN CLARKE MARSH

A Brief Summary of City Planning in

America and Foreign Countries.

Contains nearly 50 Maps, Plans and
Photographs, Illustrative of City Plan-
ning Throughout the World, and Trans-

lations of Many Foreign Laws on City

Planning.

May be secured from the writer

ROOM 1320
165 Broadway New York

Price $1.00 Postpaid

AMERICAN CITY PUBLISHING CO.

93 NASSAU STREET :: NEW YORK
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^hree Important ^oo^s for all interested in ^^Cunicipal Improvements,

either as Officials, Amateurs or "Ooters

MODERN CIVIC ART
or, The City Made Beautiful

By CHARLES MULFORD ROBINSON
Third Revised Edition. With 30 Full-page Illustrations. Net, $3.00 By mail, $3.25)

"It Is difficult to name any movement for the bettering of municipal conditions that
is of greater importance, or shows more likelihood of success, than that of which Mr. Charles
Mulford Robinson's new boolv, 'Modern Civic Art,' is the latest exponent. There is hardly
a matter concerning the adornment of the city, the convenience and comfort of the people
as a whole, that is not discussed. To give force to suggestions concrete examples are
given, for, luckily, there is scarcely a possible- improvement of our cities that cannot be
seen in some one city. The book is a strong plea."— Chicago Tribune.

The Improvement of Towns and Cities

or, The Practical Basis of Civic Aesthetics

By CHARLES MULFORD ROBINSON
Sixth Printing. Cr. 8vo. Net, $1.25. (By mail, $1.35)

"An extraordinary good book. The breadth of the author's observations is even more
remarkable than the breadth of his reading, and the strength of his common sense quite
as remarkable as the strength of his artistic sense."—The Outlook.

"Mr. Robinson's book, if it had nothing but its timeliness to commend it, would be
welcome. But it has more than mere timeliness. It shows great care in preparation, and
gives the best general statement of civic sesthetics' many problems and of the known ways
of solving them."—The Nation.

The Government of American Cities
A Stud^ of Municipal Organization and of the Relation of the City to the State

By HORACE E. DEMING
Chairman of the Executive Committee of the National Municipal League.

• Crown 8vo. $1.50 net.
A compact and illuminating exposition of the fundamental principles upon which city

government in the United States must be based if it is to be honest and efficient.
The book is the outcome of a study of municipal problems not only in the United States,

but in England, and on the Continent. The experiences of foreign cities are brought to
bear upon America's problems of today. Send for descriptive circular.

NEW YORK G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS LONDON

USE THIS COUPON
G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS,

27-2g West 23d St., New York City.

In accordance with your offer above, please send me a copy of

for which I remit $. . . . herewith. (Note: If you do not use this

coupon in zvriting be sure and mention The American City that there will be no mistake

and you receive the right book.)
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An Exposition That Mirrors a City
By Everett B. Mere

Boston has evolved a new type of public

exposition. Inhabitants of New England
and all persons concerned with making
cities more interesting places to live and
work in are invited to observe it—now.

The "1915" Boston Exposition is its title.

The old Art Museum Building, on Boston's

world-famous Copley Square, is its home.
November 1st to 27th, inclusive, is the

period of its visible physical life. It was
born and nursed and presented to the world

by the directors and a special advisory com-

mittee of Boston-1915, with the support or

cooperation of many organizations and busi-

ness concerns.

This "1915" Boston Exposition is a prac-

tical showing of the machinery by which a

municipality is made alive and progressive.

Keformer-cranks with rows of figures and
freak-schemes are by the policy of the man-
agement kept in the background, or have

been shown how to tell their important stor-

ies in ways that will command attention

from people who are more concerned in

earning their livings and enjoying life than

in acquiring special knowledge of or in-

terest in civic betterment and higher citi-

zenship.

Enlisting Public Support

In bringing about general cooperation to

make such an exposition possible, the plan-

ners of it sent out a statement of "3 rea-

sons and 5 ways" for folks to help, which

showed the ideas in the minds of the pro-

moters :

First: It is your Exposition. It is

everybody's undertaking. As a Bostonian
you want to make it a success—your suc-

cess.

Second: It will show what Boston al-

ready has, what other cities have that
Boston hasn't, what Boston could have by
"pulling together" for it, how to get these
things at the least expense.

Third: This Exposition will show: how
to reduce taxation; how to stop waste of

human life, waste of human happiness,
waste of money; how Boston can be made
the best city to work and to live in.

This Exposition will be an object lesson

showing what Boston can be if everybody
helps. So everybody needs to take it in.

As executive director of the Exposition

a professional promoter or manager of pub-

lic fairs and exhibitions was engaged, but

the policy and general oversight have been
retained in the hands of the board of direc-

tors of the Boston-1915 plan and an advis-

ory committee of citizens. A great' deal of

work was done by volunteer service. For
example, several printing houses contrib-

uted needed matter, contractors supplied

labor free, the city coal exchange members
presented coal for heating the Exposition

building, a noted firm of interior decorators

expended hundreds of dollars in making
beautiful the grand main stairway, a gas

company supplied illumination for 35 gas

flambeaux or Greek torches for the exterior

of the building, while an electric light com-
pany and the gas company lighted the in-

terior rooms.

A large corporation with 90,000 patrons

agreed to enclose with its monthly state-

ments notices of the Exposition. Several

mercantile houses promised to enclose cir-

culars with each package of goods or in

each letter mailed. One hundred thousand

seals or small stickers were given as the

contribution of a manufacturer in that line

;

the stickers were used by stores and business

offices on their bills, correspondence and

packages ; one department store used 25,000.

The same spirit of cooperation showed it-

self in about all phases of the advance work
of preparation. Churches, schools, social

organizations and the other factors in

municipal life seemed to be about equally

concerned in taking advantage of this

chance to join other groups or interests to

make "a living picture of the Boston of

today and tomorrow."

An Exposition for the People

Exceedingly fortunate in securing the

abandoned Art Museum as temporary

house for its features, the planners have

worked out a show of real interest to the

people—to everyday folks who don't care a

toothpick about statistics and deep sen-

tences of professional uprooters of present

bad methods of doing things. At the same

time practically everything displayed in the

89,000 square feet of exhibition space has

[95]
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the hall two rival organizations have called

a truce sufficient to make possible an ex-

tensive and notable exhibit of drawings and

plans for public and private buildings by

the Boston Society of Architects and the

Boston Architectural Club.
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Upstairs the Woman's Municipal League

shows how vegetables should be protected in

grocery stores to keep away flies, dogs and
other unwholesome contamination ; and why
the smoke nuisance should be abated. For

the special benefit of mothers the proper

care of babies is shown by a physician who
lectures, a trained nurse, a baby and its

mother. The League also presents a series

of photographs showing recreation and so-

cial center work in Rochester, N. Y. Along-

side is a large map upon which is indicated

the social centers maintained in Boston.

Railroads like the Pennsylvania and New
York Central show models of present and
future improvements of public interest.

Massachusetts and Boston street railway

companies show photographs' of points of

interest reached over their lines. The Bos-

A model of Boston as it looked in 1775

is in a room adjoining a new model of the

city as it is now, with buildings, streets,

park, ponds, bridges and accessories prop-

erly represented in place and to scale. By
an arrangement of the new model, or relief

map, made by Curtis for this Exposition,

visitors see the city as if looking down upon
it from an airship.

The State Bureau of Statistics has an

exhibit of reports and comments thereon

whose purpose is to bring about more sys-

tematic and accurate accounting methods

by city officials. The need is illustrated by
actual reports that have been received by

the Bureau, with the wrong figuring and
incomplete statements.

The Associated Charities illustrates its

conception of the value of organized charity

MODEL OF BOSTON AS IT APPEARED IN 1775

ton Elevated Company shows models of

subway and elevated stations now under

construction. The New England Telephone

& Telegraph Company has set up an ex-

change, whose attendants explain to crowds

the mysteries of telephone communication.

Practical Details of City Administration

The city of Boston occupies considerable

space to show citizens what several depart-

ments are doing. The executive depart-

ment, or the mayor's office, shows how city

bills are contracted, how money is raised to

pay them, and the process of expenditure.

The wire department shows how inspections

are made in its work. The street depart-

ment shows the tools and wagons it Tises

and photographs of certain phases of street

cleaning and sanitary work. The bath de-

partment shows views of open-air and in-

door baths, gymnasiums and other features

under its control.

effort for economy and effectiveness. A
ladder of ten rods is shown, each rod bear-

ing a 16-lb. weight, this illustrating separ-

ate efforts by ten organizations, the total

weight being 160 pounds. A compact

bundle of 16 sticks bearing a 600-lb. weight

shows graphically the increased efficiency of

united effort and cooperation. A telephone

switchboard with colored ribbons running

to various localities in the city indicated on

a large map illustrates the uses of the Asso-

ciated Charities headquarters as a central

clearing-house for charity information.

The Massachusetts Civic League presents

proof of its activities, including its work in

combination with the Playground Associa-

tion of America, by which 40 towns and

cities of the state adopted a compulsory

playground law last winter and spring.

The story that this Exposition is intended

to tell is recited by over 200 separate ex-

hibits by civic, social, educational and re-
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ligious interests of the city. Supplementing
these exhibits are others from various parts

of the country and from Europe.

How the Other H<ilf Lives and Might Live

As an example of the method for making
exhibits interesting and graphically effec-

tive the housing committee of Boston-1915

presents a subject. Instead of merely post-

ing up placards stating that so many people

live in the slums of Boston, in dirty tene-

ments and in generally unhygienic sur-

roundings, and that they might live in de-

cent tenements free from dirt, filth and
overcrowding at practically the same ex-

pense, the committee has actually repro-

duced a tenement that exists in the North
End section of Boston. The real tenement

is exactly duplicated in size and appear-

hibit the housing committee found, and
verified the fact by a special canvass, that

the most densely populated block in the

United States is not in New York City, as

in generally supposed, but in Boston.

Making Education a Recreation

Because of the plan of injecting life into

exhibits in all departments, just as in the

good and bad tenement demonstration, the

Exposition is not only a surprise to most
people already interested in methods of so-

cial and civic betterment, but is actually

almost as much a source of interest and at-

traction to ordinary everyday folks as food

fairs and the like, which are gotten up
mainly as shows to abstract the dollars from
individual pockets.

This Exhibition is not intended to make

'"""Bf ' T Trtjssrti

MODEL OF "a boston GARDEN CITT"—^A FEATURE OF THE HOUSING EXHIBIT

The sign attached to the model reads: "This Is what workers' dwellings in Boston will look
like with proper city planning. Playgrounds and Neighborhood Centers handy.

You can have a 6 room house for $18 a month, or a smaller one for less,
or a 3 room tenement for $9. Plenty of air and light. A garden

for the little ones to play in under their mother's eye."

ance. The old rusty, partly broken stove,

dirty floor, kerosene lamp with smoky chim-

ney is in the kitchen. The rickety beds

with noticeably soiled coverings, old clothes

and hats hanging promiscuously about, and
enough of the other features are reproduced

to present a truly vivid picture of actual

slum life.

Alongside this tenement with its bad con-

ditions is shown another tenement which
might take its place. The model tenement

has practically the same furniture and fit-

tings, but it is all clean and decent, and
there is a modem bathroom. The housing

committee shows that the cost of the model

tenement to owner and occupants may be

practically the same as the other. The rent

of the bad tenement is $12.00 a month; the

good tenement may be rented for $12.50.

While making preparations for this ex-

money, although the directors and commit-

tee in charge presumably have no objections

to finding a useful balance on the right side

of the ledger when the reckoning-up time

comes. No charge has been made for space

except to half a dozen commercial exhibitors

in harmony with the undertaking, and there

are no side shows. A normal admission fee

of twenty-five cents lets a visitor see every-

thing. Nevertheless, it appears that a finan-

cial success is likely.

Although being primarily for educational

purposes the "1915" Boston Exposition man-
agement realizes that to effectively gain its

ends the public must be attracted in con-

siderable numbers. Therefore there are

numerous attractions such as a woman's or-

chestra, concerts and other music; moving
pictures imported from abroad and others

especially made for exposition purposes;
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stereopticon lectures; talking arc lights,

shown in public for the first time in Boston

;

blind people at work at trades; college stu-

dents engaged in laboratory work; Italian

marionette theatre; the original Curtiss bi-

plane which won the world's aviation prize

at Rheims, for which the Exposition man-
agement contracted to pay $4,000 rental;

and other features of popular interest.

The "1915" Boston Exposition was pre-

pared in three months' time. This is un-

doubtedly a somewhat typical American
way, although a little more hasty than the

traditional Boston methods of doing things.

Perhaps it is due to the haste that there are

some imperfections—things that some crit-

ics would have done otherwise, and sections

tion. Whatever their trend of mind may
be in advance, they evidently find enough
to make it worth while to be there. Re-
peated visits are common.

This point is important. Such an effort,

intended to attract the average citizen and
avowedly to give education in civic affairs

to persons not in the habit of caring very

much about such matters, would fall very

far short of its goal if the visitors did not

become really interested. Once a natural

interest is aroused, the ground has been

prepared for seed from which grows good
citizenship.

This point is important also to other

cities who find need for arousing individual

civic consciences. If this experiment is a

A MODEL HOME FOR THE SUBURBS

Shows the proper surroundings for a home In the country, in a "garden city," or in the out-
skirts of a large city, with fruit trees, small garden, lien house

and conveniently arranged living house.

that are undeniably incomplete or not en-

tirely coordinated.

A Success of the Best Kind

But the main point to consider in making
an answer to the question, "Is the Exposi-

tion a success ?" is that it was not primarily

intended for advanced sociologists nor for

any other class of experts, but for the peo-

ple in general—for the man in the store and
factory, the woman of the home and the

shop.

As a matter of fact there seems to be

enough to really interest practically every

man and woman who visits the demonstra-

practical method, then what is going on in

Boston is of real moment to them.

Judging of the success of such an under-

taking at this early stage must be imper-

fect. But numerous personal talks with

various types of visitors, ranging from an

office building janitor to a globe circling

journalist from South America, and con-

tinuous observation of the actions of the

crowds from day to day, seem to indicate

that Boston-1915 people have hit upon a

useful, practical way to get people to take

notice and at least to think of their per-

sonal relationship to their own city's life-

and progress.



ItsJAccomplishments, Hopes and Reasons

for Existence

Whenever a man hears the mystic phrase,

"Boston-1915," he naturally hastens to ask

what it may be and why. Only now and

then is an intelligent answer gained. The
present "1915" Boston Exposition makes a

reply to the quei-y of timely importance.

Saying in plain, everyday American just

what it is has puzzled many a good lan-

guage modeler whose business it is to

fashion masses of raw words into clear cut

sentences that have points sharp enough

to penetrate abstruse comprehensions. Al-

most every attempt at a concise definition

has succeeded in telling part of the truth,

but none has yet compressed into a single

short paragraph a definition sufficiently

comprehensive and sufficiently clear to tell

the ordinary, everyday you and me just

what this Boston-1915 actually is and may
become. Perhaps as good a single sentence

definition as has come to notice is this:

"Boston-1915—a clearing-house for city im-

provement plans."

Another short answer is contained in a

paragraph from the original statement of

the project:

"The Boston Plan is a proposition to give

a continuing interest in the life and growth
of Boston and so to secure the help of all

the people of the city in making the plan

complete and in carrying it out."

An official statement, approved by the

directors, says it is a plan by which it is

designed "to give to undertakings for the

common welfare the strength of united ac-

tion of all the forces, organized and un-

BOSTON AMERICAN

organized, which already are making for

good in the whole city. It conflicts with

no organization, nor does it duplicate any
work now under way. On the contrary, by
bringing about voluntary cooperation, it

establishes an active center through which
every organization may reasonably hope

not only to secure the help of every other,

but also the help of the large body of the

public which does not belong to any organi-

zation."

In a Year-Book and Catalogue, soon to

be published, the accomplishments of the

movement during the few months of its

existence are set forth and the methods of

procedure for future activities are outlined

as follows:

Boston-1915 is a simple, practical propo-

sition to apply to the activities of the city

what every well managed business partner-

ship applies to its factory, shop or store

—

to have every department working in close

cooperation with every other, in order that

results may be produced most quickly,

economically and satisfactorily.

Boston-1915 does not expect to perform

miracles. It hopes in the next five years

to see some things finished and others so

well started that they are sure to be com-

pleted properly. And there are still other

things which can never be regarded as done

[102]
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once for all, but which it is hoped Boston
will be set in the best way of doing—things

that must continue to be done as long as

the city exists, such as competent street

cleaning, adequate sanitation, intelligent

planning of physical expansion, and proper

provision for people's health, comfort and
recreation.

The reason for selecting "1915" as the

year in which Boston should make an ex-

amination of what it had succeeded in

doing or in getting started, was that much
is gained by definiteness in such matters,

just as a man or woman is more certain of

really doing a thing by saying in advance:

"I will do it before the first of next month,"

than by saying: "I will do it some time."

And while if things are to be done right

they cannot be hurried, yet they should not

be dawdled over; so for the right doing of

for the boys of Boston, who could not leave

the city during the vacation season; the

introduction of a vocational bureau into

the school system, so that the boy or girl

who has to go to work shall make a start

at bread-and-butter earning in the direc-

tion that will lead to the greatest success

in life; the testing out of a theory that

much of the contagious sickness among
children can be prevented by careful inspec-

tion on the opening day of the schools, and

the reservation of benches on the Conmion
for the use of women during the noon-'lay

hours.

Boston-1915 raised the funds and gave

the prizes for the athletic games, in order

that the boys might learn by experience

the importance of taking care of their

health, that the "gang spirit" might be

diverted from mischief into useful chan-

b
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MODEL OF MASSACHUSETTS STATE SANITORIUM AT RUTLAND^ 1150 FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL.

THE FIRST STATE INSTITUTION OF ITS SORT I>f AMERICA

such big things as a city needs, five years

seemed a reasonable length of time to set

from every point of view.

Summed up, Boston-1915 proposes to

help all the partners in this great business

of making a community—all the men and
women, boys and girls—to work together

with the least waste of time, energy and
money; and it proposes to help them in-

crease the efiiciency of their work by mak-
ing with them a schedule of the things that

should be done, setting the time when each

should be finished or should be started on

a permanent basis, and checking up prog-

ress from time to time to see that all is

running smoothly.

Although Boston-1915 came into being

only at the end of last March, there are

already two or three things which illustrate

the function which this new movement is

intended to perform, and the way in which

its work will be done. These are the es-

tablishment of a series of athletic games

nels, that the value of playgrounds and
their true purpose might be better under-

stood, that a wholesome district rivalry

might be started, and that healthful recrea-

tion might take the place of harmful idle-

ness. It secured the cooperation of thirty

of the best physicians in the city to make
the medical examinations of would-be-

entries. Then it turned over the entire

management of the games to the Play-

groixnd Association. The size of the under-

taking appears in the statistics of the

games: 1775 entries altogether for the 24

meets; 450 entries in the final meet; 5,000

spectators at the last contest alone.

This illustrates how Boston-1915 proposes

to carry out work which it initiates—^by

putting it into the hands of whatever or-

ganizations already exist and are expert

in doing it.

The introduction of vocational work into

the public schools illustrates another func-

tion of the movement, viz., that of finding
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trating social, material, artistic and in-

dividual conditions in the city of Boston

and proposed improvements therein.

The incorporators and officers are the

same for both companies. Edward A.

Filene is chairman, James P. Munroe is

acting treasurer, and Henry Abrahams is

secretary. •

The most recent move of Boston-1915,

aside from the Exposition, is to sell shares

to the public generally, in order to secure

a real individual relationship to the work
projected, as well as to furnish funds to

carry it on. The shares may be bought at

$1.00 each. A canvass of the city is now
in progress. Up to this time the expense

of maintaining the movement has been

borne by the directors. Now they evidently

think it time that the public who are to

be benefited should help pay the bills.

Municipal Accounting and Auditing

By W. M. Williams

Secretary and General Manager of the Universal Audit Company of New York

A municipality, township, county, state

or nation may be likened in many respects

to a commercial corporation. Each is a

corporate body, and derives its powers from
stockholders. The tax-paying citizen and
voter may well be termed the stockholder

of the corporation politic.

The commercial corporation exists for

the purpose of so employing its capital

that dividends may be earned and dis-

tributed to its shareholders. The original

capital investment of the shareholders is

intended to yield a return, and no further

demand is made upon the shareholders un-

less the corporation proves unsuccessful

and is reorganized.

The corporation politic exacts from its

shareholders annual or more frequent pay-

ments of money in the various forms of

taxation.

Aside from the primary and subsequent

investment in real and personal property,

which constitutes a real shareholder in the

corporation politic, these periodic demands
must be liquidated or become a lien against

the original investment.

The efforts of commercial stockholders

to secure the services of the best available

trained men to conduct the affairs of their

corporations are so well known that cita-

tion is here unnecessary. The daily press

chronicles the engagements with biographi-

cal sketches of those sought. Each proven

executive has at his command men who are

equally versed in the divisional require-

ments of the corporation. Further, from

time to time, professional assistance is pro-

cured to assist in the upbuilding and elimi-

nating process; all with the desire to in-

crease the earning powers of the corpora-

tion.

On the other hand, men untrained in

executive duties are often elected to office,

—

men whose chief ability lies in vote getting

and who are totally unfitted for the duties

before them, although successful and highly

respected citizens in their ordinary walks

of life. Seldom is the appointive power

or the employing privilege such that

trained men can be employed to supply the

talent lacking in the officeholder.

Existing Conditions and Their Remedy

It is not the purpose of this article to

attack our constitutional right to elect

whom we please or whom it pleases the

political bosses to name. The object is to

draw the attention of all right-minded and

thoughtful citizens to existing conditions;

to point out how governmental conditions

have not kept pace with the commercial

world; to show that there is at least a

remedy that wiU afford a beginning of

better conditions, and one that is available

for immediate application.

This may more clearly be done by con-

trast; and, since the two corporations have

many points of similarity, the comparison

may well be continued to a logical conclu-

sion.

Cash, or its equivalent, credit, forms the

basis for all enterprise, commercial or
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governmental. We will assume, therefore,

that each corporation has a sufficient supply

of cash to meet its requirements when be-

ginning.

The commercial stockholders wiU not

only require but demand that an accurate

accounting be made of the sources of

receipt and disbursement. That the proper

authorization is had for each expenditure,

and that all are analyzed to the fullest

possible extent consistent with advantage

to be gained from comparison.

The conversion of cash into merchandise,

raw materials, supplies and labor is done
under more or less like conditions in both

corporations; but in the commercial there

is ordinarily a well defined routine by
which each and every step and phase of

the transaction is carefully tabulated to

guard against error and to establish a re-

ferable record. The corporation politic is

not equally careful, hence the records are

usually meaningless, either through intent

or ignorance.

The materials, supplies and labor used

in manufacture, construction or mainte-

nance, together with all items in the nature

of expense, and not directly chargeable to

the article produced, are tabulated and
allocated to their respective classifications,

that the managers, executives and directors

may determine the cost of production, con-

struction and maintenance, and, from the

knowledge thus obtained, formulate success-

ful policies. To secure this valuable in-

formation, for its value is now recognized,

vast sums of money are expended.

Periodic Audits a Business Necessity

The verification by a periodic audit and
examination is also considered necessary

by the commercial corporation, because the

officers and those engaged daily in the

collection and preparation of the data may
have been influenced by personal motives.

As a general rule the verification is made
to assure those interested that the history

of the transactions is complete, correct, and
therefore reliable.

If this care and expense are found to be

both necessary and valuable in the com-
mercial world, it must follow that the same
or like operations will prove of value to

those engaged in the administration of a

governmental organization. Why not then

insist that each governmental unit be pro-

vided with a complete scheme for analyti-

cal accounting of its receipts and expendi-
tures, and that an annual audit be made
to determine the correctness of the account-
ing?

Much has been accomplished by the pres-

ent Comptroller in providing New York
with a proper scheme of analytical account-
ing. More could have been done had the
services of trained professionals been em-
ployed, because they would have given their

entire time and attention to the correct

solution of the problem in hand, uninflu-

enced by politics or by the daily operations
of the various departments.

No executive can give even a portion
of his time to the problems of organization,
or the employment of proper methods ex-

cept by taking that time from the daily

attention to the transactions for which he
is responsible. He can employ profession-

al assistance trained in the principles of

organization and their proper application.

He cannot employ any one to carry hia

individual responsibility delegated to him
by higher authority.

The jurisdiction and responsibilities of

a governmental officer are fixed by law, just

as a corporation, in its by-laws and by
resolutions, places the executive functions
of its officers. These cannot be transferred
except by the sanction of the creative

power.

Man recognizes the necessity for advice
and aid, and the laws permit procuring
of professional counsel, legal or otherwise.

Where such laws do not exist, or modifica-
tions of present laws are necessary, the
means are at hand and need but to be
utilized.

Accounting That Really Accounts for

Expenditures

A proper analytical scheme of accounting
for a governmental imit should compre-
hend the sources of all revenues properly

classified and described. When appropria-

tions are made, and authorized by the

officials so empowered, the amounts so ap-

propriated should be withdrawn from their

respective funds and transferred to the vari-

ous records in which the charges to be made
against them will be tabulated. A full

description and authoritative entry should

cover each such transfer.

Each charge against an appropriation

should be carefully examined as to its

official character and authority, and, when
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found in order, charged against its appro-

priation and analyzed into its constituent

elements for comparative purposes. As much
care should be exercised in scrutinizing the

authority for the charge and the recipient

authority as is given to like items in com-
mercial pursuits.

When revenues are anticipated, care

should be taken to transfer the amounts
authorized from the accounts representing

the sources of future revenue that the ex-

isting deficit may be plainly indicated.

Much confusion and embarrassment will

thus be avoided.

Statistical reports should be compiled

from the accounts so kept, showing the cost

of proceeding in each department or im-

provement and maintenance together with

resultant revenues if it be a producing

factor. Comparisons with past periods

should also be shown, that the ofiicials may
judge of economics or justified increased

expenditures.

Professional auditors should be employed

at the end of the fiscal year to make a com-
plete audit of the accounts and report for

the year. The necessary time to do the

work thoroughly should be allowed them,

and care should be exercised in the selec-

tion, that the report may be placed before

the public as being entirely unprejudiced.

Paying Dividends of Economies

Will it pay? It will. The citizen tax-

payer and voter should insist upon it just

as urgently as the commercial shareholder

does.

Why will it pay? Because it will be the

means of insuring legal if not always proper

disbursements of the revenues. Because it

will let the light into dark places, and there

will be no deception and covering up of

transactions that are not proper. Because

it will insure to every honest man who
serves his government a retirement with a

clean record. Because it will thus permit
men, who now fear to do so, because they

value their reputations, to take upon them-
selves community responsibilities which
they now avoid.

We are not consistent. We ask for pub-

licity in our commercial corporate affairs.

Why not begin at home?
How can we ask an unsupervised govern-

ment official to act as a supervisor over our

commercial affairs? We are constantly

prating about publicity, let us have a little

of it nearer home.

We have all kept pace with commercial

changes, insensibly perhaps, but of neces-

sity. Now is the time to apply some of the

lessons that we have learned. Efforts have

already been put forth in this direction.

We should increase them, and all lend a

hand.

Our consular service has been removed
from the so-called "realm of politics," and
placed on a '^business basis." The tax-

payers who utilized this particular feature

of the government insisted upon it. The
result is that only trained men are now
appointed to the consulates.

The able business men of a community
shun political preferment. They give vari-

ous reasons, none correct. They dislike

the possibility of notoriety. "There's the

reason." Remove the cause and you will

speedily change the effect. If the citizen

desires clean methods, he may have them
by exerting a little effort.

Let us have a complete, certified analyti-

cal report published after the close of each

fiscal year, and we shall soon see a radical

change in the character of our public serv-

ants.

Mud slinging will cease!



The National Municipal League
By Clinton Rogers Woodruff

Chairman Board of Personal Registration Commissioners of Philadelphia

An outside view of an organization is

always interesting, especially when it

comes from a fair and discriminating ob-

server who has an intelligent knowledge of

the subject. I came across such a view of

the National Municipal League the other

day in the private report of an active ex-

ecutive of a local mid-western municipal

body, prepared for the information of hia

colleagues in its management. It impressed

me so much that I sought and secured per-

mission to use it, on the condition that no
local names be used. It is reproduced here,

in part, as an effective statement of how the

general work of the National Municipal

League as focussed in its annual meeting is

regarded

:

Four general divisions or classes of civic

work embraced in the "curriculum" of the

National Municipal League were repre-

sented in Pittsburg (November, 1908), and

I take it that these four classes may be said

to constitute the whole of the general move-

ment to improve the government of cities in

this country. They were designated in the

program of the convention, and will be

readily recognized, as the "Voters' League"

idea, the "Bureau of Municipal Research"

idea, the "City Club" idea, and " Civil

Service Reform."

In all of these "ideas" and their various

expressions, the National Municipal League
is interested and aims to keep in touch,

bringing together each year their exponents

from all parts of the country for the benefit

of personal contact, exchange of thought

and information, and for the opportunity to

listen to thoughtful papers especially pre-

pared by active participants, to epitomize

the year's experience and contribute to the

annual advance in understanding of our

municipal problems and the practical meth-

ods of meeting them.

The convention is a clearing-house for

the work of organizations actively interested

in the welfare and regeneration of Ameri-

can cities, and my opinion is that no such

organization as ours ought to fail of being

at least represented at each annual conven-

tion. Every member of our committee who
can should attend, for the sake of the in-

spiration which the meetings hold for men
interested in the work; and I may add
that the bare pleasure of the social inter-

course with these gentlemen, many of

whom stand high in their respective com-
munities, is worth the effort of attend-

ing.

They are all intensely in earnest; and
while these meetings help one to realize the

magnitude of the task before citizens de-

termined to have at least a semblance of

efficient city government in the United

States, whether by the correction of ad-

ministrative methods or by the election of

more efficient and honest public servants,

or both, no note of helplessness to realize

such hopes enters into the deliberations or

the addresses of the delegates; and one re-

turns from such a conference with the con-

viction that these volunteer, and for the

most part impaid toilers for good govern-

ment, comparatively few in number but

backed by a growing public opinion, must
eventually triumph over the lessening

hordes of machine politicians who have for

many years determined how our cities shall

be governed. Such good-natured determi-

nation yoked with brains and tact will

surely reap success in large measure.

There is not the slightest indication of

quitting or even letting up in all the range

of civic effort embraced in the paternal

interests of this national organization. In

fact they boast amongst themselves that

few, very few, local organizations have quit

the field, unless for the purpose of merging

with another on practical grounds.

These men, many of them, are surpris-

ingly familiar with the local affairs of

other cities; and it behooves a delegate to

be well posted on his own city and state

laws and history if he is to answer cor-

rectly and intelligently the questions that

are fired at him in and out of meeting at

these conventions.

[109]
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Contrary to an opinion I had formed

from some recent correspondence and read-

ing previous to this convention, I believe

there is no real lack of harmony between

the several "schools of thought," as they

may be called, which exist among munici-

pal reform students and workers. That

there are distinct varieties of thought and

conviction as to the most satisfactory

methods of correcting governmental abuses

in cities, nobody will deny who has mixed

with the delegates to one of these conven-

tions, or listened to the several lines of

:argument presented at the sessions. There

are those who hold without qualification to

the belief that if the

administrative system

can be perfected upon

a basis of business

economy, and properly

safeguarded, it makes

little difference what

kind of men are
elected.

These men are ex-

ponents of the newest

"idea" in municipal

reform, which found

its first expression in

New York City and

appears likely to

spread. Its work has

been highly successful

in arousing the tax-

payers and voters of

l^ew York to an

rmderstanding of the

frightful economic
-waste and plunder that

have existed and still

«xi8t even under re-

form administrations.

The principle underlying this movement

as the same general one that underlies all

lOr most successful civic work, viz: the

education of the public by advertising the

results of investigation And observation

—

in one word publicity. "Facts," says Dr.

Lyman Abbott, "are the most powerful fac-

tors for reform;" and the dissemination of

facts after their ascertainment is generally

the principal business of these organiza-

tions, whether they be facts concerning

public officials and candidates for office, or

concerning the system provided to guide

them in the conduct of public office, or to

CHARLES J.

President National

control their efforts to reach public office.

This concludes the quotations from the

report, which in its entirety is a most sug-

gestive document, and may itself be cited

as a fruit of the League's activity.

A Purveyor of Facts

Primarily the National Municipal League
may be said to stand for the ascertainment

and dissemination of facts and their care-

ful, sustained study. Indeed no small part

of the League's infiuence is due to its

annual volumes of proceedings, which are

regarded as storehouses of facts and their

intelligent discussion. The extending use

of these books by

colleges, libraries, ad-

ministrators and gen-

eral students consti-

tutes striking evidence

of their usefulness.

There is one phase

of the League's work
which is entitled to

further elaboration. A
Wisconsin mayor (B.

G. Edgerton) in an
address before the

League of Wisconsin

Municipalities
declared

:

"People i n every
community are becom-
ing aware of the great
force which a city

full of loyal energetic
people banded t o -

gether represents. TLey
begin to see the
results of co-operation
in civic development,

BONAPARTE and to know that run-
Municipal League j^j^g their city, and
running it right, is of as much concern to

them as running their own business. They
know that care and progressive energy in

the former is as profitable as in the latter,

and they insist that their officers shall work
along lines of well established principles,

to the end that the taxes they pay shall

bring the best results."

Thus did he emphasize not only the need

for cooperative effort in municipal under-

takings, but also the value of those or-

ganizations like the National Municipal

League which bring municipal workers to-

gether for fruitful interchange of ideas and

experience.

"This country is to be much more mutual

in all its work," is the way a leading busi-
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ness man of Omaha put the situation. "No
city or state organization working by itself,

but aU coordinating their efforts for the

betterment of all. The highly complex and

interdepent life of modern times must find

its expression in cooperation in a large

way; while there may be innumerable or-

ganizations, each looking at conditions

from its individual point of view, yet all

these organizations, to be most efficient and

helpful, must have a relationship to each

other."

The Individual an Economic Unit

Theodore Roosevelt on more than one

occasion expressed the same views. The

following is perhaps the

most effective form in

which he did so

:

"We of the United
States must develop a
system under which
each individual citi-

zen shall be trained so

as to be effective indi-

dividually as an eco-
nomic unit, and fit to

be organized with his
fellows, so that he and
they can work in effi-

cient fashion together."

Another author (Miss

Caroline L. Hunt),
in one of her recent

works, in the course of

an argument for a

greater degree of co-

operation, especially as

developed in the mod-
em organization, as-

serted that she was
much more effective as

a member of the Amer-
ican Civic Association,

which is making organized warfare against

the advertising evil, than as a private pro-

tester and complainer, even if she took no
further part in its work than to contribute

her yearly dues.

While the spirit of cooperation is gain-

ing, it is not by "a long bow's shot" a

dominant policy of action. The following

excerpt from a prominent municipal

worker in Cleveland, Ohio, a city which
has made substantial progress in many di-

rections of civic activities, is typical of

many another community:

"I have noticed that it is rather difficult

for outside (national) organizations to se-

\

cure memberships in Cleveland, perhaps
from a mistaken notion on the part of our
citizens that we have done so much in

Cleveland that other people cannot teach us
anything. I hope that your organization will

disabuse us of this notion."

Coordination Requisite to Success

No man, no city, can live unto itself

alone. It needs the help and sympathv of

others; it owes others help and sympathy.

It is one of the principal functions of th&

National Municipal League to supply the

needed coordination and cooperation be-

tween the various organizations of sundry
types that are working for better municipal

conditions. It is the clearing-house be-

tween all sorts of agen-

cies, putting the ex-

perience of all at the

disposal of each; it

supplies an efficient

and helpful relation-

ship that has proved of

great common benefit.

The National Munic-

ipal League has many
lines of expert investi-

gations and carefully

planned constructive

work. It has been an

important factor in

bringing news about

the latest municipal de-

velopments to those

who need it most. In

the words of an active

worker in New York,

"It is simply great to

have an organization

to which one can go
for the latest facts, and

be sure of getting them
at once or learning just where they can be

had in the shortest possible time." Such

service, however, can be rendered only

through that cooperation which the League

has organized and represents.

The League has gone a step further by

bringing national as well as local organiza-

tions into mutually helpful relations. For

two years now the League has held its an-

nual sessions in conjunction with the

American Civic Association. The third

joint meeting will be held in Cincinnati,

November 15-18 of this year. As a leading

western paper editorially said:

CLINTON ROGERS WOODRUFF
Secretary National Municipal League
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"The very successful joint convention of

the American Civic Association, the Na-
tional Municipal League and the National
Conference for Good City Government, at

Providence, R. I., reported elsewhere in this

issue, is evidence that the get-together
spirit is growing among the civic improve-
ment workers. When the forces and organi-

zations working for civic betterment are as
well organized as the forces of self-interest

and graft the way to a more beautiful

America will be open and easy to travel.

As one of the speakers expressed it, 'The
American Civic Association seeks to pro-

mote chiefly the outward beauty of cities

and towns; the National Municipal League
seeks to make better cities; both seek to

make goodness concrete.' They can there-

fore well afford to work in harmony. The
meetings were more
largely attended than
at any preceding con-
vention."

The;;Objects of the

League

These are two of

many views of an or-

ganization wmch for

fifteen years has been

persistently at work to

establish higher munic-

ipal standards. Organ-

ized in 1894 (which

makes it the oldest of

the national municipal

bodies) its formally de-

clared purposes are:

First : To multiply

the nvmibers, harmon-

ize the methods and

combine the forces of

all who realize that it

is only by united ac-

tion and organization

that good citizens can

secure the adoption of good laws and the

selection of men of trained ability and

proved integrity for all municipal positions,

or prevent the success of incompetent or

corrupt candidates for public office.

Second: To promote the thorough in-

vestigation and discussion of the condi-

tions and details of civic administration,

and of the methods for selecting and ap-

GEORGE BURNHAM, JR.

Treasurer National Municipal League

pointing officials in American cities, and
of laws and ordinances relating to such sub-

jects.

Third: To provide for such meetings and
conferences and for the preparations and
circulation of such addresses and other

literature as may seem likely to advance

the cause of good city government.

That it has measurably succeeded in ad-

vancing these ends may be demonstrated by
its large and growing membership. There
are over 1600 members, and 168 organiza-

tions with an enrolled membership of

162,473. There are other evidences, which I

shall hope for another opportunity of detail-

ing on some future oc-

casion, although in con-

cluding I may be per-

mitted to quote the fol-

io w i n g from "Every
Evening" a leading pa-

p e r of Wilmington,
Del.:

"The National Munic-
ipal League, with its

accompanying confer-
ences for good city
government, has done
more for the better-
ment of municipal ad-
ministration than any
other agency of this
character which now
exists, or ever did exist
in this country. The
secret of this suc-
cess is no doubt due
to the fact that the
members of this or-
ganization have no
other interest than that
of improving the con-
dition o f municipal
government.

"Its members are
not municipal office

holders exclusively, but largely citizens and
taxpayers, whose concern is the public wel-
fare and not personal profit. All the mem-
bers pay their own dues and their own ex-
penses when in attendance upon the annual
sessions, and having a sincere and unsel-
fish interest in the cause, their best efforts

are devoted to its promotion.
"The direct influence of this League upon

the practical operation of municipal govern-
ment in this country has been surprising."

NOTE.—^After these pages were in type Mr. "Woodruff Informed us that Mr. Joseph McC.
Bell, Secretary of the Voters' League of Milwaukee, had, at his request, withdrawn his ob-
jection to the use of his name in connection with the report from which quotation was
made on pages 109 and 110.

—

Editor.
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The Ultimate Responsibility

The discovery that for many years its

Treasurer has been putting out forged

notes in its name has come as a great shock

to the citizens of one of the smaller Massa-

chusetts towns. For more than eighteen

consecutive years this man has been the

Town Treasurer, and his peculations have

apparently extended over two-thirds of that

period, and have amounted to upwards of

$100,000, only $20,000 of which is covered

by his bond. The responsibility for the

placing of this crushing burden upon the

town does not rest entirely upon the should-

ers of the man or men who profited by
the forgeries. The Selectmen could at

any time have ordered an audit which

would have cut short these peculations. In
fact if there had been an annual audit of

the right sort it would have entirely pre-

vented the trouble, as it was only after

years of immunity from such an audit that

the Treasurer dared to venture on criminal

practices. The ultimate responsibility rests,

however, not on the Selectmen, though they

were guilty of criminal carelessness, but on

the voters and taxpayers, who were so in-

different to the business management of

their town that they never asked for the

ordinary safeguards which they would have

demanded of the management of any com-
mercial undertaking in which they were

stockholders.

»?«

Citizen Stockholders and Their Rights

In his article in this issue on "Municipal

Auditing and Accounting" Mr. Williams

shows how similar are municipal and com-
mercial corporations. As this similarity

becomes more generally understood, and as

the citizen begins to see himself as a stock-

holder in his municipality, the easy-going

financial methods that now generally obtain

in American cities will no longer be toler-

ated. There is no more potential dishonesty

among city officials than among the ofiicers

and employees of commercial corporations.

The former, however, enjoy an immunity
from supervision which makes it easy to

yield to temptation, while the latter know
that irregularities cannot long be concealed.

There are exceptions to both rules. Some
cities are adopting proper methods of ac-

counting and auditing, while some corpora-

tions still retain a childlike faith in the

impeccable honesty of their officials, if not

of their minor employees. In general, how-
ever, the cities are far behind the corp3!ra-

tions in these matters. The very abund-

ance of useless red tape often defeats its

own purpose by making it physically im-

possible for officials to know to what they

are attaching their signatures. What is

needed, therefore, is not more bookkeeping

but better systems of accounting, and audit-

ing by experts who are not the political

friends of thofee whose accounts are exam-
ined. The ordinary citizen, who has not

given thought to the matter, would be

astonished if he knew how primitive are

the methods of accounting and how super-

ficial is the auditing in most of our cities,

and how easy it therefore is for dishonest

officials to loot the city treasuries either

directly or indirectly.

How the Money Slips Away

Generally the looting is indirect. Rarely

do city officials of high grade steal, though
their subordinates may do so because of

inadequate supervision. But city funds are

more often squandered than stolen. Prices

far above the market values are paid for

supplies and labor alike. Favored contract-

ors are permitted to make inordinate profits.

Sometimes the city official shares directly

in these profits, more often indirectly

through the political support of the favored

ones. Perhaps most frequently the officials

are entirely unaware that the funds are

being wasted, because the accounting sys-

tems are too defective to bring out these

excessive costs. This does not, however,

relieve them from responsibility, for they

should demand for their own sakes, as well

as for the security of the trust reposed in

them, thoroughly modern systems of ac-

coimting and auditing.

[113]
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Today our cities generally are demand-
ing improvements of all sorts, but in many
instances these have to be postponed for

lack of funds. Hitherto bonds have been

issued, often recklessly, to eke out the

ordinary income. Our cities have reached,

or are rapidly approaching, the limit of their

bonded indebtedness. There remains but

one thing to do—to conserve our incomes, to

save for useful purposes the vast sums that

are being annually wasted. This cannot be

accomplished without the adoption of mod-
ern methods of accounting and auditing.

This, therefore, should be the insistent and

persistent demand of all civic organizations.

They will find city officials generally ready

to cooperate with them heartily.

A Boardjof Trade of The New Type

In Kearny, N. J., there is a Board of

Trade which has begun to open its eyes to

its civic opportunities, and better yet, to

take advantage of them. Last March,

through the Superintendent of Schools, it

offered a series of prizes to be awarded on

Arbor Day to the pupils of the various

grades for short essays on "How to Make
Kearney More Beautiful," for the purpose

of interesting "pupils and parents in shade

trees, in well-kept lawns, hedges, and shrub-

bery, and in everything that tends to make
our town • more attractive and beautiful."

The children responded with enthusiasm,

and so many of the essays were excellent

that the Board of Trade printed 24 of

them in an attractive booklet.

How far-reaching will be the results of

this experiment no one can tell. Scores of

children have received an impulse to good

citizenship which may affect their entire

lives. More tangible results are already

apparent in the improvements that indi-

viduals have made in their home surround-

ings. Moreover, as Kearny is so located

that its attractiveness is a distinct civic

asset it is certain that these improvements
will accelerate its growth. Its larger

population will increase the business of

every member of its Board of Trade, and
they will receive back many fold the small

amount invested in the prizes.

This sequence of results has been follow-

ed out because so many boards of trade

do not seem to realize the commercial value

of the movement for civic betterment.

Time was when the one that shouted loud-

est the name of its city got the most atten-

tion. That day is fortunately rapidly pass-

ing, and the "barker" type is giving place

to a more far-sighted one, which, like the

Boston Chamber of Commerce, proposes

first to make the city worth living in, well

knowing that increase of population and

business will inevitably follow. Let those

who, like the heathen of old, "think that

they shall be heard for their much speak-

ing," consider that for permanent results

an ounce of improvement is worth a pound
of talk. _

Stimulating Civic Interest in Children

Inspired by the example and results in

Kearny, The American City is endeavor-

ing to enlist the school-children of America
in the campaign for civic betterment by
offering a series of prizes for the best essays

on various phases of this subject. Details

of the plan are being sent with this issue

to the superintendents of schools and prin-

cipals of high schools in nearly a thousand

cities and towns. If we can once fix in the

child's mind the civic ideals that are worth

striving for we shall be developing a body

of citizens who will see to it that these

ideals are realized. At present all of the

organizations that are working for better

civic conditions are devoting ninety per

cent of their energy to overcome the

inertia of a generation that in its child-

hood never heard of the civic ideals of

economy, decency, cleanliness and beauty.

We were, most of us, brought up to con-

sider slums of overcrowded tenements in-

evitable, hideousness as a necessary adjunct

of rows of city buildings, parks as a semi-

useless luxury, wastefulness and graft as

ingrained in city institutions. Sanitation

was in its infancy, playgrounds and public

gymnasiums had not been thought of, smoke
and noise were a sign of progress—the more
the better. It is a herculean task to change

the whole point of view of a people that

has grown up with such distorted ideas of

what is desirable and possible in cities. If

we expect evil conditions, look upon them
as inevitable, we shall doubtless have them.

But, blinded though we are by our early

misconceptions, we are beginning to realize

that our cities can be as beautiful, as

healthful, as clean, as well managed as we
care to make them. To give this newer

point of view to the rising generation is a

task in which all should cooperate.



Outdoor Schools
By Elnora Whitman Curtis, A.M.

Honorary Fellow of Clark University

The care and education of defective chil-

dren appeals to the interest of compara-

tively few people. The very word "defec-

tive" suggests the idea of feeblemindedness

if not of idiocy or degeneracy. As degener-

acy and idiocy, even feeblemindedness, are

supposedly rare phenomena, the case of de-

fectives in general appears to be the affair

of specialists. When, however, one learns

that according to recent estimates from

three to five per cent of all school chil-

dren are defective, the subject assumes new
consequence. Furthermore in an over-

whelming percentage of all school children

careful tests
reveal abnor-

malities that
would other-

w i s e remain
un suspected.

Recently i t

has even been

stated that 25

per cent o f

all school
children are
more or less

abnormal.
Such estimates

force the prob-

lem of the

defective child

upon the attention of every one of us.

Within the last few years there have been

numerous experiments for bettering the

condition and caring for the health of

school children. The feeding of needy chil-

dren, providing school baths, vacation

schools, playgrounds, school gardens and the

like, all to the end of improving the con-

dition of city poor, pointing the way to

higher civic efficiency, have demonstrated

their value and found permanent place.

Cases of permanent physical unfitness have

been provided for by various institutions,

and special schools have been pro-

vided for the mentally weak. There

has been a growing tendency, too, in dif-

SHEDS FOR OPEN-AIR INSTRUCTION IN WET WEATHER,
CHARLOTTENBURG

ferent countries to recognize and provide

for the "pedagogically backward" child, in

distinction from the "mentally abnormal,"

by new systems of school grading.

But for the child backward not on ac-

count of defective intelligence, but from

impaired vitality due to incipient disease,

the child who is unable to profit by in-

struction in school, and who consequently

represents an annual loss to his municipal-

ity, no adequate provision has heretofore

been made.

The First Outdoor School

The Waldschule, or forest school, at

Char 1 1 1 e n-

burg, Prussia,

is the first suc-

cessful attempt

at the solution

of this prob-

lem. Inasmuch
as it represents

the beginning

of the present

movement for

outdoor educa-

tion which has

extended t o

different parts

of G 8 r many,
England and
Switzer land,

and now has reached us, though in some-

what modified form, a brief account of its

origin and development may be in place.

For some time preceding the establish-

ment of this school in 1904 the education

of delicate and backward children had

been much under discussion in Charlotten-

burg, for by means of the thorough sys-

tem of medical inspection, which prevails

there as in other German cities, school

health records had been showing a very

definite correlation between bodily weak-

ness and mental inability. The coopera-

tion of physician and educator resulted in

the establishment of a forest-school, the

idea of which was not altogether new, for

[1151
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its germ appears in the recuperation col-

onies, or day sanatoria for children, which
some years previously had been established
in the woods surrounding Berlin. In these
day sanatoria a small amount of instruc-

tion at public cost is given daily, enough
to keep the children from losing the study-
habit, though not sufficient to keep them
up to regular grade work.

For the Charlottenburg experiment money
was voted by the municipality, and an ideal

site was chosen in beautiful pine woods
within easy reach of the city. As the idea
of the school was to have teaching and eat-

ing—even sleeping (for a two hours' after-

noon rest or sleep is compulsory for all), in

the open when-
ever possible,

b u i 1 dings of

the simplest

desc r i p t i o n
were provided.

Accord i n g 1 y
one finds there

barracks con-

taining school

rooms, besides

small buildings

for baths, kit-

chen arrange-

m e n t s, etc.,

sheds open on
one or all sides

and numerous
small shelters

scattered
throughout the

grounds. School rooms have the simplest

of furnishings—table and the light-weight

chairs easily carried in and out by the

children, besides stoves for use in. the cold-

est weather, and ordinary school apparatus.

Reclining chairs, rugs and wraps are in-

cluded in the school equipment.

The school opened with 95 pupils, but the

number was soon increased to 240. Chil-

dren suffering from anemia, scrofula and
the light heart and lung troubles, were se-

lected from the elementary schools in the

poorest districts by school physicians and
teachers acting in conjunction. Those hav-

ing infectious diseases were rigidly ex-

cluded. The school regime shows numerous
interesting and significant departures, not

only in the care and attention to physical

needs, but in adjustment of the curriculum

PRACTICAL LESSONS. ARITHMETIC BASED ON MEASURE-

MENTS MADE BY THE CHILDREN THEMSELVES

and the employment of methods which, as

will readily be seen, are at once economical
and effective.

Eating and Sleeping a Part of the Curriculum

The daily life is briefly as follows. Chil-

dren arrive at about a quarter of eight in

the morning and receive for their breakfast

a bowl of soup and a slice of bread and
butter. Two classes are held for two hours
and at ten a luncheon of milk and a slice of

bread and butter is provided, after which
the children play, exercise or work. Dinner
at haK past twelve consists of meats with
vegetables and soup. Then comes the two
hours compulsory rest or sleep in reclining

chairs out-of-

doors, and at

three the re-

maining class-

es are held. At
four o'clock

milk, rye
bread and jam
are served.
Later than this

no formal in-

struct ion is

given usually,

but children

spend the
later part of

the afternoon

in play or vari-

ous o c c u p a-

tions. A sup-

per of soup,
bread and butter is provided at a quarter

of seven, after which the children return to

their homes.

Six men and three women are employed as

teachers, and instruction is given in the

principal common school subjects. It is

limited, however, to two and one-half hours

daily. Lesson periods are short and sepa-

rated always by five or ten minute inter-

missions, and classes number 20 or at the

most 25 pupils. Opportunities for making
formal teaching more objective, and for

bringing it into relations with the sur-

roundings are not neglected. Work in

arithmetic is made more interesting and
practical by actual measurements of trees

and distances with tapes; geography by
making relief maps in sand to scale. A
strong impulse is given to nature study,
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which, of course, by the substitution of

plant, animal and insect life for dried

specimens or book descriptions, gains in-

calculably. Poetry and songs dealing with

forest sights and sounds are chosen.

Learning While They Play

Valuable teaching, too, of an informal

and indirect kind, and a considerable

amount of correlated manual work, find place

during the hours of play or in wandering

about the grounds. Children have their

own gardens, and larger ones contain com-

mon field plants that they may see crops

actually growing. Boys repair school

benches and tables, while the girls weave
baskets, sew, help in preparing the

vegetables and

in other use-

ful o c c u p a-

tions. W r k-

ing in sand is

an inexhausti-

ble source of

pleasure.
Waterfalls,
whose source

is a buried
water-can, are

made; fort-

resses are
built, and
A b r a h a m's

tent and Cru-

soe's hut con-

structed out of

moss and twigs.

Singing in the

open is especially enjoyed, as are gymnastic

exercises, the apparatus on the grounds,

especially swings, being constantly in use.

Careful oversight is kept of all relating

to the physical welfare of the children, who
are examined on their entrance and at

intervals during their stay by a physician

who visits the school two or three times a

week. Baths are an important factor in

the general scheme of therapeutic treat-

ment, each child receiving two or three

weekly, while salt, sun or air baths are

given as prescribed. Health records are

kept for each child, and these show a

definite gain in weight and measurements.

Twenty-three per cent of the anemic cases

were reported cured, and forty-five per

cent greatly improved, during the school's

first season, while in succeeding years the

number has been even greater. A gener-

ally improved condition and appearance

for all the children was also noted.

Unexpected Results

The mental improvement in the children

was no less satisfactory. Most of them
were able to resume their places in the

regular grades; and teachers reported that

in some instances they made better prog-

ress than formerly, as they were able to

take up their work more intelligently. In

some cases a retrogression was noticed,

but this was attributed to illness caused

by their return to unhealthy home sur-

roundings, the confined air of school

rooms and a lack of sufficient exercise.

The effect
upon the char-

acter and the

moral tone of

the children of

favorable e n-

vironment and
constant asso-

ciation with
teachers was
especially
marked, chil-

dren that be-

fore were slov-

enly, moody,
and quarrel-

some becoming
transformed in

these respects,

while little dif-

ficulty was ex-

perienced in the matter of discipline not-

withstanding the fact that punishments

were not permitted, nor even irony, and
that the policy of "liberal with praise and
sparing with blame" was followed.

In its first year the school was open for

three months only; in its second the time^

was increased to five, and in its third to

eight; and as the stay has been longer,

the benefits derived have been greater each

season. The cost of the experiment was
about 40,000 marks ($10,000), this not in-

cluding the land which was loaned for the

purpose and some donations. The daily

average cost per child is 85 pfennige (21

cents) half of which is for nourishment.

Parents contribute when able small sums
ranging from five to fifty pfennnige a day,

but manv of the children attend the school

HEADING-LESSON AT THE OPEN-AIR SCHOOL,

CHARLOTTENBURG
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free of charge. The street railway com-
pany gives reduced fares and some free

tickets, while the city furnishes the re-

mainder. A local organization provides for

the culinary department, but the munici-

pality assumes the burden of expense, pro-

viding teachers, school equipment, etc.,

for the school is a part of the regular

school system.

The Rapid

Spread of the

Idea

Following
closely upon
the establish-

ment of the
first Wald-
schule similar

schools were
started by
other German
cities, and in

1905 a similar

one was start-

ed in Dresden
by a private

indi vidual
upon his es-

tate in the hope that it would eventually

be taken over by the municipality. The es-

sential features of the Charlottenburg

school have in all cases been preserved, the

differences being chiefly in scope and de-

tail of management. Some have been
started by municipalities, others by private

organizations, but they have been operated

in all cases by boards of education or in

conjunction with them. In Lausanne,

OPEN SHEDS IN WHICH CLASSES ARE HELD DURING

WET WEATHER

Switzerland, a forest school has been estab-

lished; and in Austria also the idea has

found favor, for Vienna is agitating the

subject.

In 1907 after a visit by London school

authorities to the Charlottenburg schools

an open-air school was started on the out-

skirts of London. Land was loaned for the

purpose by
a local organi-

t i o n. The
governmen t

voted £400 for

the mainten-

a n c e of the

school, and a

subscription
list started to

defray the

cost of food,

clothing,
etc., for the
children
whose parents

were unable

to contribute

the amount
necessary. In

general the

methods pursued at this school, and at

the ones started later in the same season

at Halifax and at Bradford, have been very

similar to those in use in Germany, and

they have met with a like degree of success

and public appreciation.

The transplanting of the open-air school

to the United States, and the modifications

which it has received here will be fully

described in an article in the next issue.



A City Nearing Freedom
By "Arecy"

"The commission is convinced that the principle of universal suffrage should not be
condemned until it has been tried under the conditions which experience shozvs to be necessary
for its success."—Boston Finance Commission.

Boston is about to try a democratic form
of city government.

This statement, with all it implies, is

serious. The Boston of the past has had

only democracy-by-proxy. A real democracy

is a political instrument controlled by the

people. The people of Boston have had a

political instrument so cumbersome that

they could not operate it themselves but

were forced to employ, as expert inter-

mediaries, certain extra-legal supplement-

ary devices of government called "party-

machines." And these "machines" have

governed Boston—usually badly.

Recognizing that a form of government

which demands a "machine" to operate it

is not a democracy even in theory, the

Boston Finance Commission, after disclos-

ing much rottenness at City Hall, pro-

posed and secured the adoption of a new
plan of city government which is so simple,

viewed from the people's end, that the peo-

ple can work it directly without the inter-

mediation of political "machines." The
plan provides for a Mayor (four year term

subject to a limited form of recall) ; a

Council of nine members elected at large,

three each year after the first for a term

of three years; and a School Committee of

five, elected two or one at a time for three

year terms. So after the first year the

whole city of Boston will center its atten-

tion on the selection of only five officials.

Under the old organization the total

number of officials elected in the city was

ninety. To nominate ninety candidates

simultaneously obviously demanded large

trained organizations empowered with a

certain amount of discretion capable of

abuse. The corrective power of newspaper

publicity was hopelessly dissipated.

But under the new plan the people of

Boston, with the newspaper limelight help-

fully focussed on the few personalities con-

cerned, can easily select five men without

the intervention of any standing organiza-

tion to bunch the candidates into tickets

for them. Each voter can select his own
private "ticket" out of the string of candi-

dates, and can carry around his own
little pet list of five names in his head.

The candidates, in order to get on that pri-

vate "ticket," must go direct to the voter

with his claims—to go to a coterie of poli-

ticians will not do; and the voters and the

candidates can easily settle the matter be-

tween themselves without any inter-

mediaries.

The new charter makes all the elective

posts (except the School Committee) so

important that each one will loom large in

the public imagination. A speech any-

where by a candidate for Councilor wiU be

an event of note. The newspapers will flood

the candidate with light, and the stay-at-

home citizen will, without conscious effort,

acquire somewhat the same clear mental

picture of his city officials that he has now
of the President of the United States.

And light is as sterilizing in politics as in

hygiene.*

Having thus, by shortening the list of

offices, obviated the need of machine-made

tickets to guide the voter through a labyrin-

thian ballot, the makers of the new charter

have been able to go further and exclude

party designations from the ballot alto-

gether, simply admitting to a place on the

official voting paper the unlabelled name of

any man who can get up a petition of five

thousand signatures. Voting for known

men instead of symbols means the end of

bossism anyway, but this additional kick

into oblivion will undoubtedly speed its de-

parture.

What will happen in Boston under real

democracy? The Finance Commission

makes this prediction:

* Further light of a more intensive kind will

come from the Finance Commission (appointed
by the Governor of the State) which stays on
the job with power to examine official conduct
and report its findings to the people.
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"By reducing the number of candidates,
and tliereby simplifying the ballot, good
nominations and intelligent discussion of

candidates will be possible. This is not
now the case. * * *

"The Commission is under no. illusion that

the changes recommended will of and by
themselves secure good government. No
municipal charter can be a self-executing

instrument of righteousness. If the people
want the kind of government they have had
during the past few years, no charter re-

vision will prevent it. If, as the commis-
sion believes, they desire good government,
the plan suggested should enable them to

obtain and keep it."

All this is no novel scheme. Every real

democracy in the world gives its voters

similar broad opportunity for study and

discrimination—English, Scotch and Ger-

man cities, France, Switzerland, Canada,

New Zealand and those cities of the United

States that have recently stumbled unwit-

tingly from an impracticable into a prac-

ticable form of democracy via the "Galves-

ton Plan." It is always successful in

bringing to public office a superior grade

of men and reelecting them term after

term.

Boston, however, is not going to be out

of danger. The first election may go the

wrong way because there will be twelve

offices to be filled. The voters must vote

for some of them without adequate scru-

tiny, and the politicians—good and bad

—

will doubtless be on hand with convenient

printed memorandum lists to direct waver-

ing minds. The following year, however,

the Council will begin to rotate, there will

be only four or five men to select, and

democracy, settling down to its pace, will

begin to show results.

Even then the machine in a more

neglected form, befitting its lessened power,

will survive and be a constant menace.

There are six county offices to be filled, and

ten in the state—^plenty to demand the con-

tinued existence of a standing organization,

especially as most of those offices are too

minor ever to attract much public atten-

tion. The county officials must some day

be made appointive, and the state must

adopt the simple federal plan of organiza-

tion. If it is found that the School Com-

mittee receives too little scrutiny to pre-

vent the election of manifest incompetents,

this body too should be made appointive.

Then democracy-by-proxy will finally ex-

pire, and the people of Boston will be their

own masters.



The Park System of Oklahoma City

By Glenn Marston

With a present population of over 50,000,

and growing at an unprecedented rate,

Olvlahoma City, Okla., has made provision

for public improvements for years to come.
Chief among the plans for the future is a

great boulevard, twenty-six miles long, com-
pletely encircling the city.

All existing improvements are made with
a view to making them part of a consistent

plan, which, when fully developed, will make
Oklahoma City one of the most beautiful

communities in the world. The accom-
panying sketch map shows the salient feat-

line of the proposed boulevard, directly

north of the city.

On the east lies the State Fair Ground,
which has several amusement devices run-

ning throughout the summer. The new
boulevard will cut through the centre of the

Fair Association's tract, and will have an-

other principal connection with the city at

this point—a connection already completed

and in constant use.

The eastern connection with the twenty-

six-mile boulevard comprises Harrison Ave-
nue and Eighth Street. At the junction of

PARK AND BOULKVARD SYSTEM OF OKLAHOMA
CITY

ures of Oklahoma City's park and boule-

vard scheme.

Great care has been taken in planning

to include to the best advantage all private

parks and pleasure grounds of the city.

Thus a beautiful boulevard has been built

from the city to Belle Isle, the street rail-

way company's pleasure park. This resort

is conducted on an unusually high plane,

and is attractive to the best classes of

people. It is, of course, beautifully lighted,

and contains the only body of water worth

mentioning in the vicinity. It is on the

PLAN OK STILKS PARK, SHOWING LOCATION

OF LIGHTS

these streets is placed Stiles Park, a small

circular area which provides a breathing

space for the neighborhood.

It was only a few years ago that the

Western Boulevard was an outlying drive-

way. Today it is one of the thickly settled

portions of the city, and is to be a part of

the southern approach to the twenty-six-

mile boulevard. It is paved as far as Del-

mar Garden, a private amusement park of

the "popular" variety, the most frequented

resort in the city, just beyond which lies

Wheeler Park, the largest public park now
existing.

Proper regard has been given to lighting

the city's parks and boulevards, the most
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modern systems being

installed, in many
eases designed espec-

ially to meet local con-

ditions. The most suc-

cessful lighting so far

has been that of Stiles

Park, one of the circles

which serve to break

the monotony of the

long stretches from the

centre of the city to the

proposed encircling

boulevard.

The lighting api)ara-

tus for Stiles Park was

designed by the Okla-

homa Gas and Electric

Company. It consists

of eight hollow concrete

1^ o s t s surmounted by

ornamental copper caps

w h i c h support opal

globes containing the
new tungsten electric

lamps.

The concrete posts

are the first of their

kind used in park

lighting and have

l^roved to be most ef-

fective. The present

system supplants a sin-

gle arc lamp placed on

a sixty-foot wooden
pole in the middle of the park. Since the

installation of the new lighting the popu-

larity of the park has practically doubled.

Four of the posts are placed on the curb

facing street intersections. Each of these

carries three globes, as shown by the il-

lustration. The remaining four carry but

one globe and are placed around the inner

walk. The result is a soft diffusion of light,

not too brilliant at any one point, but suffi-

cient to provide satisfactory illumination

for all parts of the park.

It is proposed to light Classen Boulevard

at once with tungsten lamps placed on hol-

low concrete posts similar to those now used

XIGIIT VIEW OF

TUNGSTEN
POSTS

in Stiles Park. The posts are to be placed

at intervals of 120 feet on each side of the

roadway, each carrying a single globe con-

taining two tungsten lamps.

There is an increasing use of malls in

Oklahoma City, particularly on streets oc-

cupied by the railway. These add greatly

to the appearance of the streets and allow

an entire separation of the paving from the

street railway tracks. This prevents vibra-

tion, which rapidly affects asphalt paving,

and is an important consideration in Okla-

homa City. The city already has almost

eighty miles of asphalted streets, and more
is under contract.

STINKS I'AUK, SIIOWI.Nc; Tl IHKK-l.K il IT TUNGSTEN

POST, WITH ONE-LIGHT POSTS IN

THE BACKGROUND



The Improvement of Housing Conditions in

Philadelphia

By Gustavus A. Weber
Secretary of the Philadelphia Housing Commission, and General Secretary of the Octavia Hill

Association of Philadelphia

Philadelphia, like other large cities, has

its housing- problem. It is fortunate in

that it has no large dumbbell tenement-

houses, that its density of population is

comparatively low, and that the working
people who are above the class of the un-

skilled laborer are better housed than in

most other large cities. The modern sec-

tions of Philadelphia are conspicuous for

the two story dwelling houses in which
thousands of the people of moderate means
enjoy comfortable homes which they either

own or rent. The supply of houses or

apartments of this class appears to be am-
ple for the demand, so that families which
can afford to avail themselves of the trans-

portation facilities and pay a moderate
rental need have no difficulty in being satis-

factorily housed. For this class of people

Philadelphia presents no serious housing

problem.

There is, however, in Philadelphia a large

class of working people, mostly foreigners

and negroes, who can not avail themselves

of these homes for which Philadelphia is

famous. They must live near their places

of work because they can not afford either

the time or the car-fare necessary to live

in the modern sections, and they can not as

a rule pay a rental of more than $10 or $12
per month. They must live in what may
be termed "Old Philadelphia." Here the

large city blocks are covered with a mass
of two and three story brick and frame
dwellings situated on the minor streets, in

alleys and in courts. The latter have but

one entrance, and this consists of a nar-

row passage or hallway sometimes but three

or four feet wide.

The Poorer Districts Neglected

While the minor streets and alleys in

these sections are public highways, and
therefore receive occasional attention from
the street cleaning department, the courts

are isolated, and the filth which accumulates

there remains indefintely. Surface drain-

iige is quite common in these courts, and
occasionally is also found in the minor
streets and alleys; and, as these are usually

poorly paved and not properly graded, the

waste water seeps through the soil into

the cellars or gathers in foul stagnant pools,

where it remains for days before the doors

and windows of the dwellings and in the

passageways where the people walk, where

the women do their washing and where the

children must play.

To aggravate this insanitary condition

the ashes, rubbish and garbage must be

placed on the streets in order to be col-

lected by the employees of the city contrac-

tors. The collectors will not go into the yards

and courts. Instead of using metal cans

for this refuse the people use any recep-

tacles that may be available, including card-

board boxes, old hats and even newspapers.

The collections in the poorer sections are

not m.ade with sufficient regularity, and the

refuse deposited in the streets in these frail

receptacles is often scattered about on the

streets, in the gutters and on the sidewalks

long before the collectors make their ap-

pearance. As the latter are not required to

gather the refuse after it has left the re-

ceptacle, and as the street cleaners are

scarce in these neglected sections, the garb-

age and other filth remains on the streets

and in the alleys until it is dried up and

blown about as dust, or washed by the rain

into the sewers.

But the worst institution that still exists

in Philadelphia is that disease-breeding

relic of ancient times, the open, undrained

privy vault. These filthy receptacles are

still quite common in the interior courts

of "Old Philadelphia," often at the very

doors and windows of the family dwellings.

Cases have been found where such a vault,

accommodating the inhabitants of an entire

court, occupied the first floor of a house,

while the second and third stories were

used for dwelling purposes.
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A COURT CONTAINING 3 WATER CLOSETS AND 2

HYDRANTS, USED BY 13 FAMILIES COM-

PRISING ABOUT 60 PERSONS

Tenement-Houses Now Under Control

The dwellings in the poorer sections of the

city are mostly one and two family houses,

although, according to the last census re-

Iiort, over 4,000 buildings in Philadelphia

were tenanted by three or more families

each. A tenement-house is defined by law

as a "building occupied by three or more
families living independently of each other

and doing their cooking upon the premises."

The tenement-houses in the old sections

were originally the houses of the wealthy

people of Philadelphia. Before the enact-

ment of the Tenement-House Inspection

Law of June 7th, 1907, which requires the

registration and licensing of all tenement-

houses, it was customary for these houses,

when abandoned as the residences of the

original owners, to be rented to tenants who
in turn would sublet them to as many
families as they could crowd into them,

without making any of the structural or

sanitary changes in the buildings that

would fit them for use as tenement houses.

In the absence of a tenement-house law

there was no authority of the city govern-

ment which had any control over the con-

ditions that resulted from these changes.

Now they are specially regulated by law.

and are inspected by the Tenement-House
Division of the Department of Health and

Charities. Until a few months ago there

was but one visiting inspector for the en-

tire city. Now there are five.

The regulations governing tenement-

houses are adequate and the Tenement-

House Division is well organized. Were
the inspection force sufficient to cope with

the situation, and the power of the Tene-

ment-House Division adequate to secure the

complete enforcement of the regulations,

the tenement-house problem in Philadel-

phia would be practically solved. It is

obvious, however, that five tenement in-

spectors can not properly inspect over 4,000

tenement-houses, and also see that all their

orders are promptly complied with. As to

the power of the Tenement-House Division

to enforce its orders, that matter has not

yet been fairly tested as the division is too

recent a creation.

Where the Law is Inadequate

The tenement-houses in Philadelphia,

however, constitute but a comparatively

small part of the dwellings of the un-

skilled laborers. A majority of that class

A TYPICAL NARROW COURT
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of people live in one and two family houses
which are outside the scope of the tene-

ment-house law. It is these houses which
constitute the most serious housing prob-
lem at the present time. As no new
dwelling houses are permitted to be built

in interior courts or on new streets or

alleys less than thirty feet wide, the im-
mense population which must crowd into

the existing alleys and courts is compelled
to live in the old dilapidated houses which
existed at the time when the law was en-

acted, and which are therefore permitted
to remain. A common form of house of

this character is three stories in height,

one room to a story, with dark stairs lead-

ing from room to room.

One family usually lives • in each house,

but it is not uncommon for the tenant who
rents it to sublet one or two rooms either

furnished or unfurnished to as many per-

sons as he can crowd into them. Often
no regard is paid to the mixing of sexes or

of children and adults, and the effect upon
the morals of the overcrowded inhabitants

can well be imagined. In the Italian sec-

tion it is a common practice for the men
without families to rent a house and crowd

DILAPIDATED HOUSES AND YARD CONDITIONS

NARROW COURT BETWEEN DWELLING-HOUSES
The court or alley is little more than 4 feet

wide, and there were 7 houses (with 42
tenants) facing it when the photo-

graph was taken.

into it collectively, or for one Italian to

rent a house and put as many of his coun-

trymen into the rooms as they will hold.

Sometimes an enterprising Hebrew or

Italian who has accumulated a few hun-
dred dollars will purchase a building,

make a first payment on it, and then de-

pend for the other payments upon the

income which he derives from his tenants.

He must necessarily crowd as many people

as possible into his house in order to secure

sufficient revenue to meet his notes. Nat-
urally he will expend little or nothing on

improvements or repairs.

While the regulations made under the

tenement-house law prohibit overcrowding

in houses which come within its scope, and
the tenement-house inspectors are giving

as much attention to this matter as they

can, there is apparently no regulation

which prohibits, or at any rate which pre-

vents the overcrowding in the one and two
family houses where a large number of in-

dividuals board or sleep, where any num-
ber of families may live who do not main-

tain more than two separate households.
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Breeding-Places of Disease

Tlie one and two family court and alley

houses have all the objectionable features

of the tenement-houses. The people share

the use of the court and of the narrow

passageway. The houses, usually three

stories high, ar6 ranged in solid blocks side

by side and often back to back, from four

to seven in a row. The doors and windows

face the narrow courts which offer the

only ingress of light and air. Often the

court has but one hydrant which serves all

the families which live in the two rows of

houses facing it. One undrained privy

vault with a few toilet compartments

serves for the entire court population.

Sometimes the lining of the vault is de-

fective, and the contents will seep through

the soil to the cellars, and remain stagnant

there.

The houses that are situated in the nar-

row alleys and minor streets often have no

yards, and the conditions with regard to

light and ventilation are almost as bad as

in the closed courts.

When it is considered that many of these

houses are from fifty to a hundre;! years

old; that some are built of frame, and

are more or less in a condition of decay;

that the roofs and roof drains leak and

dampen the walls and ceilings; that some

of the people live in basements and cellars;

that the dwellings are often in close prox-

imity to unclean stables; that the occupa-

tions carried on in them often cause the ac-

cumulation of foul and putrid animal and

vegetable matter, and breed insects and

vermin; it is not surprising that the death

rate is high, that many children are physic-

ally and mentally defective, and that the

women are slovenly and the men intemper-

ate.

The Death Rate Tells the Story

The general death rate in Philadelphia

is low when compared with that of other

cities. During the year 1908 it was but

17.16 per thousand. The official vital sta-

tistics are not shown for smaller geographi-

cal divisions than wards. Unfortunately

these divisions are not small enough to
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cover ill any case only such sections as are

described above, and it is therefore im-
possible to show the actual death rate

among their inhabitants. Notwithstand-
ing' the fact, however, that in every ward
a considerable portion of the inhabitants
live under fairly good sanitary conditions,

the death rate is great enough in the con-

gested sections to have a very appreciable

effect upon the general death rate of the

ward of which they form a' part. Thus,
while in some of the outlying wards of

the city the death rate last year was 9.22,

12.46. etc., per thousand, the rate in some
of the wards containing congested areas

was 26.39, 23.59, etc., per thousand, respec-

tively.

As above mentioned, there is no division

of the city government which especially

concerns itself with the housing conditions

in dwellings other than those technically

described as tenement-houses. Even if

there were such a municipal office it would
need a very large force of inspectors to

discover all the bad conditions, and to en-

force their removal. In view of the fact

that it required an enormous amount of

work and many years of determined effort

on the part of a group of earnest philan-

thropists and social workers to secure the

enactment of the tenement-house law and

the appointment of five inspectors, the

prospect of securing, in the near future,

the legislation necessary to deal with the

entire housing problem does not appear to

be a bright one.

An Aggressive Campaign Outlined

The forces, however, which have already

accomplished much are still actively at

work, and during the past few months the

housing situation has attracted more public

attention than ever before. This public

interest resulted in the creation on Sep-

tember 8th of the Philadelphia Housing

Commission, of which Dr. Joseph S. Neff,

Director of Public Health and Charities

of Philadelphia, is the President. It con-
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sists of the representatives of about forty

organizations engaged in various lines of

social work in Philadelphia.

Its object, as expressed in the plan of

work recently adopted by the Executive

Committee is as follows:

1.—To aid the public authorities in the
enforcement of existing laws affecting the
housing conditions of the people:

(a) By having all the participating or-

ganizations report insanitary conditions
that come under their observation in the
course of their work.

(b) By placing the information secured
from time to time before the proper authori-

ties.

(c) By keeping a record of all reports of

insanitary conditions and the action taken
thereon by the public officials, this record
to be used in efforts to secure necessary
laws and appropriations and for other pur-

poses.
2.—To secure the enactment of such laws

and ordinances as may be deemed neces-
sary to improve the housing conditions in

Philadelphia:
(a) By examining existing laws and regu-

lations relating to housing conditions in

Philadelphia and drafting such additional

laws and ordinances as may be deemed
necessary for the City of Philadelphia.

(b) By securing the active cooperation of

the officers and members of the partici-

pating organizations and of the individual

members of the Commission in bringing
about the enactment of such legislation as
may be approved by the Commission.

3.—To cooperate in every way possible in

the development of wholesome surroundings
and proper home conditions throughout the
city and especially in the most neglected
neighborhoods.

The Commission has already begun its

work. A card has been prepared by the

Investigation Committee on which are

enumerated such insanitary housing condi-

tions as are regarded as most worthy of

notice. These cards have been distributed

by the participating organizations among
several hundred of their workers and vis-

itors. Whenever in the course of their

work these people discover any of the con-

ditions enumerated they will check them on

the cards and transmit the letter through

the proper official channels to the Secretary

of the Commission. The latter will use the

data so obtained as bases for complaints to

be submitted to the proper city officials. If

the latter fail to correct the conditions com-

plained of, either on account of absence of

legal authority or of lack of the necessary

funds to enforce the existing laws, these

facts will be accumulated to be used by
the Commission as evidence when its Com-
mittee on Legislation begins its activities

for additional regulations. Provision has

also been made, through a Committee on
Publicity, to keep up the public interest in

the housing situation by keeping in touch

with the press of the city, arranging for

stereopticon lectures in public gatherings

whenever possible, and distributing litera-

ture.

Charity that Pays Dividends

An article on the housing conditions in

Philadelphia would not be complete with-

out mentioning an organization which has

existed for over twelve years, and which
has quietly but effectively worked for the

improvement of the housing conditions.

The Octavia Hill Association of Phila-

delphia was organized in 1896 as a stock

company which has paid an annual divi-

dend of four per cent. It buys old prop-

erties in the poorer sections, which it re-

pairs and provides with proper plumbing,

drainage, light and ventilation. It also

acts as agent for owners who desire to have

their properties maintained in a sanitary

condition. By employing experienced so-

cial workers as rent collectors and friendly

visitors, who give advice to the tenants and

require care and cleanliness in the use of

the premises, it is exerting a powerful in-

fluence in raising the standard of living

among these people. Since its organiza-

tion it has been active in securing the en-

actment of legislation for improving the

housing conditions, notably the Tene-

ment-House Inspection Act of 190Y, and

has insisted upon the enforcement by the

public officials of the existing sanitary and

building regulations.

With this strong Association still ac-

tively at work, and with all the leading

social institutions of the city cooperating

in a united effort through the Philadelphia

Housing Commission, it looks as though

the movement for improved housing h&s

gained a momentum which is irresistible,

and which will continue until Philadelphia

will again be in the front rank as a "city

of homes."



The Relation of the Woman's Club to the

American City

By Mrs. Frank A. Pattison

President New Jersey Federation of Women's Clubs

The relation of man to his City has al-

ways been well defined. No shadow of

doubt has ever entered the public mind as

to its being not only every man's privilege,

but his patriotic duty to take an active and

aggressive interest in the workings of both

the City and the State of which he is a

part.

But woman has had to prove her right to

think and move in public ways, grave doubt

attending her. " 'Tis

not her sphere,"
said Tradition ; "let

her look to our homes
and our children."

But Progress shook

her head, for well she

knew it was in look-

ing to them that wo-

man's awakening
came, for there never

was a time when the

American home was

so dependent u p o n

public methods and

conditions as at pres-

ent, nor when the

children of our land

needed a more far-

reaching arm of pro-

tection. So we find

the woman forced to

consider these things,

individually and in

groups, taking her

share of public
responsibilities, and
helping as best she can in the adjustment

of one situation after another,—in the form
of the "Club Woman," as she is called, in-

terested in public affairs and developing

this interest through her club as the natural

medium, with its relation to the City dif-

fering from the man's club in that it is in

motive one of activity, rather than recrea-

tion, and is drawing itself closer and closer

to the body civic with each succeeding year.

Originating such a short time since in
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little circles for self improvement, the Wo-
man's Club is today to be found in every

city on the map,—a vast army, as busy as

bees, organized for one grand purpose, the

improvement of human life, and occupied

with every variety of subject that may play

a part therein. This carries its influence, as

one may readily see, directly to the heart

of the city; and what touches the heart of

a thing of necessity affects its life. The
people make the city,

and especially is this

true of America.

What then is the

relation of the Wo-
man's Club to the

American City? Is it

not an aid in bring-

ing to light some of

the wrongs to be

righted, as well as the

subjects for better-

ment? And a factor

in creating and
spreading public sen-

timent ? Is it not also

a power in ushering

in that ideal democ-
racy for which we as

a nation stand?

Women meet in
their clubs on the

basis of what they

are rather than of

who they are. Every
opportunity is there-

by given to prove
one's worth and efficiency. Individual ex-

pression has full sway unhampered by class

prejudice or religious difference. New
members as a rule are admitted by a vote

of the whole, and are as often admitted

for the good the Club may do them as for

the profit of the Club, thus bringing to-

gether a variety of types, who, taking an

interest in each other, broaden the life of

the whole.

Another great point in this relation of

1129]
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the Woman's Club is tlie emphasis which
it puts upon a g-overnment of sei'vice, and
the unity needed in all things. Woman has
both leisure and incentive, and with no
thought of profit, works for the cause, with
results in her city such as have been
brought about through her efforts for the

pure food, child labor, and various educa-

tional movements. But she must be more
fully e(iuipped in her power of endurance
to combat the political side, for after an
exertion which she considers paramount in

such an undertaking, it is sure to be neces-

sary to redouble her efforts, and with her

"second wind" to begin all over again.

Then, too, we find the Woman's Club is

in many cities proving its place as an aid

in municipal housekeeping, standing for the

City Cleanly, as is shown in its demand for

clean streets, rubbish cans, and orderly

back yards; the City Sanitary, through its

work for the cure of tuberculosis, pure milk,

district nurses, baths, and public health

generally; the City Beautiful, in number-
less efforts, from the growing of vines and
flowers to the work of having established

municipal art committees whose duty it

may be to plan a city, and the standard

of art therein. In fact there is not a town
of any size to which the Woman's Club is

not in some one of these ways related.

Why has this all come about? Because
of the pressure of our modern life; indus-

trially as illustrated, for example, in the

conditions brought to light by the work of

the Consumers' League; educationally from
the enormous increase in our population,

complicated by the fact that the foreigner

comes here primarily with the idea of ac-

quisition rather than of contributing to

American greatness,—a vast army to be

transformed at high speed limit into Ameri-

can citizens. This, together with our mod-
ern ideas of education, has made our

schools throughout the country insufficient

and inadequate; and it is in this subject

of building- and improving schools that the
Woman's Club has played a large part, even
the anti-suffragists gladly availing them-
selves of the opportunity to vote when the

education of their children and their town's

children was at stake.

Philanthropically we find the Woman's
Club always active in its care of the poor,

in the support and encouragement of hospi-

tals, in the study of the cause and preven-

tion of disease, and in the emphasis she is

placing upon the duty of health.

Politically we find the club woman not

always wanting to vote, but informing her-

self of the methods and ways of the body
politic, and using her influence and sugges-

tion where reform is the word.

Since she has learned that a child needs

social parentage when the time comes for

going out into the world just as much as he
has needed it in the home, that culture is

attained by what one does and thinks and
not merely by what one knows, that a "sure

standard of ethics is formed in what one

says, does, and thinks, multiplied by one's

group," she has looked at her Club, and her

Club at her, from a new view point. What
can it do for the City? is the question

most prominent in the minds of a majority

of its members. In fact, so vast is the field

opening before this kind of organization

that the question is fast changing to : What
can it not do for the City? It can and

does relate itself to the women and the

children, and to all that is for their good;

to the art and beauty side, and to the poor

and sick. It strives to see that the most

is made of all natural advantages, and that

every improvement is encouraged. Realiz-

ing the strength of union, the power of co-

operation, and stimulated by pride in its

home city, the Woman's Club steadfastly

keeps in sight the definite ideal of social and

civic xisefulness.



Town and Village
Edited by Edward T. Hartman

Secretary Massachusetts Civic League

The Much Mulcted Town Official

The poor town official should be allowed
to retire from his office not poorer than
when he entered it. As is pointed out by
the Chicago Advance, the milking process

imposed upon him leaves him no option

hut to retire poor or recoup himself by
methods of a questionable character. It is

different with the city official. All people

do not know him, and he is not such an
easy mark. Says the Advance:

"The most conspicuous victims of this

sort of tribute are men who have been
elected to county offices, the clerk of the

court, the treasurer, the auditor, the sheriff.

Each has spent money, not in buying votes,

but in legitimate ways, for printing, rail-

road fare, livery bills, contributing to cam-
paign funds by which the expenses of politi-

cal meetings are defrayed. Elections, how-
ever, by no means end his trouble. Among
his constituents there is a feeling which
might be thus expressed: 'We helped put
you into a good paying office, now help us.'

"On this principle he is mulcted contin-

ually. Churches of every denomination,
Catholic and Protestant, American and
foreign, black and white, must have a con-

tribution to their building fund, extension

fund or what not. He must buy tickets

for every entertainment given by police-

men, firemen, lodges and unions. He is a

shrewd and tactful man if he is able to

save anything out of his salary. He is

more than clever if he can save a remnant
for himself and his family and at the same
time escape the odium of niggardliness and
ingratitude. There is no question but that

the urgent need of recouping himself has

forced many a man into dishonesty of

which he would never have believed himself

capable.

"In a less degree, but still quite enough
to embarrass them seriously, country busi-

ness men suffer the same spoliation. For
every public celebration in his community
he must pay. This, that or the other lodge

or order holds its state convention in the

town and his name must go down on the
subscription paper. He must give an an-
nual sum to this organization and to that
relief fund, even when he knows that it may
be most foolishly expended by a useless and
visionary committee, while he painfully re-

flects that the winter coal is yet to be
bought or his taxes are unpaid."

Is there not a chance for reform along
this line? The public official receiving a
small salary should be treated the same as
any other small salaried man. If he has
a chance at fees perhaps he can mulct the
people in return, but the fee system should
go along with the prayerful milking of

officials.

Stage Days in Brimfield

Miss Mary Anna Tarbell, of Brimfield,

Mass., has issued an attractive little bro-

chure under the above caption. Brimfield
only in 1907 saw the ending of its stage-

coach days and, as Miss Tarbell brings out,

it was thus and in many other ways
peculiarly linked with the past. Miss Tar-
bell's style, already widely known through
"A Village Library," is peculiarly well

adapted to this form of narrative and her
little book in dress and style is in keeping
with its subject.

Brimfield was on the route of both the

Springfield and Providence line and the

Hartford and Worcester line; and it has in

later days had other connections which have
carried it down to 1907, when the trolley

retired the coach. This is all brought out

along with material showing the interest

which surrounds long abandoned roads, the

poetry of the bugle-heralded coach, the

grandeur of the old drivers, the postmasters

and mail service of staging days and other

incidents in keeping with the thesis.

In bringing out the characteristics of

towns and villages Miss Tarbell says:

"Sturbridge and Brimfield represent the

preservation of the perfect type of the old

New England town, holding unchanged the
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spirit of the past with its dignity and re-

pose. Their scenes, to which the stage-

coach was fittingly related, have remained

essentially unchanged. Year in and year

out the stages passed along the beautiful

village green and under the overarching

trees, by the well-kept and quaint dwellings,

with now and then a stately mansion, of

each of these sister towns ; the white church

spire of the fathers rightly set on a hill

overlooking the way and dominating the

scene."

Here is at once praise of the prosperity

of early village development and elegy of

its departure which it were well to remem-
ber when we build with feverish haste the

modern counterpart with its jumbled and

ugly buildings, its shrieking noises, its

aping of the worst of the city and its de-

sertion of the best of the town.

A
Ashiield and the Automobile

The picturesque town of Ashfield, Mass.,

has rendered itself famous in many ways,

and it now adds another wreath to its

crown by reserving to the people thirteen

roads where automobiles may not molest

and make afraid. Attempts have been made
in the past, with varying success. The 1909

legislature of Massachusetts rendered the

situation different by passing a law provid-

ing that the selectmen of a town may make
regulations as to the speed of automobiles

and as to the use of them upon particular

ways, and may exclude them altogether

from certain ways ; provided that the high-

way commission shall, after a public hear-

ing, certify that such regulation is con-

sistent with public interest. In this case

the hearing has been held and the certifica-

tion granted.

The speed mania must be kept under re-

straint, certain ways must, in rural com-

munities, be known to be entirely free from

motor vehicles, and watchfulness must be

exercised in all directions if the public in-

terests are to be served. One cannot but

applaud the action of a citizen of North-

ampton, Mass., whose wife desired to drive

for health and pleasure. A reckless speeder

was in the habit of exploring all ways,

speeding meanwhile. The citizen called up

the speeder one day, and asked him not to

go on a certain road that afternoon as his

wife wanted to drive there. He was told

that the speeder would go where he

pleased. "All right," came the reply, "my
wife is going to drive there, and if she

comes to any harm or annoyance from you
I will take my rifle and shoot you." The
speeder did not put in an appearance.

Ashfield recently honored herself in an-

other way by erecting in the town hall a

monument to the memory of Charles Eliot

Norton, whose life was so intimately iden-

tified with that of Ashfield. The inscrip-

tion reads: "This tablet is erected to the

loving memory of Charles Eliot Norton and

his long and constant friendship for this

town, by the citizens of Ashfield, 1909." It

was Mr. Norton who initiated the Ashfield

Labor and Prize Day, which has grown into

an institution having a material effect on

the life of the town.

Unit Associations for Billboard Suppression

Congressman Frederick H. Gillett, of

Massachusetts, gives a most logical state-

ment on the billboard question in a recent

letter to the Springfield Republican. Ac-

cording to Mr. Gillett's letter, he started

home from Washington at the close of the

recent session of Congress, relieved of offi-

cial duties for a time and disposed to

make pleasure of what would ordinarily be

a tiresome railway journey. He watched

the passing scenery till he was rudely

aroused by the staring advertisements. The
offense grew upon him till he meditated

banding together large numbers of people

under the pledge of abstinence from the use

of obnoxiously advertised articles. Then the

words "boycott" and "blacklist" presented

themselves unfavorably to him, and also the

"combinations in restraint of trade" made
illegal by the Sherman act. So he dropped

the scheme. And then,—^but here let Mr.

Gillett speak for himself:

"But I did not abandon my indignation

or my desire for reprisal, and as there is

no statute against an individual buying

from whom he pleases, I organized myself

into a wrathful society of one to abstain

relentlessly from the use of the obnoxious

articles. My own course is fixed, and the

supreme court can't touch me and I am
sure they wouldn't want to.

"There are some things I will never use

or purchase. No matter how worn out 1

may get in serving my district and how
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much I may need a tonic, there is out;

brand of whisky I will not touch, and 'that's

all.' My window screens may rust until

they are solid and opaque before I'll buy a

certain alleged rustless variety. My mouth
may be so allcaline that I'll have as much
craving for an acid as Lot's wife must have

developed, but there are fifty-seven kinds

of pickles which I'll never taste. If I

should want to shave off my beard so that I

could go among my constituents incognito

and find out what they really think about

me, there is one razor I will never use,

though recommended by a name for which

I have an undue partiality. And so there

are soups and soaps and tobacco and sus-

penders and divers other necessities of life

which from this time forward are tabooed.

"I am not foolish enough to imagine that

the loss of my patronage is going to disturb

these public offenders, but if every one who
feels as I do would adopt the same deter-

mination I think we could speedily bring

them to terms. They do not want the ex-

pense of such advertising, and if it hurts

them they will readily drop it."

Mr, Gillett doubted whether the Repub-
lican would print his letter, but it did, and
its course has been heartily commended by
thousands of readers, not always in words,

but surely in spirit.

The suggestions offered ought to be par-

ticularly helpful to people in suburban and
even country villages, where there is a con-

stant tendency toward encroachment by
merchants and manufacturers of neighbor-

ing cities. The billboard is not a satisfac-

tory manifestation of American life, not

even of business life, and the people have it

easily within their power to encourage and
even force a more seemly form of adver-

tising.

Points from the Women
A correspondent sends in a most inter-

esting account of the work of a group of

women in Enosburg Falls, Vt., during the

past ten and more years. In her modesty,
however, she does not say that the men of

the town first laid plans for making things

move, and went so far as to organize a

board of trade, a paper organization of the

kind with which the country is filled. The
women caught the idea and proceeded to

do things. In 1896 the town had no park;

but there was in the center, with an old

brick church on it, a piece of land upon
which progressive people had been casting

their eyes. Finally lightning struck the

church and almost put it out of commis-

sion, and the women went to work. They
were told that they could have the property

if they raised the money at once. A man
wanted it for promoting purposes. In

three days the women raised $1,325, and

one man was stopped from making the

town worse. A landscape architect, flow-

ers, shrubs, trees, a little work, and the

thing was done. Incidentally the women
organized a village improvement associa-

tion. Since then they have raised and

spent over $12,000 and the town is theirs.

The amount of money raised will lead to

the question as to how it was done. "Our
ways of raising money have been many and

varied. When we read or hear of some-

thing new or novel we try it, generally with

considerable success. In the first five years

of our existence as a society we earned

$6,084, which, in a village of between 900

and 1000 inhabitants, means that a great

deal of hard work was put into the task.

For three successive years we have held a

fair or bazaar just before the holidays.

One year the proceeds were given to the

public library; and for several years we
have undertaken the work of providing the

library with magazines.

"We have served meals in a tent at the

County Fair, which is some seven miles

from our village. We own a tent and

dishes, and when there is much hard work

to be done we hire extra help. These are by

no means the only things we have under-

taken in this way. One rather novel idea.

I think, has been to serve a warm lunch

on the evening of election day to those who
were awaiting the news of the returns. We
have given all kinds of entertainments, even

including a ladies' minstrel show."

These women have brought to the town

some of the best platform lecturers of the

country. They have learned to avoid the

plea of the "little and weak" improve-

ment society or woman's club which prays

:

"O, Lord, send us a lecturer who is able

and eloquent and who works because of

his interest in the cause, for we are not in-

terested enough to pay him anything."

The Enosburg Falls women have inter-

ested the children, thus gaining years and
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adding possibility in the awakening of the

people to the needs of modern life. They

find their work contagious. "There are very

few dirty or ill-kept back yards or corners.

Even the humblest places have a neat and

tidy appearance, and a lawn-mower is con-

sidered not a luxury but a necessity."

But space does not permit bringing out

all that these women have done. And when

a few years are so replete with history what

would a century do, or five centuries?

"Start Now" would seem to be the motto,

and keep at it. "To show the way in which

we have kept our organization intact, I

might say that we have had the same presi-

dent for ten years," What an opportunity

for work ! Willingness and efficiency versus

willingness and inefficiency plus rotation

in office!

An Appeal to Hiilsboro

Mr. L. J. Anderson, of Hiilsboro, N. D.,

appeals to his fellow citizens, through the

local press, for greater activity and for ma-

terialization as a community. For esthetic

and educational purposes he calls upon the

people to secure and preserve a beautiful

park site which is now available for a rea-

sonable sum, but which may soon go beyond

the reach of the people forever. He says

:

"Over six months ago I called attention

to the beautiful park site which, I under-

stand, could be secured for a very reason-

able sum of its present owner. How much

would it not add to the comfort and at-

tractiveness of Hiilsboro if say a good

half or two-thirds of it could be improved:

with fountain, flower beds, shrubbery, walks,

drives, etc., while the remainder could be

used in its native state for playgrounds,

with swings and other arrangements for

proper amusements for children and adults

!

No one can estimate the educative and re-

fining influence upon the rising generation

in our town, not to speak of the attraction

it would have to draw many a farmer's

family and others, tired of life's toil, to its

shady nooks, returning to praise Providence

and the citizens of Hiilsboro for the rest

and recreation received. All who see that

beauty spot say, 'What a grand location for

a park.' Would it not incidentally enhance

the value of every piece of property in

town? Would not some who retire from

farm life rather come here to live on ac-

count of such a pleasure ground, than to

go where it was lacking ?

"Would not a gathering in such a park

on a Sunday afternoon, with our city band,

rendering such high-class music as we know
it is able to supply, with now and then a

vesper service, be more ennobling in its in-

fluence upon our youth than the Sunday
baseball with its attendant yell. Could not

our Civic Improvement League take a hand
in this matter, understanding that this

league is organized to assist in improving

our town in various ways? It has been

demonstrated in many, in nearly all, lands

that such improvements and reforms have

been begun and assisted by just such ladies'

clubs."

There is no doubt as to the answers to

all of Mr. Anderson's questions. He then

goes on to point out that the industrial de-

velopment of the place is so backward that,

for example, the people have to send their

laundry to Fargo and Grand Forks, 38

and 40 miles away, respectively. And the

old flouring mill is falling into decay in

the midst of a region abounding in fields of

grain. Mr. Anderson's appeal to men of

means, business ability and influence ought

to, and doubtless will, be heeded by people

so progressive as those of the Dakotas.

Unconsidered Trifles

Mary had a little lamb
Between some bread and butter,

She didn't like its flavor, so

She threw it in the gutter.

Mary had a paper wrapped
About her luncheon neat.

She didn't need it any more
So threw it in the street.

Mary dropped her orange peel

(She thought it was no harm)
Just where poor I might slip on it

And nearly break my arm.

Mary gaily tripped away
On pleasure she was bound
And, oh, it was so long before

The pick-up man came round.

-Newport, R. I., Civic League Bulletin.



Gleanings
Edited by Mary V. Fuller

Object Lessons

The illustrations which we reproduce

herewith from the last number of UArt
Public of Brussels plead more effectually

than words for the preservation of natural

beauty from commercial defacement. A
view of the Alps framed in the wooden
supports of a sign board or partly obscured

by a chocolate advertisement is a belittle-

ment of nature's glory.

In a letter to the London Times Mr.

Kichardson Evans, Honorary Secretary of

the Society for Checking the Abuses of

Public Advertising, quotes Sir Harry John-

ston as saying:

"In our land the educated poor, who at

the most can only cycle or take short rail-

way journeys into the country from an ad-

joining town, are fast losing their rightful

Mr. Evans' letter continues

:

"The fact that Sir Harry Johnston

imagined himself to be all alone in his re-

grets illustrates the sole, but hitherto the

fatal, obstacle to the achievement which he

desires to attain. If all those who feel

strongly about the degradation of the 'open

way' would only take account of each other

and act with each other, there would be a

speedy end to the spread of advertising dis-

figurement. Those who imagine themselves

to be interested in spoiling scenery with

their staring bids for custom are a small

minority of the people of England. Busi-

ness, as a whole, would be infinitely sounder

and more prosperous if a limit were set to

this pitiful way of pushing it.

"The suppression of gross advertising dis-

figurement is not a serious question, simply

PICTURESQUE

heritage—the beauty of the country-side,
which is rapidly disappearing with very lit-

tle benefit to anyone. Apparently nobody
but a few timid adherents of the Archeo-
logical Society cares a straw."

SWITZERIiAND

because those who desire it will not treat it

seriously. It is not by fitful protests or sen-

timental groans that decency and dignity

and grace will be restored to the country-

[135]
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side. Earnest work by individuals in tlieir

several spheres, a business-like adaptation

of methods to ends, is the specific.

"The Advertisements Regulation Act of

1907 gives local authorities power to frame
by-laws with a view to preventing open-air

advertising from aflfecting prejudicially the

natural beauty of a landscape or the amen-
ities of a public park or pleasure promen-
ade. Since the act has been passed we have
been^ in communication with the local

authorities of Great Britain on the one
hand and with the Home Office on the other.

We have good reason to hope that local

authorities, willing

to take trouble in

considering local
conditions and cir-

c u m s t a n ces, will

soon be in a position

to submit by-laws

for sanction."

L'Art Public, com-
menting on the en-

tire letter, expresses

the conviction that

the law is inade-

quate :

"To be sure, in

large cities there are

always lovers of the

beautiful, people of

taste, who feel the

wrong done to rural

beauty by commer-
cial advertising, and
who secure the re-

spect of local author-

ities for their artis-

tic inheritance. But
it is not the same
in remote districts, in small villages, whose
inhabitants may be blind to the natural

beauties which they possess, and whose offi-

cials are quite capable of valuing a small,

present material interest more highly than
a permanent esthetic advantage which they

do not know how to appreciate.

"That is why L'Art Puhlic, while approv-

ing the new measure of the English Parlia-

ment, which has had at least the merit

of establishing by law the principle, long

disregarded, that beauty of landscape is a

national possession, thinks the new law is

insufficient. The society of which Mr.
Evans is secretary tries to atone for this

lack by founding throughout England a
network of agencies charged with the super-
vision of attempts at disfigurement, with
awakening public opinion where there is

need, and with informing local authorities

about their rights and duties.

"That is something. But the action of

the state, as the highest authority and the
preserver of the national inheritance, would
be indisputably more effectual. And that
which is true of England is true today of

the majority of civilized countries still

given over to the commercial spirit that

destroys their natural beauties. The legis-

lative means by
which this modern
barbarity are op-

posed are partial
and inadequate ; they

leave untouched the

power to buy the

right of destroying

the national inherit-

ance of beauty."

—

Translation made for

The American City.

ACTUAL APPEARANCE OF A HISTORIC TOWER
AT PERIGUEUX

The Dangers of

Excessive

Municipalization

La Reforme So-

cials of Paris sounds

a warning against

burdensome and mis-

managed municipal

undertakings :

"At an hour when
the wind of munici-

palization blows so

hard from all quar-

ters, it is interesting to consider some of

the evidences of the disillusion which has

resulted from putting the system into

practice,

"We known that Italy has tried it exten-

sively, a large number of municipalities

having established their own tramway
services, lighting plants, water systems,

even drug stores and bakeries, either in

competition or monopoly. The law has

given large powers to municipal adminis-

tration in this respect.

"What has been the result? Just what

might have been expected from general ex-

perience,—an increase of municipal debt and
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therefore increased taxes. Everywliere the

people are complaining that taxes grow
heavier and heavier, and that muncipalities

are unable to reduce the indirect taxes on

commodities, because the proceeds are abso-

lutely necessary to secure the loans already

made or to be made. It does not appear

that anything has been gained, for the

profits of the undertakings, if there are any,

are immediately used for extravagant ex-

penditures and not to relieve the taxpayers.

"Nor are we surprised to find one of the

most important Italian reviews devoting an

entire number to this burning matter. The
author confines himself almost wholly to the

results obtained abroad, particularly in the

United States, but the sensible observations

scattered through his article, the allusions

which he makes
in passing to the

mistakes of mu-
nicipal opera-
tion in certain

Italian cities,
notably in Tu-
rin, the wise
conclusions a t

which he ar-

rives, show
clearly that the

experiments al-

ready made ful-

fill the predic-

tions of those
who from the be-

ginning have pointed out the dangers of

the movement, and that in similar under-

takings one need not expect adequate tech-

nical skill, careful management of public

money, or enough success to compensate
for all the disadvantages.

—

Translation

made for The American City.

Housing Betterment as an Investment

From the same French review we learn

that Spain is awakening to an idea upon
which Italy and France have already

acted,—the beneficent and productive use of

their funds to encourage the betterment of

the homes of working people

:

"Up to this time the Spanish savings

banks, hindered in their development by the

old regime, which has made them more like

pawnbrokers, have kept outside the move-
ment, and nothing is more interesting than

workmen's houses, ulm

to note the initiative taken recently by the

bank of Barcelona, which has decided to is-

sue loans to its depositors for building

liygienic dwellings, on condition that the

price shall not exceed 5,000 pesetas ($975).

A system of monthly repayments has been
arranged.

"The houses are to be built on land re-

cently bought by the bank, if the city gov-

ernment approves the plan of allotment sub-

mitted to it. Forty houses are to be built,

but it is to be hoped that the number wiU
not be limited, as the project is very favor-

ably received by the people.

"This should find a sympathetic echo in

all other overcrowded cities where housing
conditions are deplorable. Though less rich

than their Italian sisters, the Spanish sav-

ings banks still

nave important

reserves which
they do not
know how to

place safely and
profitably. This

is an excellent

opportunity for

good investment

and for encour-

aging a work of

great useful-

ness."

—

Transla-

tion made for

The American
City.

A Profitable Tour

Reports of the second continental town
planning tour arranged by the National

Housing Reform Council of Great Britain

are given in recent numbers of the London
Municipal Journal, whose editor was one of

the party. The tour is characterized as

"seriously undertaken by serious people

with the object of acquainting themselves

with the practical facts of the town plan-

ning problem as it is known to our con-

tinental neighbors."

The published reports tell of observa-

tions in Rheims, Nancy, Stuttgart, Ulm,
Munich and Vienna, and include not only

descriptions of the laying-out of these

cities, but an outline of the government

and the activities of each municipality.

This party of English leaders in city bet-

terment, twenty-nine men and three
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BERLIN

PARIS

THE PROPORTION OF OPEN AREAS IN VIENNA^ BERLIN, PARIS AND LONDON IS SHOWN IN BLACK

women, have thus been brought into

mutually helpful contact with French and
German city officials, who cordially af-

forded them every opportunity to see and
understand what has been accomplished

and planned in this work.

The results of municipal land purchase

provoked much discussion. The Ober-

biirgermeister of Stuttgart is opposed to the

city's owning land, believing that artificial

value and consequent high rents are thus

created. It is contended by others that

these evils result from the failure of the

municipality to purchase land at the out-

set. While there is a system of voluntary

house inspection in Stuttgart, by which
overcrowding and needed repairs are re-

ported, there is very little municipal house

building, the city preferring to encourage

private enterprise.

The opposite policy has been adopted by

the historic town of Ulm. The land on which

the fortifications stood has been acquired

by the city, and is sold to workmen for

sites for dwelling. The town itself has

built houses which it disposes of on terms

that are ostensibly those of purchase, the

arrangement being in reality a lease, as the

"purchaser" is not allowed to sviblet or sell

the property.

The kind of workmen's dwellings in use

in Ulm is of interest to us. The familiar,

densely-populated barrack type has been

superseded by the comfortable sort of house

shown in the illustration, accommodating
two or three families. Ulm is also build-

ing one-family houses with gardens, im-

portant features of which have been sug-

gested by the cottages of the English

garden cities.

These improvements are particularly

noteworthy in view of the touring party's

observation that, in general, continental

cities have not properly met the housing

problem. The huge tenement was found to

be the stereotyped form of workmen's

dwelling, and the party claim to have seen

on one acre the equivalent of 144 homes.

In contrast with Ulm's disposal of pub-

lic land, Vienna has made use of her sur-

rounding fortifications for the health and

happiness of all her people, having con-

verted them into green, beautifully adorned

open spaces. It will be seen from the ac-
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compauying plans that Vienna has more
open space than London, Paris or Berlin;

and the wise Oberbiirgermeister, Dr. Karl
Lueger, has secured a city regulation that

the forests on the outskirts, that form a

link in the green girdle about the city, are

to be forever preserved.

Politics and the Police Department

General Bingham has written two articles

for September magazines, one for Hamp-
ton's on "Policing Our Lawless Cities", the

other for the Century on "The New York
Police in Politics". He claims that "New
York is not ruled by her brains, her wealth
or her virtue—the city is ruled by the poli-

ticians who control the poverty-stricken and
criminal aliens of the East Side", and he
believes that "the greatest obstacle to hon-
est administration of the Metropolitan Po-
lice Department lies in the lower criminal

courts".

He analyses the difficulties under which
the police are doing what he considers

really effective work, and lays bare the im-
mensity of the graft evil. The matter of

photographing criminals is dealt with in

relation to the protest of politicians against

it and to the immediate occasion of Gen-
eral Bingham's removal from office.

The Century article gives in detail the

methods by which politicians make use of

the police before and during an election and
reward or punish them according to their

aid or their incorruptibility. That the po-

lice should have nothing to do with elections

or with enforcing the excise law is advo-

cated by General Bingham as a means of

elevating the standing and effectuality of

the police force. He proposes practical

remedies for curing the lawlessness of graft

and makes a strong plea for individual

patriotism.

iiiSi

The Unnecessary Fly

An article for the housekeeper is the one

by E. T. Brewster in the September
McClure's on "The Fly—The Disease of the

House".

She knows already—perhaps not in all

its alarming details—that the fly is the dis-

seminator of disease. She probably does

not realize how its sticky little feet and its

innumerable little roughnesses catch and
hold and multiply all sorts of germs, finally

depositing them with a horrifying liberality

in our milk and food.

Why he becomes thus laden she does not
know. It is because strong odors are his

lure to places of decay and putrefaction.

From the same keen sense he seeks the
savory kitchen smells, and, blundering
near-sightedly in through the hole in the
screen, he leaves the germ that lays us low.

The wise housewife will then accomplish
his destruction by means of cheese-baited

sticky fly-paper. Or, learning from this

article that the fiy moves involuntarily

toward light of not too great intensity, and
that he sees so badly as not to discern a
coarije screen against the light, she will use
a large-meshed netting in her rooms that

are lighted only on one side, and thus in-

duce his departure.

To understand why flies are born at all is

to know why they need not be. This article

condemns us for carelessness and neglect,

and by its warning gives us a chance for

our lives.

The Road to Health

That it is worth while and possible to be
well has become a public conviction. The
September issue of the World's WorJc con-

tains an article on "Our New Health Con-
science," by Edward Bjorkman, which tells

to what earnest efforts that awakened moni-
tor is stirring us.

It is costing a great deal of money to cure

and prevent disease, but by this expendi-

ture every other interest, public and pri-

vate, is benefitted. A grand work is being

done by the federal government and by in-

stitutions of health research. Legislation

is a constantly wielded weapon in this war-

fare, and by cutting away the causes of ill-

ness shows that the public opinion that

directs its use has adopted a far-seeing

policy of prevention.

In no other line of work is individual in-

fluence of greater importance. The man
who keeps himself well and his dwelling

place sanitary, is helping to keep the nation

from degeneracy.

Oi

The Prevention of Typhoid

There is always a life-giving optimism in

today's discussions of disease. Because we
recognize the dangers, we have set to work
to conquer them.

Another World's Work article by Edward
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Bjorkman, in the September issue, tells not

only of "The Danger of Typhoid," but "How
to Avoid It". The practical immortality of

the typhoid germ amazes and alarms us.

The story of its entrance into the human
body, its persistent and ferocious fight

against the white blood corpuscles, the de-

fenders of our blood, its increase in num-
bers and its final occupation of the entire

system, is here told. If the antitoxins gen-

erated by the body are not effectual, the

struggle ends disastrously.

Typhoid, of all diseases, demands "con-

certed, intelligent action" to insure safety

by means of purification of water supply,

inspection of milk, ice and food, scientific

disposal of waste matter, and the segrega-

tion of aU those who suffer from or spread

the disease. Every individual must be a

life-guard.

"How a Library Woke Up a Town"

Under this title, in Suburban Life for

October, Miss Sarah B. Askew has written

an inspiring story that is characteristic of

this bright resourceful library organizer, a

Southern woman working for New Jersey.

If one lone farmer's daughter, hampered

by the mutual antagonism of "squatters"

and "natives," and with no room, no books

and no money, could start a library that

lived and grew and became a center of life

and information, what may not some of

our cultivated suburban communities ac-

complish in the way of transformation and

uplift.

Read the story. The library is in touch

with every interest for miles around. It

seems to stand with a welcoming smile and

a beckoning finger, and everybody comes

and lingers and learns.

A Good City to Live In

What Hartford has done and is planning

for civic improvement sets a standard for

other municipalities. The city is prog-

ressive and far-seeing, anticipating future

growth and needs.

In the September New England Maga-

zine Ethel Loomis Dickinson gives a de-

tailed summary of what has been accom-

plished, and a list of the organizations, with

their officers, that are promoting the city's

highest interests. It is hoped that a federa-

tion of all these societies and clubs will be

formed, so that united interest may con-

centrate energy and bring greater results.

The Civic Club, composed of women,
started the vacation schools, the public

playgrounds and school gardens, which

have since been taken over by the city. The
Municipal Art Society has well justified its

existence. It is interesting to read how
other cities have helped Hartford to select

satisfactory street markers, and how public

opinion is rescuing the city streets from

disfiguring advertisements.

Hartford has much natural beauty. Her
trees are the admiration of visitors and

the pride of citizens, and her girdle of

eleven parks is a rich possession. But her

strongest assest is her persistent striving

after the ideal of civic beauty, health and

righteousness.

The Future Greatness of New York

An enthusiastic summary of New York's

magnitude and possibilities is found in

Comptroller Metz's article on "New York
in the Chrysalis" in Pearson's Magazine for

September. It deals wholly with the facts

of material growth, grouping them in a way
useful for reference. Increase of popula-

tion in the five boroughs is shown in its

relation to area and to appropriations since

1898, the first year of consolidation. In

nine years the total appropriations for edu-

cational purposes have increased twice as

much as those for the protection of life

and property.

The wonderful possibilities of trade are

dwelt upon in relation to the waterfront

and the means of transportation, present

and future. Mr. Metz looks to the bor-

oughs of Brooklyn and Queens for enormous

devefopment of population and trade, in

which the building of bridges and subways

is a powerful influence.

The article has statistical value mainly,

since the facts are given without comment
other than that of prophecy, and since it

displays only the radiance that streams

broadly from the bigger city of the future

and neither admits nor deplores anything

that would lessen the glory of the vision.



Books for the Citizen

Practical Paths to Civic Ideals

New editions of Mr. Robinson's books on

"The Improvement of Towns and Cities" *

and "Modern Civic Art" t are welcome.

They express the positive, the encouraging,

the constructive side of city improvement;

they declare the value and the necessity of

finding out what others are doing, and they

spur workers to new efforts by telling them
that the experience of some one else has

proved that they can reach their goal.

The first of the two volumes shows the

different ways in which civic beauty may
be obtained, and that many lines of work
may combine to produce a harmonious re-

sult. It treats of civic beauty in relation

to city sites, to city planning and construc-

tion. Perhaps the most interesting section

of the book is the one dealing with beauty

in the street, and telling what has been

done to conceal wiring, to abolish smoke
and noise and ugly advertising, to secure

esthetic and harmonious housefronts and
street furnishings, to plant and preserve

graceful, strong trees, and with grass and
vine and flower to set the country in the

city.

Now that Joseph Pennell has opened our

eyes to the beauty of the skyscraper, we are

all the more susceptible to the charm of

this bit of description:

"Until they were so ridiculously overdone
the sky-scrapers made a certain crude, bar-
baric claim even to esthetic liking. For,
silhouetted against the brilliant sky of mid-
day or of twilight, they had a poster-like
dash and daring of artistic merit; or lifting

their heads serene and calm into the very
storm-clouds, or fading in mist till their
upper lines were almost lost, they gave
substance to a poetry as clearly and fittingly

dramatic as the pure architectural poems of

ancient Greece were lyric. And again, at

night, their dark facades all gemmed with
lights until they seemed a bit of firmament
tipped on end, they imparted to the muni-
cipality, in one way and another, a beauty all

the better because so characteristic. And
through it all one could see exemplified
American industrial courage and aspiration.

* By Charles Mulford Robinson. G. P.
Putnam's Sons, New York. Third edition,
1909. 12mo., 313 pp.; $1.25 net.

tBy Charles Mulford Robinson, G. P.
Putnam's Sons, New York. Third edition,
1909. Octavo, 381 pp.; 30 full-page illustra-
tion.';; $3.00 net.

It was as though these tall structures,
breaking with their various reasonable
heights the sky-line of the street, wrote
upon its fagade themselves like notes, the
music of the march of industry, energy and
hope."

What has been done by social, philan-

thropic, and educational effort for beauty

in our cities, and how individuals, societies

and officials have worked for this end, is

amply illustrated. This is a book of great

charm for the mere reader and of inspira-

tion for every worker. It should be in the

library of every women's club and of every

civic association. Its quotable passages

are numerous, and more may here be

given

:

"Friends to the cause of beauty in the
community should give their labor more
than their money; for beauty of village and
town is not a thing to be bought. A fine

piece of sculpture will not do half as much
as a little care and vigilance. A recent re-

port of the municipal department of the
Civic Club of Philadelphia, giving results of
contrasted investigations in the United!
States and Europe, said of the former: 'No
other country spends so much and gets so-

little for its money. The American can gen-
erally afford to spend money better than
time for anything.' He thinks he can; but
the results show him to be mistaken. Gen-^

erosity in funds and sordidness in labor
make governments extravagant, and ex-

travagance is followed by corruption. No
legislation will give efllcient city govern-
ment if public interest be lacking, and
municipal art waits for its final triumph
upon efiicient city government."

Modem Civic Art is a more pretensions

and comprehensive discussion of the artis-

tic side of city improvement. It shows

wide reading and wide acquaintance with a

work of which the author says

:

"The best phase of the movement is not,

however, its extent, nor even its vigor and
growing efficiency, but the dependence it

puts on the ideal. By selecting here and
selecting there, the dreamed 'City Beautiful'
becomes a reality, is made a tangible goal.

Nobody now laughs it to scorn. Boards of

Trade work for it; Chambers of Commerce
appoint commissions to consider the local

development; to do one's part, in association
or individually by gifts, to bring nearer its

consummation, has become the test of pub-
lic spirit and philanthropy; corporations ac-

knowledge its claim to consideration, and
politicians have respect for the popular

[141]
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faith in it. It is the one definite civic ideal
now before the world."

The introductory chapters define the art

that "clothes utility with beauty," and re-

late in general the steps already taken

toward the ideal. In sensible, practical,

^definite manner the various divisions of

"the subject are considered:—^what the ap-

proaches by land and water should ex-

press and reveal of the city's character and
importance; how concentration of the chief

^government buildings, properly treated,

should form the climax of the city's dis-

tinction; how beauty and dignity may be

attained in the business section of a city,

and how home surroundings of rich and
poor may be made comfortable, refined and
lovely. Most delightful is Mr. Robinson's

interpretation of the need and use of open

spaces, which is a part of his broad and
'Comprehensive ideal of city planning. The
'fine illustrations add greatly to the value of

ihe text.

Part of the charm of these books lies in

their manner of expressing a sympathetic

understanding of human needs and possi-

bilities, combined with a practical definite-

ness in the solving of problems according

to broad and high principles.

Municipal Government in Europe

Professor Munro's comparative study of

"The Government of European Cities"
1

1 is

•of great value to the student of municipal

/government. The government of French,

Prussian and English cities is examined

with care as to its structure and functions,

;and compared on many points with that

of the United States. The book is not

padded with detail, but discusses the sub-

ject analytically with especial explanation

of the relations between civic and state

;
government. This point is one that the

American reader will be particularly glad

to be informed upon in connection with his

interest in other recent books, such as Pro-

fessor Goodnow's and "The Government of

American Cities" by Doming. The chapter

on "Sources and Literature" is a guide for

more exhaustive reading on the subject in

its relation to the three countries here dis-

cussed.

II
By William Bennett Munroe, Ph. D.

Macmillan Company, New York, 1909.
'tavo, 409 pp.; $2.50 net.

The
Oc-

The comparison between the powers and
personnel of American and of foreign

municipal councils is especially interesting.

Of late years advanced radicalism has had
more representatives in French municipal

government, but, in contrast to the English

policy, municipal socialism has not been

given a reckless hand. The borrowing

power of the English municipal council is

always controlled by some national author-

ity, but there is no city debt limit, and the

necessity of obtaining permission to borrow

"does not of itseK serve to prevent a rapid

expansion of local liabilities, or to afford

any adequate protection against the usual

consequence—an increase in local taxes."

The wide range of activities filled by
Prussian cities is "due in large measure to

the fact that in Prussia civic avithority

rests upon a broad grant, whereas in

America it must almost invariably be ob-

tained piecemeal, each specific power being

sought and considered upon its individual

merits." Wise and economical administra-

tion of public funds is secured in Prussia

through the few large taxpayers who elect

one-third of the municipal council, and who
naturally bring a conservative influence to

bear upon municipal expenditures. The
objections to which this system of classify-

ing voters is open will suggest themselves.

The English system of concentrating "all

local authority and responsibility, legisla-

tive as well as administrative, in the hands

of the council" results in an overburdened

set of councilors. Professor Munro finds

that in point of fitness for their work the

members of French councils compare favor-

ably, city for city, with American council-

men. We read that "in the present Berlin

council there are sixteen members who have

served for more than twenty years each,

and fifty who have each had more than ten

years of service." Such a statement sug-

gests the prestige of Prussian public office

and the well-known fact of the high stand-

ing and ability of German city councilors,

qualities appreciated and rewarded.

The French mayor has extensive admin-

istrative powers as the head of his ovsoi

commune and as the local agent of the

central government, but is under control by

the council and the state authorities. The
English mayor must needs be a social and

philanthropic success, for he has little op-

portunity to shine as an administrative offi-
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cial. Midway between the,.A^Hqdn; an'd

English mayors in extent •o£;p.6w'ers stands
the German Biirgermei^eJ-)', a dignified and
honored ofiicial, sougfc;t.'bj' the office.

While written wi,th'iio appa,'rei\t*4idacti'«

purpose, this volume' Upholds .tKeJ hi^he&t
ideals of today, and it will undoubtedly be
extensively used as a work of reference be-

cause of its thoroughness, accuracy and
fairness.

"Minding Our Own Business"

The keynote of Dr. Cleveland's unique
and forceful book, "Chapters on Municipal
Administration and Accounting,"§ is the
responsibility of the individual citizen to

know and understand how his city is spend-
ing his money. The book is unique because
it is the product of an awakening that is

unique in municipal annals; it is forceful

because written by a man who has made
intelligent study of his facts and of their

vivid presentation to the public eye and
mind.

The work of the Bureau of Municipal
Research, of which Dr. Cleveland is Direc-
tor, is not, however, herein displayed for
glorification. A brief explanation is given
of the purpose of the Bureau and of the
reforms instituted by officials whose atten-

tion the Bureau has directed to correct

methods of accounting and administration.
The various chapters of the volume are

addresses and articles which were delivered

or published from 1903 to 1909. They are
arranged according to subject matter. Be-
ginning with a thorough exposition of graft
in its various forms and of the citizen's

ignorance of city affairs, Dr. Cleveland
analyzes the financial management of

municipalities and explains the principles

of budget making. The need and signifi-

cance of correct municipal accounting are

set forth in several chapters with sufficient

detail to serve as a manual of reorganiza-

tion.

The new system of accounting adopted by
Chicago, the need of New York City for

such reform, and the recent installation of

a uniform system in the department of

finance of our metropolis, are told in such
a way that other cities may profit by it.

Chapters on "The Making of a School Re-

§By Frederick A. Cleveland, Ph.D. Long-
mans, Green and Company, New York, 1909.
Octavo, 361 pp.; $2.00 net.

fpbrt-'.' and "The Accounting Methods of
't'h'e' Department of Education," and others
on the, aiijjiiagement of hospitals and char-
itable in^ti.t-Vitions, show how to give to the

• "pi^Wic in iptpJligent form the essential facts

K>i ,administ;'iition.

Blame for dishonesty and inefficiency is

placed not so heavily upon the grafter and
the shirker as upon the citizen whose busi-
ness it is to know whether his money is

giving adequate return to the community,
and who is only just beginning to find out
that he can know and can control the busi-
ness affairs of his municipality.

A Practical City of Dreams

Against the background of publications
dealing with old Dutch and English days
and customs, which the Hudson-Fulton cel-

ebration called forth, "The New New
York"* stands out as does the picturesque
city it describes, against the clear northern
sky towards which the approaching voyager
gazes.

Author and artist together have pictured
the composition and the activities of this
great city with the closest observation of
detail, with the keenest sense of the city's

might. The book is alive with motion and
with sound; it is full of light and color, in
sweeps and flashes and enveloping haze.
From the delightful comparison of New
York's water approach with that of Con-
stantinople to the closing vision of future
splendor and majesty every chapter makes
appeal to eye and ear, to one's interest in
humanity.

We have here a character sketch of the
great metropolis, showing every shade of
her multi-hued and varied costumes, every
flicker and gleam of her changing moods
and expressions, picturing her at home, at
business, at work and at play, in squalor
and in luxury, and pointing out every turn
of her foot, every activity on which she has
laid her hands, every ideal of development
towards which she sets her face.

Even with its wealth of color plates and
sketches in black and white, the book is not
all picture-making, for it makes clear to
us the inner meaning of many scenes at
which we have gazed uncomprehendingly,

* By John C. Van Dyke. Illustrated by
Joseph Pennell. The Macmlllan Company.New York, 1909. Octavo, 425 pp.; 123 full-
pag-e illustrations; $4.00 net.
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of many phases of life of which we bare

known nothing. It is not a serene^, sym-

metrical and harmonious city that Sa, holds

our interest. Too much we lo\;e, to assert

our individual rights, in architecture as ,iu

all else, to make the result anything but

incongruous. Yet the city is a wonderful

expression of character and of modern

vitality, to which the future shall add un-

dreamed-of splendor.

For the Student and the Worker

In his treatise on "Mimicipal Govern-

ment" t Professor Goodnow has sought to

cover the history of city development in

general, and to determine the character of

city populations, with the purpose of lend-

ing aid in the solution of some of today's

pressing problems. The information given

and the conclusions drawn are clearly ar*

ranged under subheads, the book being de-

signed for students in high schools and

colleges as well as for the broader refer-

ence use of the practical worker.

The causes and extent of city growth in

relation to trade and industry are outlined,

and the economic, physical, moral and in-

tellectual conditions of the inhabitants of

cities are studied with reference to the

city's function in satisfying local needs.

Every problem is regarded by the author in

the light of history, and he bases his con-

clusions largely upon the experiences of the

past.

Professor Goodnow believes that cities

are of nature subordinate governments, and

that they are unable, if free of state con-

trol, to develop a form of government which

shall be truly representative of the people.

The state, because of its relatively greater

homogeneity of population, seems to him

to be the proper power to deal justly with

the evils of boss rule and venality that are

sure to arise in cities. Experience, we are

told, recommends administrative control by

the state, rather than legislative, and finds

such control most successful when the city

has been granted wide powers as to local

JBy Frank J. Goodnow, LL.D. The Cen-
tury Company. New York, 1909. Octavo, 401

pp.; J3.00 net.

matters,, go t|iat'.too frequent appeals to the

legislature nig.y be avoided. He advocates

few elective city^of^oials, elections by dis-

trict rather than atj&rge, concentration of

municipfil pow,ers, mamcipal suffrage based

on" permaiiGnt residence, and expert techni-

cal administration secured by state civil

service laws.

Large consideration is given to the de-

velopment and character of the modern city

council, to police administration and to the

city's function in securing proper operation

of public utilities. In this connection we

read the following sane conclusions

:

"So far as concerns the United States it

may be said that before a city enters upon
a wide field of municipal activity in these

directions its people should ask themselves
whether their political situation is such that

they can afford to stand the economic
loss to the community as a whole which
will probably result from municipal opera-
tion, and whether it is not possible to pro-

vide such a control over the private com-
panies which may attend to the matter as

will ensure fair treatment of the public from
the view-points both of equality of distribu-

tion and of regard for social needs."

Eor all who aspire to intelligent under-

standing of the interdependence of social

and political problems we may quote the

closing paragraph of this volume:

"Almost every cause, therefore, which is

dear to the hearts of a certain portion of the

people has an important influence in better-

ing urban life. Election and nomination
reform, civil service reform, and administra-

tive reform generally will, if the concrete

measures adopted are well considered, im-

prove the political conditions of American
cities. Charity reform, child labor and labor

reform generally, and reform in housing
conditions, the work of neighborhood settle-

ments, and, last but not least, the efforts

of the various churches and ethical societies

will do much to ameliorate social and eco-

nomic conditions. There is no improvement
in political conditions which does not aid in

the amelioration of social conditions; for

improvement in social conditions is in many
instances possible only where the political

organization is reasonably good. On the

other hand there is no improvement in social

conditions which does not make easier the

solution of the political problem ; for the

difficulty of the political problem in cities is

in large measure due to the social and eco-

nomic conditions of the city population."



A "QiLiiei Comer" Talk
: ;

'^

By, the Manager-

As a reader of The Amkrican City you

are directly interested in its success from

a business standpoint. The larger the meas-

ure of that success the greater will be its

power to assist in bringing about those

civic improvements for which you and we

are striving. Do you realize that you can,

without cost to yourself, help us materially

in winning that success?

It is, I think, well understood that the

principal revenue of all magazines is de-

rived from the patrons of its advertising col-

umns. Our representatives have secured an

exceptionally good list of contracts, espec-

ially for a new publication ; and if we bring

to these advertisers sufficient results to

justify them in doing so, their advertise-

ments will remain in our columns, and we

shall receive a considerable revenue to aid

us in meeting our expense while The

American City is establishing itself, and

the fact that such a magazine exists is be-

ing made known.

You can, therefore, do us a great service

by patronizing our advertisers as readers of

this magazine; that is, if you see anything

advertised in our columns that you want

tell the advertiser, when you write to him,

that your attention was called to his

product by seeing it advertised in The

American City. It is not a great thing

that I ask, 3'et upon your cooperation in

this way the progress of the magazine

largely depends. Moreover, in patronizing

our advertisers you will do yourself a

service, as we accept advertisements only

from firms that we know are reliable.

To establish a new publication is a much

greater task than is generally understood.

It is a labor of tremendous magnitude. The

American City is fortunate, however, in

having many loyal supporters—that great

body of progressive, unselfish citizens who

love the beautiful and are satisfied with no

conditions except the best. If our friends

will take the slight trouble to let the adver-

tisers know that their announcements in

our columns are read by the right people it

will make the problem of firmly establishing

the magazine a comparatively simple one.

It will soon become known that back of

this magazine is the support of the most

progressive of citizens, and many announce-

ments will fill our columns, yielding

sufficient revenue to enable us to carry out

our plans for making this magazine one of

the leaders in the development of American

cities. The movement for civic betterment

is big enough for such a magazine, and with

this cooperation from each of our readers

we shall have such a magazip-
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